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I. 
UBE 
A« -WAVE 
RADIO 

BUYBUY your radio direct from the Midwest Laboratories 
save from 30% to 50 %. This Super 16 -Tube 

Deluxe ALLrWAVE Radio is today's most sensational 
radio value! Now, it is easy to secure clear, loud- speaker recep- 
tion from stations 10,000 miles and more distant. It gives you 
complete wave. length coverage of 9 to 2000 meters (33 megocycles 
to 150 KCl- enabling yo}l to secure almost magical performance! 
Midwest users regularly log such stations as: CSC. London - 
VK2MB, Sydney, Australia - -J IAA. Tokio, Japan -RW50, Moscow, 
Russia -DJB, Berlin, etc. Never before so much radio for so little 
money! Send coupon today! 

-tie-r Ir' -F ,' d:duxe : \1.1. -\\:\\ I' radio positively gives you 
more features- anti 11111e ,n lvu,tn c,. Chun radi nary sets selling at 
two to three times Midwest's sensationally low price. It puts the 
whole world of radio at your finger tips. It has FIVE distinct 
wave bands- ultra short, short, medium, broadcast and long -all 
tuned with a single dial! You can switch instantly from U. S. 
programs Canadian, police, amateur. commercial, airplane and 
ship broadcasts- to the world's finest short wave programs. Don't 
try any radio until you get all the facts! You'll be amazed at 
the unbelievably low direct- from -Midwest Laboratories prices. They 
save you from 30' to 50'. Write for the new Midwest 1934 
catalog. 

40 NEW 1934 FEATURES 

New Style Consoles 

The new, t.ix AI illwed r.rtdo_ de OA 3 13131141.. line 
of beautiful, d1 111S1. r 111.411,, n the 

.nier de. I prv..l t e you 211 

tu .50'111. he NIa. r t ralt. . they 
I end dìntinetiun and ,limits tu any hume. m Mati the 
coupon fon t,u. 

These sensational new features give 
you amazing performance, perfect 
realism, new beauty of tone, new 
wealth of power, fractional microvolt 
sensitivity, better than 7 KC selec- 
tivity. For example -Automatic SE- 
LECT -O -BAND (exclusive with Mid- 
west) simplifies short wave tuning 
by instantly pointing out wave 
length of station. Some of the other 
features include: 
All -wave 9 to 2000 meter tuning range 

(33 megocycle to 150 KC) 
Five Full Wave Bands 
Illuminated Frequency Indicator 
Station Group Locator 
Dial Frequency Calibration in Kilo- 

cycles and Megocycles 
Balanced Unit Super Heterodyne Cir- 

cuit 

Slow Motion, Velvety- Action Tuning 
Positive Amplified Automatic Volume 

Control Bias Fully Delayed 
New and Improved Electro- dynamic 

Auditorium Type Speaker 
Latest Type, Higher Efficiency Tubes 
7 KC Selectivity, Automatically Ad- 

justed 
Scientifically Shielded ( Coils and 

Switch Catacombed ) 

Positive Signal Control 
Stat -O -Mit Interstation Silencer 
Super Power Class l "A" Audio Amplifier 
29 Tuned Circuits...10 in Cascade - 

3 Variable 
All Police and Airplane Bands 
New Duplex -Diode -High Mu Pen- 

todes 
Fractional Microvolt Sensitivity 
16- Tubes...Equivalent to 18 tubes 
New Thermionic Rectifier 
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9 with New 
Deluxe 

..,tudiforium Type 
SPEAKER 

D e o / Din e cf o ilh frb o rof o ri e r 

SAVE 
UP 
70 0 

Midwest guarantees your satisfaction by permitting you to try 
any Midwest set -right in your own home -for 30 days FREE 
trial. Thousands upon thousands of delighted Midwest owners 
all over the U. S. and in many foreign countries are daily en- 
joying the world's finest radio programs because of Midwest's 
revolutionary policy of selling direct from the laboratory at 
rock- bottom prices -and on easy terms. But don't judge qual- 
ity by price. Even though we offer unbelievably low prices, 
Midwe t Radios are of the very highest quality and positively 

guaranteed. 
When you buy from Midwest, you deal 
with one of the old -established, pioneer 
radio builders who have been selling 
quality sets all over the world for almost 
fourteen years. Mail the coupon or write 
us a postal for new 1934 catalog, easy 
terms and low laboratory prices. 

Terms 
AS LOW AS 

$ 00 
DOWN 

Get a bigger, better, more powerful, 
clearer -toned radio -at a positive saving 
of from 30% to 50 %. Increasing costs 
are sure to result in higher radio prices 
soon Buy before the big advance.... 
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set in your home. Satisfaction guaranted ttt'er. 
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IN THIS ISSUE: PROMINENT SHORT -WAVE AUTHORS 
Leutz Jones Worcester Denton Egert Victor Shuart 

HUGO GERNSBACK 
Editor 

soaT 
WAVI 
GAIT v- 

Contents for October, 1933 
Editorial -Short -Wave Scouting, by Hugo Gernsback 327 

S -W Receivers That Go To Sea, by C. R. Leutz 328 

A Pocket -Sized Short -Wave Receiver by James B 
Armstrong 329 

The Propagation Of 3 To 8 Meter Waves -Results of 
Tests With U.S.W. Transmitter Atop the Empire 
State Building, by L. F. Jones, R. C. A. Victor Co 330 

The "53" 1 -Tube Twinplex, by J. A. Worcester, Jr 332 

The REX Portable Superhet S -W Receiver, by C. E 
Denton and H. W. Secor 334 

Portable 5 and 10 Meter Transmitter -Receiver, by L. L 
Hotsenpiller 336 

A Novel S -W Converter, by R. M. Legate 337 

Behold the MINIDYNE! -A One -Tube Receiver That 
Uses No Aerial Or Ground, by Samuel S. Egert and 
Samuel Bagno 338 

Building a Power -Amplifier For The Beginner's Trans - 
mitter-No. 2 of a series on "Amateur Transmitters." 
by Leonard Victor, W2DHN 340 

How To Calibrate The MONITOR 342 

The "RT" Beginner's Transmitter, by George W. Shu- 
art, W2AMN -W2CBC 343 

The Evolution of Ultra Short Waves, by C. C. White- 
head 344 

World -Wide Short -Wave Review, edited by C. W 
Palmer 346 

Letters From S-W Fans 348 

9 -Tube Superheterodyne Has Coil Switch, by M. S. Miller 349 

SHORT -WAVE LEAGUE -Some "Hot" Opinions From 
Our Readers 350 

$5.00 For Best S -W Kink Monthly 351 

SHORT -WAVE STATIONS OF THE WORLD -Up- 
To -Date List, Edited by M. Harvey Gernsback 352 

Short -Wave QUESTION BOX 356 
"When To Listen In," by M. Harvey Gernsback 355 
Amateurs Who Made Good 372 

FEATURES IN NEXT ISSUE 
The 2 -Tube Pentadez -a remarkable receiver. in which 2 tubes do the work of 4, by J. A. Worcester, Jr. 
Short -Wave Antennas -How To Erect The Most Efficient Form Of Aerials, With The Latest Transposition Lead -Ins. 
"The Wyeth All -Wave 6," by C. A. Wyeth. 
How to Build a Good 10 -Meter Receiver, by George Shuart. 
Amateur Transmitters -Adding A Modulator For 160 Meter Phone, be Leonard Victor. W2DHN. 
Latest European Short -Wave Circuits, by C. W. Palmer. 

H. WINFIELD SECOR 
Managing Editor 

Certified Circuits 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT goes 
to a large expense in verifying 

new circuits published in this 
magazine. Whenever you see the 
seal shown here in connection 
with any of the sets published in 
this and future issues of SHORT 

WAVE CRAFT, this will be your guarantee that 
this set has been tested in our laboratories, as well 
as privately, in different parts of the country to 
make sure that the circuit and selected parts are 
right. Only "Constructional -Experimental" circuits 
are certified by us. 

When you see our certificate seal on any set de- 
scribed you need not hesitate in spending money 
for parts, because you are assured in advance that 
the set and circuit are bona fide and that this maga- 
zine stands behind it. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT is the only magazine that 
thus certifies circuits and sets. 

OUR COVER 
THE cover illustration this month shows the MINIDYNE -the very latest 1 -tube short -wave receiver. which re- 

quires no aerial or ground. This set has picked up short- wave signals over 100 miles away -a quite remarkable 
performance. Full constructional details are given on 
page ...... 338 

COPYRIGHT, 1933, BY H. GERNSBACK 
Published by POPULAR BOOK CORPORATION 
HUGO GERNSBACK, President - - H. W. SECOR, Vice -President EMIL GROSSMAN - - Director of Advertising Chicago Adv. Office - - L. F. McCLURE. 737 No. Michigan Blvd. Publication Office - - - 404 N. Wesley Avenue. Mount Morris, Ill. Editorial and General Offices - - 96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. London Agent: HACHETTE & CIE., 16 -17 King William St., Charing 

Cross, W.C.2 
Paris Agent: HACHETTE & CIE.. Ill Rue Reaumur Australian Agents: McGILL'S AGENCY, 179 Elizabeth St., Melbourne 
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SHORT -WAVE CRAFT- Monthly. Entered as second class matter May - 1930. at the post office at Mount Morris, Illinois, under the act of March 3. 1879 Trademarks and copyrights by permission of H. Gerns- back, 98 Park Place, N. Y. C. Text and illustrations of this magazine are copyrighted and must not be reproduced without permission. SHORT WAVE CRAFT is published on the 5th of every month. Twelve num- bers per year. Subscription price is 32.50 a year in the United States and possessions. Canada and foreign countries, $3.00 a year. Single copies 25c. Address all contributions for publication to Editor. SHORT WAVE CRAFT, 96 -98 Park Place, New York. N. Y. Publishers are not responsible for leet manuscripts. Contributions cannot be returned unitss authors remit full postage. SHORT WAVE CRAFT is for aale at all principal newsstands in the United States and Canada. European agents: Brentano's. London and Paris. Printed in U. S. A. Make all subscrip- tion checks payable to Popular Book Corporation. 
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OPPORTUNITIES 
are many 

323 

for the Radio 
Trained Man 

Don't spend } our life slaving away in some dull, hopeless job: Don't be satis- 
fied to work for a mere $20 or $30 a week. Let me show you how to get your 
start in Radio -the fastest- growing, biggest money- making game on earth. 

Jobs Leading to Salaries of $50 a Week and Up 
Prepare for jobs as Designer, Inspector and Tester -as Radio Salesman and in 
Service and Installation Work -as Operator or Manager of a Broadcasting 
Station -as Wireless Operator on a Ship or Airplane, or in Talking Picture or 
Sound Work- HUNDREDS OF OPPORTUNITIES for a real future in Radio! . 

TenWeeks of Shop Trainin 
Pay Your Tuition After Graduation 

We don't teach by book study. W train you on a great outlay of Radio, Television and Sound 
equipment -on scores of modern Radio Receivers, huge Broadcasting equipment, the very lat- 
est and newest Television apparatus, Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment, 
Code Practice equipment, etc. You don't need advanced education or previous experience. We 
give you -RIGHT HERE IN THE COYNE SHOPS -the actual practice and experience 
you'll need for your start in this great field. And because we cut out all useless theory and 
only give that which is necessary you get a practical training in 10 weeks. 

TELEVISION and TALKING PICTURES 
And Television is already here! Soon there'll be a demand for THOUSANDS of TTELEVISION 
EXPERTS ! The man who learns Television now can have a great future in this great new 
field. Get in on the ground -floor of this amazing new Radio development! Come to COYNE 
and learn Television on the very latest, newest Television equipment. Talking Picture and 
Public Address Systems offer opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new 
Radio field just beginning to grow! Prepare NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn 
Radio Sound Work at COYNE on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment. 

PAY FOR YOUR TRAINING 
After You Graduate 

I am making an offer that no other school has dared 
to do. I'll take you here in my shops and give you 
this training and you pay your tuition after you 
have graduated. Two months after you complete my 
course you make your first payment, and then you 
have ten months to complete your payments. There 
are no strings to this offer. I know a lot of honest fel- 
lows haven't got a lot of money these days, but still 
want to prepare themselves for a real job so they 
won't have to worry about hard times or lay offs. 

I've got enough confidence in these fellows and in my 
training to give them the training they need and pay me 
back after they have their training. 

If you who read this advertisement are really interested 
in your future here is the chance of a life time. Mail the 
coupon today and Ill give you all the facts. 

ALL PRACTICAL WORK 
At COYNE in Chicago 

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build radio sets, 
install and service them. You actually operate great Broad- 
casting equipment. You construct Television Receiving Sets 
and actually transmit your own Television programs over 
our modern Television equipment. You work on real Talk- 
ing Picture machines and Sound equipment. You learn 
Wireless Operating on actual Code Practice apparatus. We 

don't waste time on useless theory. We give you the prac- 
tical training you'll need -in 10 short, pleasant weeks. 

MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING 
You get Free Employment Service for Life. And don't let 
lack of money stop you. Many of our students make all or 
a good part of their living expenses while going to school 
and if you should need this help just write to me. Coyne 
is 33 years old. Coyne Training is tested -proven beyond 
all doubt. You can find out everything absolutely free. 
Just mail coupon for my big free book! 
H. C. Lewis, Pres. RADIO DIVISION Founded 189q 

COYNE Electrical School 
SOO S. Paulina St., Dept. 73 -2K, Chicago, Ill. 

Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts 

l 

1 

H. C. LEWIS, President 
Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School 
Soo S. Paulina St., Dept. 73.2E, Chicago, Ill. 

Dear Mr. Lewis: - Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and 
all details of your Special Offer. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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1t n.: dcasting Stations employ trained mete 

tinually for jobs paying up to $5,000 a } 

l'ol ice Departments are finding Radio a treat 
aid in their work. Many good jobs have been 
made in this new field. 

1 
Spare-ti me set servicing pays many N.R.I. 
men $5. $10, $15 a week extra. Fulltime men 
make as much as $40, $60. $75 a week. 

Radia Factories- Employ testers, inspectors, 
f, r engineers, service men, fur jolts pay - n, m m $7.500 a year. 

'l'cic -1,ont -the coming field of many great 
opportunities -is covered by my course. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for OCTOBER, 1933 

I WILLTRÀIÑYOù AT HOME 

Many Make $40$60s75a Week 
in Radio -- the Field With aFuture 

My book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," gives you full information on the opportune 
in Radio and explains how I can train you quickly to become a Radio Expert throe:. 

my practical Home -Study training. It is free. Clip and mail the coupon NOW. Radio's 
amazing growth has made hundreds of fine jobs which pay $40, $60 and $75 a week. 

Many of these jobs may quickly lead to salaries as high as $100, $125 and $150 a week. 

Radio -the Field With a Future 
Ever so often a new business is started in this country. You have seen how the men 

and young men who got into the automobile, motion picture and other industries when they 
were started had the first chance at the big jobs -the $5,000, $10,000 and $15,000 a year 
jobs. Radio offers the same chance that made men rich in those businesses. It has already 
made many men independent and will make many more wealthy in the future. You will be 

kicking yourself if you pass up this once -in -a- lifetime opportunity for financial independence. 

Many Radio Experts Make $40, $60, $75 a Week 
In the short space of a icw Yeats 300.1100 Radio jobs have been created, and thousands 

more will he made by its future development. Men with the right training -the kind of 

training I will give you in the N.R.I. Course -have stepped into Radio at 2 and 3 times 

their former salaries. Experienced service men as well as beginners praise N.R.I. training 
for what it has done for them. 

Many Make $5, $10, $15 a Week Extra 
In Spare Time Almost At Once 

My Course is world - famous as the one "that pays for itself." The day you enroll I 
send you instructions, which you should master quickly, for doing 28 Radio jobs common in 

most every neighborhood. Throughout your Course I will show you how to do other 
repair and service jobs on the side for extra money. I will not only show you how to do 
the jobs but how to get them. I'll give you the plans and ideas that have made $200 to 
$1,000 a year for hundreds of fellows. G. W. Page, 110 Raleigh Apts., Nashville, Tenn., 
writes: "I made $935 in my spare time while taking your Course." My book, "Rich 
Rewards in Radio," gives many letters from students who earned four, five and six times 
their tuition fees before they graduated. 

Get Ready Now for Jobs Like These 
Broadcasting stations u.c engineer.,, operators, station managers and pay up to $5,000 

a year. Radio manufacturers employ testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, service men, 
buyers and managers for jobs paying up to $7,500 a year. Radio dealers and jobbers 
(there are over 35,000) employ service men, salesmen, buyers, managers and pay up to 
$100 a week. There are hundreds of opportunities for you to have a spare -tine or full - 
time Radio business of your own -to be your own boss. I'll show you how to start your 
own business with practically no capital -how to do it on money made in spare time while 
learning. My book tells you of other opportunities. Be sure to get it at once. Just 
clip and mail the coupon. 

I HAVE STARTED MANY IN RADIO AT 2 ANP 3 TIMES 

S400.00 
Each 

Month 

"1 spent fifteen years as traveling 
salesman and was malt in, gmxl 

money but could see the opportuni- 
ties In Radio. Believe me. I am 

not sorry. for I have made more 

money than ever before. I have 

made more than $400 each month 
and It really was your course m that 
brought me to this. I can't say too 

much for N.R.I." -J. O. Dahlstead, 
Radio St a. K YA. San Francisco. 
Cal. 

$800.00 
In Spare 

Time 

"Money could not pay for what I 

got out of your course. I did not 

know a single thing about Radio 

before I enrolled. but I have Made 

5a00 In toy spare time. although 

my work keeps me away from home 

feorn 6:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. 

Every word I ever read about your 

course I have found true. " -Milton 
I. Leiby. Jr., Topton. Pennsyh ant.. 

Chief 
Engineer 

it Station WOS 

"I have a nice position and am 
gilt Mg a maxi salary as Chief En- 
gineer of Itadio Station WOS. Be- 
fore entering Radio, my salary was 
barely 51.000.00 a year. It Is now 
$!.1111,.110 a year. Before entering 
Radio. uy work was. more or less. 
a drudgery -it Is now a pleasure. 
All of this is the result of the 
N.It.!. training and study. You got 
me toy first important position." 
It. it. Lance. Radio Station W03, 
Jefferson City. MissourL 
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TO BE A RADIO EXPERT. 

Act Now ---Mail Coupon Below 
for Free Book of Facts and Proof 

You Can Learn at Home in Your 
Spare Time to be a Radio Expert 

IIuld your job. There is no need for you to leave home. I will train 
you quickly and inexpensively during your spare time. You don't have 
to be a high school or college graduate. My Course is written in a clear, 
interesting style that most anyone can grasp. I give you practical experi- 
ence under my 50 -50 method of training -one -half from lesson books and 
one -half from practical experiments with equipment given without extra 
charge. This unique and unequalled method has been called one of the 
greatest developments in correspondence Radio training. N.R.I. pioneered 
and developed it. It makes learning at home easy, fascinating, practical. 

Learn the Secrets of Short Wave, Television, 
-Talking Pictures, Set Servicing, 

Broadcasting 
I'll give you more training than yarn need to get a jub -I'll give you 

your choice, and not charge you extra either, of my Advanced Courses 
on these subjects -(1) Television, (2) Set Servicing and Merchandising, 
(3) Sound Pictures and Public Address Systems, (4) Broadcasting. 
Commercial and Ship Radio Stations, (5) Aircraft Radio. Advanced 
specialized training like this gives you a decided advantage. 

Your Money Back if You are Not Satisfied 
I will give you an agreement in writing, legal and binding upon this 

Institute, to refund every penny of your money upon completing my 
Course if you are not satisfied with my Lessons and Instruction Service. 
The resources of the National Radio Institute, Pioneer and W'orld's 
Largest Home -Study Radio School, stand behind this agreement. 

Find Out What Radio Offers. Get My Book 
One copy of my valuable 64 -page book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," is 

free to any resident of the U. S. and Canada over 15 years old. It has 
started hundreds of men and young men on the road to better jobs and a 
bright future. It has shown hundreds of men who were in blind -alley 
jobs, how to get into easier, more fascinating, better- paying work. It tells 
you where the good Radio jobs are, what they pay, how you can quickly 
and easily fit yourself to be a Radio Expert. The Coupon will bring 
you a copy free. Send it at once. Your request does not obligate you in 
any way. Mail coupon in envelope or paste on post card. ACT NOW. 

J. E. SMITH, President 
Dept. 3KB3, National Radio Institute 

Washington, D. C. 

FORMER PAY 

Experienced 
Radio Man 

Praises 
N.R.I. 

Course 

.'Before taking your course, I had worked 
at Itadlo for over seven years. doing 
quite a bit of servicing, but I realized 
that I was s in need of better training. 
From the that lesson on I began to un- 
derstand points that had had me wonder- 
ing. The course has taught me what I 
could not have learned otherwise and I 
would not take many times the price it has 

not me, for the knowledge I have gained. 
In a period of nine months, I have made 
at least E3.300.-' ---0. J. Stegner, 28 So. 

Sandusky St., Delaware, Ohio. 

325 

Special FREE Offer 
Act now and receive in addition to 
my big free book, "Rich Rewards in 
Radio," this Service Manual on 
D. C., A. C. and Battery Operated 
sets. Only my students could have 
this hook In the past. Now readers 
of this magazine who mail the coupon 
rill receive it free. Overcoming hum, 
nuises of all kinds, fading signals, 
broad tuning, howls and oscillations, 
poor distance reception, distorted or 
muted signals, poor Audio and Radio 
Frequency amplification and other 
vital service information is contained 
in it. Get a free copy by mailing the 
coupon below. ACT NOW. 

SPECIAL Radio Equipment 
for Broad Practical Experience 
Given Without Extra Charge 

s!, Is not all theory. I'll 
- to u my apse i al Radio 

sou ipoi of for udYacnng e Per imentS 
ud huilitin uhirh illustrate 
n!l done nrinri I;1°i rd in such well. 

It nnu,n act; : s we.tinainni,, General 
Electric. phileo. R. C. :t., victor. 
\laie.tie and other:. YOU work out 
t.1155 1155r own hand; up' or the 
hing. dÁ olea eat books. 

7n no rtiod 1st training makes 
learning at 
hone e a s y. 
interesting. 
fascinating. h tI I n t e n s e l y 
practical 

Clap and mail NOW /or 
FREE INFORMATION 

J. E. SMITH, President 
National Radio Institute, Dept. 31(B3 
Washington, D. C. 
Dear Mr. Smith: Please send me your sample lesson 
"Trouble Shooting in D.C., A.C. and Battery Sets" 
and your book, 'Rich Rewards in Radio," which 
points out the opportunities for spare -time and full - 
time jobs in Radio and your famous 50-50 method of 
training men to become Radio Experts through home 
study. I understand that this places me under no 
obligation. 

(Please print plainly) 

Name Age 

Address 

City State 

Il 

J 
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COME TO THE 

SHOW0FWONDERS. 
20TH CENTURY THRILLS!! 

MADISON 

SEPT M 
SQUARE 

TO 30EN 

NATIONAL 
RADIO 

AND 

ELECTRICAL 
EXPOSITION 

SPONSORED BY THE ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK, INC. 

NOW YOU can SEE the electrical marvels 
you've been reading about ... How New 

York police catch crooks with radio ... Electric 
"eye" that closes doors, opens windows, turns 
on lights, etc.... Television in action ... Radio 
stars broadcasting national programs ... Talkie 
picture stars in person, in action ... Electric 
"fun room" for boys and girls . .. Air cleaned, 
cooled, humidified or de- humidified, and cir- 
culated by electricity . New electric work - 
savers, entertainers and health promoters in an 
All -American all- electric home . washers, 
ironers, lamps, vacuum cleaners, the new re- 
frigerators, clocks, radios, cookers, ranges, 
toasters, oil burners, air conditioners, sewing 

machines, home talkies ... the leading makes 
actually demonstrated under one roof ... New 
short -wave receiver picking up world -wide 
broadcasts ... Try -outs for coming radio talent. 

These and hundreds of other fascinating ex- 
hibits illustrate the swift progress of the Elec- 
trical Age and what it means in your home, 
office or factory. 

New York's first opportunity in four years 
to see and compare everything electrical in one 
place on one visit. Something going on every 
minute. Come, and bring your family. Madi- 
son Square Band of Syncopaters -day and eve- 

Exposition open every day From 11:00 to 11:00. Admission 
only 25e. Madison Square Garden, 8th Avenue and 

50th Street, New York City 
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Shorti-Wave Scouting 
An Editorial By HUGO GERNSBACK 

STRANGE as it may seem, there are two kinds of 
short -wave radio listening, which idea does not seem to 

be recognized by many listeners. The first class com- 
prises short -wave listening of the so- called "obvious" that 
is, high -power stations, which almost anyone can get with 
a one- or two -tube set. The reason for this is that the 
stations in question are so powerful that it does not take 
much trouble nor patience to pull them in. Indeed, these 
stations can be heard day in and day out, practically the 
entire year, when they are on the air. Such stations are, 
for instance, in the United States: the high -power stations 
of the General Electric Company at Schenectady, W2XAF; 
Westinghouse Electric, Pittsburgh, W8XK; National Broad- 
casting Co. at Bound Brook, W3XAL, 
and a number of others. Outside of 
the United States, the stations re- 
ceived easily are Daventry, England, 
GSG; Madrid, Spain, EAQ; Sydney, 
Australia, VK2ME; Melbourne, Aus- 
tralia, VK3ME; the Pontoise, France, 
stations; the German, Koenigswuster- 
hausen station DJA, and a number of 
others familiar to all short -wave lis- 
teners for easy reception. 

The other class comprises station, 
not so easily logged, and where time 
and patience is required to hear them 
at all. As a rule, they cannot be 
logged with a two -tube set, and it 
takes a multitube set, from four tubes 
and upwards, to the superheterodyne 
style of seven tubes and more, to 
bring in such elusive stations. The reason for this is, 
of course, that the power behind these stations is com- 
paratively small, and amounts to only a small fraction of 
that of the "easy" stations. 

After the short -wave beginner has listened to the easy 
stations for a while, this soon palls on him and he will want 
to reach out for new air adventures. To do so, he gets a 
more powerful set, and this he either builds or buys a 
factory -made receiver. He is now ready to log the "dif- 
ficult" kind of stations, and he will never hear them regu- 
larly nor very often, and that is where the sport of short- 
wave reception comes in, because anything that comes too 
easy in life usually is not worthwhile. The studious type 
of short -wave listener who goes after the hard ones, of 
course, keeps a "log" when he hears the stations, listens 
carefully for their call letters, when received, and other 
interesting data. In this case, the short-wave listener be- 

comes a Professional Short -Wave Scout. With some 8500 
commercial short -wave radio stations scattered all over the 
globe, it becomes a matter of pride with most listeners to 
see how many of these stations can actually be "logged." 

And it is here that I would like to make a personal appeal 
to all professional short -wave scouts. It is almost impos- 
sible to obtain an accurate list of short -wave stations of 
the world. The publishers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT recently 
attempted this by putting out the OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE 

Loo AND CALL BooK, in which some 8500 commercial sta- 
tions are listed. The professional listener, however, knows 
that stations are apt to change over night. New stations 
spring up unannounced, transmitter locations are changed, 

power is changed, all without notifica- 
t ion to anyone. 

While the Federal Radio Commis - 
,ion lists the stations in the United 
States, foreign countries rarely do so, 
and sometimes months pass before a 
new station or a change made in 
either wavelength, call letter or equip- 
ment of such a station breaks into 
print. For that reason, I request that 
professional listeners send in calls 
which they have logged and which are 
not usually found in either SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT or the OFFICIAL SHORT 
WAVE LOG AND CALL BOOK. 

This is merely asked in a spirit of 
cooperation, because information ob- 
tained in this manner can be, as a 
rule, quickly verified, and then cor- 

rections or additions can be printed promptly. The same 
is, of course, the case of stations which are not listed at 
all in either SHORT WAVE CRAFT or the OFFICIAL SHORT 
WAVE Loo AND CALL BOOK. 

If a few thousand readers would report such changes, ad- 
ditions, etc., regularly to our headquarters, it would cer- 
tainly help all, and would benefit the entire short -wave 
radio fraternity. 

In return for the efforts expended by our readers, 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT Will, in an early issue, print the names 
of those who consistently report calls heard to the columns 
of our publications. In a forthcoming issue of this pub- 
lication there will be described a handsome cup, which will 
be donated every three months by SHORT WAVE CRAFT to 
those Short Wave Scouts who help to further the cause of 
short waves. 

Watch for the announcement! 

TO OUR READERS 
THE EDITOR of SHORT WAVE 

CRAFT asks for special cooper- 
ation by the readers of SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT. He also inaugu- 
rates a new movement to be known 
hereafter as "Short Wave Scouts." 

SHORT -WAVE CRAFT IS PUBLISHED ON THE Sth OF EVERY MONTH 
This is the October, 1933, Issue -Vol. IV, No. 6. The next Issue Comes out October 5th 

Editorial and Advertising Offices -96 -98 Park Place, New York ('itg 
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Front view of the 3- section "triple range" 
receiver used on the yacht `Aras "; it 
tunes in short, broadcast, and long waves. 

THE successful design of broadcast 
receiving equipment for yacht in- 

stallations is a problem all by itself and 
is not generally understood. With the 
craft at dock and near broadcast trans- 
mitters, any average broadcast receiver 
works fairly well. With the yacht 
under way, it is another matter and 
each installation must be given indi- 
vidual consideration and attention to 
get satisfactory results. 

The yacht "ARAS," a 243 -foot mod- 
ern Diesel craft with a crew of 30 
men and the yacht "MIGRANT," 223 
feet long, with a crew of 33, the 
largest auxiliary schooner in the world, 
both originally had special radio equip- 
ment installed for entertainment pur- 
poses. This apparatus was entirely 
separate from the regular commercial 
radio transmitters and receivers which 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for OCTOBER, 1933 

s-w 
Receivers 

That 
Ga To Sea 

By C. R. LEUT:L 

In the accompanying article Mr. 
Leutz, eminent short -wave ap- 
paratus designer, gives us some 
very interesting information on 
"Pro" type short-wave receiv- 
ers which have been built for 
use on large private yachts. 
Every short-wave "fan" will 
devour the details of the ad- 
vanced design exemplified in 

these "pro" sets. 

are aboard for world -wide communica- 
tion purposes. The original broadcast 
receivers installed were quite elaborate 
but not at all satisfactory except over 
a very limited range. 

The writer was assigned the work 
of designing and constructing broad- 
cast receiving equipment for these two 
yachts, a strict custom job, results to 
be guaranteed. Both installations 
worked out exceedingly satisfactory 
and were promptly accepted. 

A description of these sets together 
with the problems involved follows. 

Yacht "Aras" Installation 
All large yachts have electric 

generating plants delivering direct cur- 
rent. To design a powerful radio re- 

Rear view of the triple wavelength range 
receiver designed and built by Mr. Leutz 

for the 243 foot yacht, "Aras." 

ceiver requires an alternating current 
source. A motor -generator or rotary 
converter must be provided to change 
the direct current to alternating cur- 
rent which in turn feeds the radio re- 
ceiver and power amplifiers. 

The electric generating plants are 
equipped with a storage battery pro- 
viding a source of current when the 
generator is shut down or out of coTn- 
m'ssion. If the storage battery is a 
lead cell type, the D.C. voltage re- 
mains fairly constant. When Edison 
storage batteries are used, the battery 
voltage varies from 110 to 140 volts 
and a regulating device must be pro- 
vided to limit the voltage to 110 as 
applied to the rotary converter. Fur- 
thermore, this rotary converter must 

(Continued on page 359) 
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A Pocket.Sized Short.Wave Receiver 
By JAMES B. ARMSTRONG 

Note the neat appearance of this ex- 
tremely compact 1 -tube S -W receiver built 
by Mr. Armstrong. The flat celluloid dials 

project through slots in the case. 

Another view of Mr. Armstrong's "pocket 
size" receiver. which is built into a meta 
case; but a cigar box may be used instead 

A number of novel features are incorporated in this pocket -size, 
1 -tube short-wave receiver. It can be built in a small metal 
case or in a cigar box if so desired. Both the "A" and "B" 

batteries are enclosed within the case. 

THIS miniature receiver was de- 
signed to cover the wavelength band 

of 75 -85 meters and contains all neces- 
sary apparatus, with the exception of 
headphones, to bring in stations on 
both code and phone bands over a dis- 
tance of one or two thousand miles. 
All that is necessary to put the set 
into operation is to insert the phone, 
aerial and ground cord tips into their 
respective jacks, clip the aerial and 
ground cord to a small aerial and a 
ground, and turn on the tube filament. 
A bed spring is very satisfactory as an 
aerial, while a ground can be secured 
on the waterpipe. Out -of- doors, a few 
feet of wire thrown up into a tree pro- 
vides a satisfactory aerial, and a metal 
rod pushed into the earth as a ground. 

The box which contains the set is 
made of 1/16" aluminum and meas- 
ures 2" by 4" by 7" outside dimen- 
sions. It is fastened together by 2 -56 
flat -head brass screws and 1/32" brass 
angles, the two four -inch sides being 
bent up from the base, making a 
"U "- shaped base upon which to mount 
the instruments. The lid of the box 
is a piece of aluminum 1/16" by 4" by 
7" and is fastened to the box by means 
of 1/4" brass hinges secured with 2 -56 
flat -head brass machine screws. On 
the right side of the box is a brass 
snap -catch with push button to operate 
for opening the box to inspect the in- 
terior or to replace batteries. 

A bakelite panel "A" for mounting 
the phone, aerial and ground tip jacks 
and filament tumbler switch "B ", is set 
into the upper left -hand corner of the 
box and forms part of the upper side. 
It measures 3/16" by 1" by 2 ", and is 
screwed to the left side and to the 
base. It is also secured to the upper 
side of the box by means of a brass 
"Z "- shaped piece "C ", and 2 -56 screws. 

No particular dimensions will be 

given for mounting the component 
parts of the set, as they will be found 
to fit in the positions shown in the 
sketch. 

Tube and Tube Socket 

The tube socket should be mounted 
on edge and screwed to an aluminum 
angle on the bottom of the socket, 
the angle being screwed to the bottom 
or rear side of the box. If, now a 
11/4" hole is cut in the lower side of 
the box opposite the tube socket, the 
tube can be inserted through the box 
into the tube socket or removed at 
any time. 

The tube used must be a 30 or one 
of similar physical dimensions in order 
to slip through the hole in the side of 
the box and the tuner coil form. The 
type 30 tube was also used on account 
of its low filament current consump- 
tion and voltage and the fact that it 
will operate efficiently on 221/4 volts 
of "B" battery. 

The throttle condenser for controll- 
ing regeneration and oscillation (for 
"CW ") is a 13 -plate (.00005 mf. 
capacity) midget. It is secured to the 
tube socket bracket, by means of an- 
other "L" shaped bracket, and is 
rotated or controlled by means of a 
toothed celluloid disc 1/16" thick and 
11/4" in diameter. This control disc 
is screwed to a %" brass bushing fitted 
with a set -screw to hold the assembly 
securely onto the condenser shaft. 

Tuning Inductance 

The tuner consists of three windings 
on a cardboard tube 11/4" long cut with 
a razor blade from an insulating tube 
from a No. 950 battery cell. The 
secondari, or grid winding consists of 
30 turns of No. 28 D. C. C. copper 

(Continued on page 358) 
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The PROPAGATION of 3 t0 

Fig. 1. Horizontal Half -wave Antenna, as 
tried out on top of Empire State Building. 
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ULTRA -SHORT waves are being 
widely applied experimentally to 

radio communication and broadcast- 
ing, and already have limited commer- 
cial application. Undoubtedly the 
commercial utilization of these waves 
will increase rapidly. For the intelli- 
gent application of any band in the 
radio frequency spectrum, the propa- 
gation characteristics of that band 
must be known. To learn such char- 
acteristics, the RCA Victor Company, 
working jointly with RCA Communica- 
tions, Inc., and the National Broad- 
casting Company, have investigated 
and are investigating the characteris- 
tics of wavelengths below ten meters. 
Others have experimented extensively 
on the same subject. 

Wavelengths higher than seven or 
eight meters are occasionally reflected 
from the Heaviside layer. The pres- 
ent paper deals only with the propa- 
gation characteristics of wavelengths 
between about three and eight meters. 
Probably wavelengths of eight to 
twelve meters have similar propaga- 
tion characteristics to the shorter ones, 
except that sky wave reflections may 
be experienced during certain years 
of the eleven -year sun cycle, especial- 
ly in the middle of the day. This may 
not prevent these waves from being 
widely used for some types of local 
communication. 

Early Test 
Early in 1930, Dr. Haigis developed 

low power ultra -short -wave apparatus 
and conducted limited propagation ex- 
periments. Since the fall of that year 
various transmitters operating on 
wavelengths down to three meters 
have been manufactured and sold for 
special purposes. 

Measurements made in 1930 of the 
coverage of a transmitter of several 
hundred watts power operating on 
about six meters located 120 feet 
above the street level in Camden, in- 
dicated that valuable broadcast serv- 
ices could be rendered by ultra- short- 
wave transmitters. Television was 
partly in mind in view of the impos- 
sibility of securing adequate channel 
widths on higher wavelengths and of 
eliminating the effects of sky reflec- 
tions. Later, under the direction of 
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Mr. R. D. Kell, the transmitter power 
was increased to one kilowatt, and 
more extensive observations were 
made in the Camden -Philadelphia ter- 
ritory. 

Activities were then transferred to 
New York, where the preponderance of 
steel buildings, the remote locations 
of the suburbs, and the large amount 
of automobile ignition interference 
were expected to make most conditions 
of reception as severe as will be found 
in any American city. A fifty -watt 
transmitter was installed on the RCA 
Building at 51st Street and Lexington 
Avenue, the antenna being 650 feet 
above street level. 

A vertical half -wave antenna was 
used for the majority of the observa- 
tions and transmission was conducted 
on 3.5, 5, 6.5, and 8.5 meters. Ob- 
servations were made in all directions 
inside and outside of buildings, and at 
distances up to thirty miles. It seemed 
advisable before making many observa- 
tions to compare several antenna lo- 
cations on the roof so that the optimum 
might be used for propagation meas- 
urement purposes. Six antenna posi- 
tions were tested in the tower that 
constitutes the topmost portion of the 
RCA Building. This tower is hollow, 
about forty feet in height, and is made 
of a latticework of stone and bricks 
that include many openings for artis- 
tic purposes. Fig. 1 shows one of the 
arrangements, where the antenna was 
placed horizontally within the hollow 
tower. Fig. 2 shows the final antenna 
location used for the tests. Differences 
between horizontally and vertically 
polarized waves appeared of little im- 
portance, but locating the antenna 
high enough to be practically clear of 
the surrounding stone work, as shown 
in Fig. 2, gave an increase in field 
strength of several hundred per cent. 
Absorption in the lattice stone work 
was very great for antenna locations 
such as shown in Fig. 1. 

The propagation data gained from 
these preliminary Camden and New 
York tests were later enhanced by 
quantitative measurements made of 
transmission from the Empire State 
Building. 

Transmitting Equipment 
Preliminary tests made with a port- 

able ultra- short -wave transmitter lo- 
cated on the top of the Empire State 

Fig. 5. Circuit Used in Low Sensitivity Fig. 3. General Layout of Empire State 
"Loop" Receiver. Building Antenna. Fig. 4. Test in Dirigible. Columbia. 
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8 Meter Waves 
By L. F. JONES, R.C.A. Victor Company 

Television in every home will be with us before we realize it, 

and from all the present indications both the "image" and the 
"voice" will be transmitted on wavelengths somewhere between 
3 and 8 meters. The present article is, therefore, of tremendous 
importance, giving as it does some of the actual measured re- 

sults obtained on these low wavelengths, the majority of obser- 
vations and tests having been made on television signals trans- 
mitted from the top of the Empire State Building in New York 
City. Signals were recorded at a distance as great as 280 miles. 

building had shown the superiority of 
the 1300 -foot altitude of this building 
over the 650 feet of the RCA build- 
ing, and for this and other reasons 
space was secured on the 85th floor 
for the installation of television trans- 
mitters and studios. A picture trans- 
mitter operating on a frequency of 
forty -four megacycles (6.8 meters) 
with about two kilowatt output, and 
sound transmitter operating on 61 
megacycles (4.9 meters) with an out- 
put of about one kilowatt, were in- 
stalled in July of 1931. Each trans- 
mitter was coupled through a 275 -foot 
concentric tube transmission line to its 
antenna. Fig. 3 shows the antennas 
used for the propagation measure- 
ments. Each antenna was a half wave- 
length long and was made of one and 
one quarter inch duralumin rod. The 
antennas were elevated above every- 
thing else, their bases being at about 
the same level as the top of the weath- 
er apparatus. In fact, the antennas 
were the highest structures above 
ground level ever erected anywhere. 
The antennas were spaced nine feet 
apart which rendered a reasonably 
small reflection effect of the one on 
the other. 

The transmitters utilized precision 
quartz crystal oscillators, driving their 
respective power amplifiers through 
doubler and tripler stages. Each trans- 
mitter was modulated in its power am- 
plifier stage, up to 100 per cent. An- 
tenna currents as indicated by com- 
mercial thermo -couple meters were 
about seven amperes and five amperes 
on forty -four and sixty -one megacycles 
respectively, and are thought to indi- 
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cate powers of about two kilowatt and 
one kilowatt. 

Receiving Equipment 
Observations of the Empire State 

radiations were made by airplane, au- 
togiro, dirigible, and automobile. 

The measuring equipment used for 
the majority of observations consisted 
of a high sensitivity receiver of the 
superheterodyne type using detector, 
oscillator, three stages of six -mega- 
cycles intermediate- frequency amplifi- 
cation (using pentodes) and second de- 
tector. This receiver was developed 
and calibrated under the direction of 
Mr. G. L. Beers of the research divi- 
sion. An indicating microammeter, 
with bucking battery, was in the sec- 
ond detector plate circuit. Several 
stages of audio amplification followed 
for operating a loud speaker for the 
sake of convenience during certain 
tests. When used in an automobile 
the receiver was mounted on the rear 
seat and coupled to a half -wave vertical 
antenna. The receiver was calibrated 
by inserting a resistance of known 
value in the center of the half -wave 
receiving antenna, and by inducing 
therein a current of known value from 
a signal generator. This calibration was 
checked by other measurements. Al- 
though they checked reasonably closely, 
it is probable that 
considerable cali- 
bration error ex- 
isted. The equip- 
ment w a s cali- 
brated for field 

(Continued on 
page 37. ?) 

Fig. 7. (left) Field 
Strengths Immedi- 
ately Adjacent to 

Transmitter. 

Fig. 9. (right) 
Field Strength 
within a Residence, 

50 Megacycles. - 
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Fig. 2. Final Antenna for R. C. A. Build- 
ing Test. 

Fig. R. Shows Graphically the Relations 
Existing Between Height of Transmitting 
Antenna, Height of Receiving Aerial, "R" 
the Distance Between Transmitter and 
Receiver, and "d" the Height of the Ab- 

sorbing Layer. 
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Here we have a front view of the 1 -tube "Twinplex" receiver developed by Mr. Worcester. 1 tube does the work of 2! 

The "53" 
1 -Tube TWINPLEX 

$20.00 July Prize Winner 

Here's a 1 -tube receiver that actually works like a 2 -tube 
receiver, and as Mr. Worcester points out probably the most 
popular short-wave receiver for phone reception is the "2- 
tuber"- comprising a regenerative detector and a single 
audio amplifier stage. By taking advantage of the new type 
"53" tube, which really comprises 2 tubes in one, the author 
was enabled to evolve the "Twinplex" circuit, so that a single tube is made 
to operate jointly as a detector and also as an A.F. amplifier! Both CW 

and phone reception are afforded. 

By J. A, WORCESTER, Jr. 

IT can be stated, without possible 
fear of contradiction, that the most 

popular short -wave receiver from the 
constructor's standpoint, at the present 
time, is a two tube affair consisting of 
a regenerative detector and one -stage 
audio amplifier. It is, of course, true 
that many home built receivers also in- 
clude a stage of radio frequency ampli- 
fication, either of the tuned or aperiodic 
variety, and possibly an additional 
stage of audio frequency amplification, 
as well; to provide sufficient volume for 
loudspeaker operation under favorable 
conditions. However, those fortunate 
enough to afford these more complicated 
receivers generally prefer to purchase 
one of the many excellent commercial 
receivers employing such circuits 
rather than to undertake the construc- 
tion themselves; as the savings that can 
be effected thereby are generally not 
sufficient to justify such a procedure. 

The average prospective constructors, 
becoming interested in short wave re- 
ception for the first time prefers as 
simple a receiver as possible consistent 
with satisfactory results. A one tube 
receiver is undoubtedly the ideal solu- 
tion but unfortunately such a receiver 
of the conventional regenerative variety 
will not produce sufficient volume for 
satisfactory headphone reception. The 
writer has been interested for some 
time in designing a one tube receiver 
which would retain all the essential 
features of the conventional two tube 

receiver and at the same time produce 
the simplification in wiring and appara- 
tus effected by the single tube con- 
struction. 

New 53 Tube 
Employed 

T h e schematic 
wiring diagram 
of such a receiver 
is shown in Fig. 
1. The tube em- 
ployed is the new 
53 which really 
consists of two 
tubes in one. This 
tube was de- 
signed as a Class 
B Twin amplifier 
but due to the 
comparatively 
large static plate 
current drawn, it 
can be readily 
adapted to detec- 
tion and Class A 
amplification. 

As an audio 
frequency ampli- 
fier this tube is very effective 
since its amplifi- 
cation factor is 
about 35. T h i s 
permits an ampli- 
fication approxi- 
mating that of a 

pentode without the latter's disadvan- 
tages of wiring complications and heavy 
plate current drain, which makes the 
use of an output coupling device prac- 
tically a necessity if possible damage to 
the headphones is to be avoided. The 
heater- cathode construction effectively 
reduces hum and obviates the necessity 
of employing a center- tapped resistor 
with its consequent wiring complica- 
tions. 

(Continued on page 357) 

Looking at the hack of the 1 -tube "Twinplex,~ in which a single 
53 type tube perform. as both detector and A.F. amplifier. 
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The drawings above show both the schematic and physical diagrams for the one -tube "Twinplex" receiver -in which a single 
53 tube does double duty; that is, it performs both as a detector and as an A. F. amplifier -true economy! Data for winding 

your own coils is given in the diagram above. 
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The "Rex" Portable Sup, rhet Receiver brings in distant stations on even a short 
antenna. 

The editors have received 
many requests from readers 
of this magazine asking for a 
medium weight, portable 
short-wave superhet receiver. 
They are glad to present such 
a portable set herewith which 
embodies some of the latest 
design features and which 
also employs carefully select- 
ed latest type 2 -volt battery 
tubes. The carrying case 
contains all necessary bat- 
teries as well as loud speaker. 
"Band spread" is included 
among other features and 
high economy is assured by 

the use of but 5 tubes. 

The "REX" Portable 
Superhet ShortWave Receiver 

THE problems encountered in the 
design of a compact short -wave 

superhet are manifold and this design 
is one of many developed in a series of 
tests extending over the last few 
months. This particular design was 
finally evolved as the most compact in 
size and most satisfactory in operation. 

Band -spread tuning controls and the 
use of the superheterodyne circuit re- 
sults in remarkable selectivity and 
sensitivity with a minimum of back- 
ground noise. The receiver has six 

By Clifford E. Denton and H. W. Seeor 
tuned circuits, two of which are man- 
ually tuned by the operator and these 
two controls are mounted on a single 
shaft in such a way that single -dial 
tuning is possible over a considerable 
portion of the tuning dial when the 
tank tuning condensers are properly 
set. 

Coils can be obtained on the open 
market permitting the operation of the 

LOUD 
SPEAKER 

Photos above show rear view of the superhet and also interior of the loud speaker 
and battery compartment. The numbers on the chassis indicate the following parts: 
1 -I.F. transformer; 1A-33 type tube (audio amplifier) under can; 2 -type 34 tube; 
3 -type 32 tube; 4 type 32 tube; 5 -type 30 tube; 6 -first detector coil; 7 -oscillator 

coil; A and 9 -tank condensers. 

set on all wavelengths ranging from 
10 to 550 meters. The intermediate 
frequency used with this receiver is 465 
kc. and this frequency works out very 
well in practice. 

The receiver is entirely self -con- 
tained, including the batteries and the 
loud speaker. 

New light- weight "A" and "B" bat- 
teries play an important part in the 
space and weight reduction of the com- 
pleted unit. 

Provision is made in the input cir- 
cuits of the first detector, so that a 
Lynch doublet type of antenna can be 
used, as well as the more conventional 
types of receiving antennas. Tests con- 
ducted under various operating condi- 
tions in conjunction with different types 
of antennas resulted in the choice of 
the doublet type for the best operation. 
This does not mean that this receiver 
can only be operated with the doublet 
system, but that excellent results can 
be obtained on most any type of anten- 
na available. 

Satisfactory loud- speaker operation 
can be obtained on all bands and the 
so- called "foreign locals" come in with 
ample volume. 

Description 
The entire set, speaker and batteries 

is contained in a leatherette covered 
carrying case measuring 14 by 11 by 
71/z inches. 

The shallow compartment houses the 
batteries and the loud speaker. The 
loud speaker is fastened to the alumi- 
num panel by means of machine screws 
and the batteries are held in place by 
means of small wooden cleats fastened 
into place by means of wood screws. 

(Continued on page 371) 
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Schematic and physical wiring diagrams are both reproduced above, showing all of the circuit details of the "Rex" Portable 
Superhet. This receiver employs a first detector and separate oscillator tube together with one high gain I. F. stage, second de- 

tector and a pentode power output tube. A number of the mechanical details are also illustrated in the lower drawing. 
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IT is the purpose of this article to 
present a combined phone trans- 

mitter and receiver, to be used as a 
portable or as a complete "home sta- 
tion" working in the five and ten meter 
band. It is contained in a five by nine 
by six aluminum box and is readily set 
up for operation. In a favorable loca- 
tion a hundred thirty -five to one hun- 
dred eighty volts is sufficient B power 
to enable communication to be carried 
on over distances up to ten miles. 
When located on a high point, such as 
a mountain top, or when communicat- 
ing with a plane much greater range 
can be expected however. To place in 
operation all that is necessary is to 
attach the antenna shown, apply proper 
plate and filament voltages for the 
tubes used. If operation is desired as 
a receiver the selector switch located on 
the front is turned to that position. To 

*Engineer, First National Telrvlslon, Inr. 
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Portable 5 and 10 Meter 
Transmitte rgaReceiver 

By L. L. HOTSENPILLER 

The set here described is a combined short -wave phone trans- 
mitter and receiver, for use in the 5 and 10 meter bands 

Photo at left -port- 
able 5 and 10 meter 
c o m b i n a- 
tion "transmitter - 
receiver" in actual 
operation in the 
field. A telescopic 
antenna is very de- 
sirable for the 
purpose. Plate and 
filament supply is 
readily obtained 

from batteries. 

Photo at r i g h t 
shows top view of 
the portable 5 and 
10 meter trans- 
mitter- receiver. 

change to transmitting the selector 
switch is simply turned to that posi- 
tion. 

Constructional Details 
Insulation and careful layout are 

much more important in ultra -short 
wave work than in the customary short 
wave band. Failure of five and ten 
meter receivers and transmitters can 
often be traced directly to poor insula- 
tion in one of the component parts. 
All coil forms, condensers, and sockets, 
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Schematic wiring diagram for the combination transmi ter -receiver is given above, to- 
gether with details of different styles of aerials and coil winding data. 

should be constructed of Isolantite 
or an equivalent material. The circuit 
shown consists of a No. 30 or No. 37 
arranged in a series tuned, series -feed, 
Hartley circuit. When switched to the 
transmitting position, the oscillator is 
plate modulated by a No. 33 or No. 38 
pentode. When receiving, a coil (L4) 
is introduced in the plate circuit of the 
oscillator tube, together with (L3) 
these coils cause additional oscillations 
to occur at 100 kcs. thus producing 
super- regeneration. The pentode mod- 
ulator is changed into an audio fre- 
quency amplifier which will give loud- 
speaker operation on most signals if 
desired. 

Either the two volt No. 30 series or 
the six volt No. 37 series tubes may be 
used with practically no change in the 
wiring except the substitution of one 
five prong socket. If the portable is to 
be operated in an automobile or plane 
it is suggested that the six volt tube 
be used. Identical results will be had 
with either series. It is recommended 
that the new 45v. midget "B" batteries 
be used. Due to their long life and 
small size these batteries enable any 
portable to compete on even terms with 
a permanent station. Six of these bat- 
teries delivering 270 volts occupy the 
same space as one standard 45 volt 
battery. 

The portable is built on a four and 
three -quarter by eight by two inch 
steel chassis. It slips into a five by 
nine by six aluminum box. The tuning 
condenser and selector switch is located 
on the front panel. The filament switch 
on the left side of the box with the 
headphone and microphone jacks on the 
right side. Battery connections ter- 
minate at a six prong socket at the rear 
of the chassis. The socket for the No. 
38 or No. 33 pentode must be held five - 
eighths of an inch below the chassis 
to allow clearance for the top of the 
tube. The socket for the coil must be 
supported one -fourth inch above the 
chassis. 

(Continued on page 369) 
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A Novel SW Converter 
YOU haven't heard from me before 
but for two years I have been a 

silent admirer of SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
and have read with great interest your 
articles and letters from "Hams." 

Being an unemployed electrical en- 
gineer and knowing nothing whatever 
about radio, I am sending you a few 
details on my receiver. I have tried 
all kinds of circuits and combinations 
and obtained excellent results with 
some of them, but the one that has ab- 
solutely astounded me is the one I give 
herewith. 

There is nothing new in either the 
broadcast or the short wave circuits; 
the one is a circuit I took from SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT'S "Question Box" of a few 
months ago and the other is a model 
801 Westinghouse superhet broadcast 
receiver, but experimenting in my 
ignorance I hit on the attached com- 
bination. The sensitivity and volume 
that this receiver gives is really won- 
derful and is the envy of all the local 
"hams." 

The circuit explains itself; the 
change -over switch shown in the as- 
sembly sketch controls two "ganged" 
toggle switches marked 1 -2 -3 and 4 on 
the diagram. A D.P.D.T. switch trans- 
fers the converter output to the grid 
cap of the 1st detector tube in the 
superhet. and at the same time trans- 
fers the antenna from the B.C. (broad- 
cast) to the short-wave converter, the 
other switch turns on the filament of 
the converter tubes and at the same 
time cuts off the filament of the B.C. 
oscillator. 

Please don't ask me how or why - 
I don't know. I am simply passing on 

By R. M. LEGATE 
Here is a novel short -wave con- 
verter circuit which Mr. Legate 
ran across in some of his exper- 
iments with a superhet broad- 
cast receiver. He has heard 
stations "all over the globe" at 
loud- speaker volume with his 
"stunt" circuit, when not a peep 
could be heard on a commercial 
11 -tube short -wave set which 

he used for comparison. 

the results of my "discoveries." I have 
compared this receiver side by side to 
two well -known manufacturers 11 -tube 
sets and in some cases, when I haven't 
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Top view of chassis layout used by Mr. 
Legate for his combination "short" and 
"broadcast" wave receiver. The short- 
wave receiver employs an R.F. stage, a re- 
generative detector, and also an audio 

coupling stage. 

been able to pick up the wave on the 
manufactured set, it has come in loud 
and clear on my set! 

Today for example, GBS -GSA -and 
W8XK came in with such terrific vol- 
ume that with my volume -control full 
off and oscillation condenser full out, I 
had to put my finger on the grid cap 
of the I. F. tube to reduce the volume 
sufficiently to understand the speech, 
and this isn't a tall story! This con- 
dition is no doubt due to the fact that 
with the way I am using the B. C. cir- 
cuit I have only the one tube (I.F.) 
controlled. 

I have tried feeding the converter 
output into the B.C. set antenna, but 
this requires that the B.C. dial be set 
as near 550 k.c. as possible while in 
my arrangement the B.C. dial does not 
affect the short wave tuning and the 
noise ratio is away down. 

I wish you would publish a suitable 
and simple A.V.C. circuit for use with 
this hook -up and I would be glad to 
hear from you or any of the "hams" 
who might try this stunt circuit and 
let me know what they think of it. I 
am enclosing a partial log. 

Stations Logged 
Only stations received with good loud speaker 

volume are included here and all these stations 
have been logged during the past 6 months. 

Phone W8XK 
P,,E 15.93 m. W2XE 
W3XAL W3XAL 
GSG V E9G W 
W2XAD W9XF 
FYA 19.68 W8XAL 
W8XK 19.72 m. W3XAU 
DJB GSA 
GSF W4XF 
XDA All the GB stations 

(Continued on page 362) 
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Complete wiring diagram of Mr. Legate's ingenious circuit on which he received short -wave stations from "all over the globe" 
with tremendous volume. The three tubes shown at the top of the circuit comprise the short -wave converter as constructed by 
the author, while the remaining tubes and associated apparatus indicated below the dotted line comprise the regular set -up of the 
standard commercial "broadcast" receiver he used. By means of the two single -pole double -throw switches indicated at 1 and 2, 
the operator is enabled to quickly switch from "broadcast" to "short- wave" reception, the output of the special converter being 
fed into the grid of the first detector of the broadcast set. By using the set -up of tubes as here shown, a very smooth and grad- 
ual amplification of the incoming signal is realized and when it finally passes through the two 45 A.F. amplifier output tubes 

into the dynamic speaker, the signal has some wallop! 
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The " Minidyne" in operation -with the latest type min- 
iature phone which fits into the ear. 

AS there is a constantly increasing 
- tendency to -day toward portability 
in radio receivers, your authors 'seemed 
that it might be of interest to the read- 
ers of Short Wave Craft to know of a 
really portable amateur band short 
wave set. As you can see by the illus- 
trations, the receiver is really ultra 
portable, as it requires nothing but an 
outside ear piece in addition to its self - 
contained equipment. Batteries, tube 
and antenna are completely inclosed in 
the unit, along with the band changing 
switch, tuning and volume controls. 
The unit has been designed ruggedly to 

Behold the 
MINIDYNE: 
No Aerial - 

No Ground! 
By SAMUEL S. EGERT and 

SAMUEL BAGNO* 

This tiny one -tube receiver has picked up police and 
other short-wave stations over 100 miles away, 
without an aerial or ground! It has even picked up 
short-wave stations while being carried in a New 
York subway train under -ground. The set is entire- 
ly self -contained with batteries, tube, condensers, 

and loop. 

make it withstand the terrific bouncing 
which an auto-portable would natural- 
ly have to withstand. The total weight 
.of the receiver is 3% lbs., and its di- 
mensions are 5x5x6 inches, thereby 
making it adaptable for any type of 
portable work. 

A receiver of this type would make 
a convenient companion on mountain 
hikes, river trips, regular jaunts, etc. 
Aside from these practical applications 
there is the thrill of hearing things by 
radio when you are actually walking 
along in an unconcerned manner. 

Highly Sensitive Circuit Used 
The circuit employed in the unit is a 

modified form of the Flewelling super- 
regenerator receiver. The designs were 
originally conceived by the desire of 
the authors to make a receiver which 
could be used by the great armies of 
infantry police. It can be seen that a 
unit of this type could readily be 
adapted for that service, as it would 
enable headquarters to be in touch 
with every policeman on their individ- 
ual force. Due to the rigorous re- 
quirement necessary for this type of 
work, the circuit was constantly im- 

Photos here show outside and inside view of the "Minidyne" -the tiny 
one -tube self- contained short -wave receiver which operates without 

aerial or ground as you carry it about. 

Photo at left shows interesting inside view of the "Minidyne "; the 
method of winding the pick -up "loops" in slots cut in the sides of the 

cabinet is made clear. 

AVirelrss Exert Engineering. 
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proved until it was felt that the sen- 
sitivity of the unit was high enough 
to be acceptable. The sensitivity in 
this way was increased to such a de- 
gree that the signals from a modulated 
speech police- broadcasting station were 
actually heard in practically every lo- 
cality and every subway in greater 
New York. Signals were also picked 
up from Philadelphia and other out- 
lying cities about New York on the 125 
meter police phone band. 

A great deal has been written about 
the super- regenerative circuit within 
the past six or seven years. The su- 
per- regenerative circuit is a derivitive 
of the Armstrong regenerative circuit. 
Almost everyone knows of the latter. 
Action of Ordinary Feed -back Circuit 

Figure 1 illustrates one of the con- 
ventional methods of obtaining regen- 
erative feed -back. The action of this 
arrangement is as follows: A signal 
from the antenna is impressed on coil 
A and fed inductively to coil B. This 
signal is then amplified by the Tube 
Tl. After amplification some of the 
original signal is fed to coil C which 
is inductively coupled to coil B. In 
this circuit just enough current is fed 
back to overcome the resistance of the 
antenna circuit. There are no inter- 
ruptions whatsoever in this circuit. 
Straight regeneration is nothing more 
than creating a path of zero resistance 
in the circuit when the latter is in a 
non -oscillating state. 

1933 

Here is the very latest style earphone for 
radio receivers -it weighs but 2 ounces 
and fits right into the ear. It has a re- 
sistance of 2000 ohms. (Refer to No. 118.) 

Super- regeneration on the other 
hand adds an additional oscillator to 
the original type of Armstrong regen- 
erative arrangement. The circuit 
fundamentally operates somewhat dif- 
ferently than the straight regenera- 
tive. 

The Super- regenerative Circuit 
Figure 2 illustrates a standard type 

super- regenerator. In this arrange- 
ment there are two fundamental fre- 
quencies being generated, one a high 
frequency (frequency of the incoming 
signal) and the other of a lower fre- 
quency, approximately 18 to 50 kilo- 
cycles. The action of the circuit is 
described as follows: The incoming 

339 

signal is impressed on the loop A and 
amplified by the high frequency tube 
Ti. This signal is then fed back to 
the antenna loop A and again ream - 
plified by the tube Tl. This action 
continues until the signal is amplified 
to some value. The signal is then 
made to dissipate itself in the antenna 
resistance by blocking off the amplifier 
tube. This is accomplished by means 
of the low frequency oscillator. It can 
be seen that if the amplifying tube was 
not blocked intermittently by the low 
frequency oscillating tube, the incom- 
ing signal would be completely out of 
control. The main advantage of the 
super- regenerator is this ability to 
amplify the incoming signal recurrent- 
ly until the latter is built up enormous- 
ly, and then being able to dissipate 
this signal before it goes out of con- 
trol. In this way the sensitivity of a 
good super -heterodyne receiver can be 
obtained with one or two tubes. 

Circuit Used in the Minidyne 
Figure 3 illustrates the circuit em- 

ployed in the Minidyne. Note that in 
this arrangement the feed back of the 
high frequency tube is brought back 
in the loop itself through coil E. Each 
frequency band has its own loop coil. 
Note that only one tube is employed 
here. The low frequency oscilator is 
introduced by a relaxation circuit; in 
this way the tube serves two pur- 
poses, as it not only acts as the 
amplifying tube for the incoming 

(Continued on page 364) 
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Complete wiring diagrams, both schematic and picture style, are given above showing how to build the "Minidyne." 
Fig. 1, Regenerative Receiver; Fig. 2. Super -regenerative circuit: Fig 3, Top left. Minidyne circuit. 
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Complete short -wave station set -up, with S -W receiver at the left, together with the M.O.P.A. transmitter at the right. 

Amateur Transmitters 
How toBuild,Install, and Operate Them 

In this second article on Amateur Transmitters, 
Mr. Victor explains at length how to build the 
greatly desired Radio Frequency Amplifier for 
use with the oscillator described last month. 
Among other advantages gained by the use of an 
R.F. amplifier for transmitters are the steadier 
signal and the greater percentage of modulation 

which can be obtained. 

THERE are innumerable advantages 
to be gained by the use of a radio - 

frequency amplifier, among which only 
the major ones will be mentioned here. 
Uncle Sam, through the Federal Radio 
Commission, has enacted regulations to 
the effect that phone should not be used 
on a self -excited oscillator -hence the 
need for an R.F. amplifier. Modulating 
an oscillator directly causes a broad, 
mushy signal that eats up far too much 
space in our already over -crowded 
"ham" bands. Likewise modulating an 
oscillator on the 160 meter band will 
inevitably cause complaints f r o m 
broadcast listeners in the neighborhood. 

Oscillator modulation cannot be in- 
creased above 30% without bad distor- 
tion whereas 100% modulation can be 
used on an amplifier. Since a ten watt, 
100% modulated carrier is just as ef- 
fective as a fifty watt, 30% modulated 
one, it will be seen that much less 
power gives far better results when an 
R.F. amplifier is employed. 

An amplifier greatly increases sta- 
bility, that is, gives a much steadier 
signal, and, usually, a better note than 
just a straight oscillator. Those who 
have used self- excited, self -controlled 
outfits have probably noticed that when 
the aerial moves in the wind, there is 
an annoying change in frequency. Like- 
wise any change in plate voltage or 
load conditions brings about a corre- 
sponding change in the frequency of 
the transmitter. Using an amplifier, 
there will be no noticeable shift in the 
note, even during a heavy storm, and 

the plate voltage may vary as much as 
25% without detrimental results. 

Just as when an amplifier is used on 
a receiver, greater power output is ob- 
tained. With a grid input from the 
tank of the oscillator of only 3 to 5 
watts, outputs of the order of 15 to 25 
watts can be obtained. 

This particular arrangement of os- 
cillator and amplifier works excellently 
on all bands and is admirably suited 
for future use as a phone transmitter. 

As in the single -control transmitter, 
the buying cost is kept low, and the 
unit is very simple to build and operate. 

During tests with a station in Eng- 
land, the power (plate volts times 
milliamperes) was gradually lowered 
un1i we were finally putting signals 
across the "big pond" with less than 
10 watts input! That is, we were ac- 
tually using less power to work 2,700 
miles than would light a small electric 
light bulb! 

Technical Description 
A radio frequency amplifier is very 

much like an audio amplifier used in a 
receiver. It has a grid input circuit 
which gives it push or excitation as it 
is called from the preceding stage (in 
this case a self- excited, self -controlled 
oscillator). 

A single tube of the 46 type is used; 
this tube is admirably suited to "ham" 
use because of its relatively high effi- 
ciency. It requires no battery bias for 
good operation, which eliminates one 
of the nuisances in phone work. Like- 

By LEONARD VICTOR 
WZDHN, W2DPT 

wise, because of the very high gain of 
the tube, very little excitation is neces- 
sary. This allows running the oscillator 
greatly underloaded and produces a 
very steady note. This is likewise 
highly desirable for phone work, as 
with less excitation there will be less 
intercoupling between oscillator and 
amplifier. 

The 46 has two grids between the 
filament and plate. These are tied (con- 
nected) together, making a very high 
impedance tube. 

There is a tuned plate circuit which 
uses the same size coil and condenser 
as that employed for the oscillator, 
(described in first article, last month.) 
For code (C.W.) work it will be found 
better to use coils with a few more 
turns, and hence use less of the con- 
denser capacity in tuning to the same 
frequency. The less condenser and the 
more coil used in a transmitter, the 
higher the efficiency. However, the less 
the condenser, the lower the dynamic 
stability. A happy medium has to be 
experimentally struck and is slightly 
different for phone or code. 

The customary by -pass condensers 
are used in both the filament and plate 
circuits. Plate voltage is fed at the 
center of the tank coil as this is the 
"cold spot" of the transmitter. 

Also there is a midget variable con- 
denser, called the neutralizing con- 
denser, which cancels the grid -to -plate 
capacity of the amplifier tube and pre- 
vents it oscillating of its own accord 
on a different frequency than the pre- 
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The neutralized amplifier and power -pack for use in conjunction with the Master Oscillator described in last month's article by Mr. Victor. This power amplifier uses a 46 tube and requires no external biasing battery. 

ceding stage, which should not occur. 
The R.F. chokes used are very heavy 

duty units which happened to be handy, 
but almost any good choke can be used. 
Test your chokes with a neon bulb. 
There should be no glow at the "cold 
end," but a pronounced glow at the 
tank end of the choke. 

Chokes for transmitting purposes 
should be of low resistance and be 
capable of handling heavy current. The 
actual value of a choke can only be 
proven under test. 

Care should always be taken to use 
good fixed condensers as this has a 
great deal to do with the final per- 
formance of the set. 

Likewise the variable tank condenser 
should have very good insulation be- 
tween the stator and rotor. 

Building the Transmitter 
Looking at the accompanying pic- 

tures and diagrams there should be no 
trouble experienced in building the 

unit. The baseboard is 7" x 13 "; sand- 
paper and varnish this board for a neat 
appearance. The three condensers 
mounted in a row at the back of the 
board are the .002 mf. filament and 
plate by -pass condensers. The plug 
from the power cable plugs into the 4- 
prong socket at the rear right of the 
transmitter. What is normally the 
cathode connection on a 5 -prong socket, 
and the grid connection, are soldered 
together for the two grids of the 46. 
Spacing between the stand -off insula- 
tors is five inches. 

All tank connections are made with 
tinned copper braid, and the filament 
and choke connections are made of bus - 
bar covered with spaghetti insulation. 
Extreme care should be taken with the 
wiring, inasmuch as one poorly soldered 
connection will inexplicably spoil the 
operation of the transmitter. 

Power Supply Details 
A different power supply is used this 

month, because the current drain is 
much higher. Also, for voice (phone) 
work later it will be necessary to use 
two power supplies. The power trans- 
former is a substantial unit supplying 
400 volts at 150 mills (milliamperes). 
5Z3, the successor to the 280, is used 
as a rectifier tube. This tube has very 
low voltage drop, and passes high cur- 
rent. A 4mf. electrolytic, a 30 henry 
150 mill. (M.A.) choke, and an 8 mf. 
electrolytic condenser comprise the 
filter circuit. A 20,000 ohm, 50 watt 
resistor is used as the bleeder resist- 
ance. The two power supply plugs, to 
go to the oscillator and amplifier have 
parallel plate and grid (really plus and 
minus) connections, but different fila- 
ment supplies. A separate filament 
transformer is used to afford better 
regulation if the filament windings 
were on the power transformer, their 
voltage would fluctuate with the load 
drawn from the high voltage circuit. 

(Continued on page 372) 

. LAST MONTHS UNIT Ti 

k 2.5 V 

SCILLATOR 

G D 

-AMPLIFIER 

METER. 

1" 

110V, A.C. / 60 CYCLES 

- POWER SUPPLY - 
Diagram of I lnci llat or and l'o.. er Amplifier ('iri uit; also Power -Pack. 
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Mr. Victor is here shown in the act of calibrating the monitor. 

THE simplest use of a monitor is 
for setting a transmitter at a pre- 

determined frequency. To do this it 
is only necessary to find a blank spot 
in the frequency band, tune the moni- 
tor to it, and then tune the transmit- 
ter in on the monitor. However, this 
method does not allow the setting of 
the transmitter on a known frequency, 
and frequently it is desirable to oper- 
ate on an exact point for schedule pur- 
poses or traffic handling. Likewise it 
is occasionally necessary to operate 
very near the edge of the band, 'and 
this is a very hazardous proceeding, 
without the aid of some calibrated 
medium. Also a monitor that has been 
carefully calibrated can be used to find 
the approximate location of DX broad- 
cast stations that are coming in weak 
ly. It is a great aid to be sure you are 
listening to the right station when call 
announcements are fifteen minutes or 
half an hour apart. 

Method of Procedure 
The process of calibration is very 

simple, and should not take more than 
about five minutes per band. The first 
requisite is extreme stability in the 
monitor. All leads should be tight, all 
coils collodioned, and the batteries up 
to full voltage. Let us take the 40 
meter band as an example. We know 
that the band covers approximately 
from ten to eighty -five on the monitor 
dial, because almost all the "ham" sta- 
tions are within those limits. Just 
below the band, on a spot that corre- 
sponds to five on the monitor dial, we 
hear station ABC. Looking up ABC 
in your "log" book you find that its 
frequency is 6,975 KC. Fine, this sta- 
tion is right near the band and will 
serve as an excellent "marker" station. 
At the point where 6,975 KC. and 5 on 
the dial settings meet, put a dot on the 
chart and mark station ABC. Then 
tune in a station, of known frequency, 
near the center of the band and mark 
this down. Now tune above the band. 
At 95 on the dial we find station XYZ 
which the log book tells us is 7,350. 
Mark that on the graph, and then rule 
a line between these three points. 
Presto, the calibration is finished. It 
immediately tells us the band is from 
5 to 95 on the dial, and we can set our 
monitor on any frequency (plus or 
minus about five kilocycles for error), 
by simply consulting the graph and 

How to 
CALIBRATE 

the 
MONITOR 

Last month's article described how to 
build a monitor and in the preselit ar- 
ticle Mr. Victor explains how to go 
about the calibration of the monitor. 

setting the monitor condenser dial ac- 
cording to it. The same type of cali- 
bration can be made for the short- 
wave broadcast bands, so that if you 
wish to go hunting VK3ME when a 
dozen other stations are on, your time 
will not be wasted listening to Euro- 
pean "locals." To check calibration 
and make sure the dial settings are 

Next month's article on Ama- 
teur Transmitters -How to Build 
and Operate them -will explain 
How to Add a Modulator for 160 
Meter Phone. 

O.K. merely retune the receiver to one 
of the "marker" stations (only those 
stations that are on the air consistent- 
ly should be chosen as "markers "). 
Then tune the monitor to the incoming 
signal and the dial number should 
check to the graph. If the monitor 
fails to hold calibration test both tube 
and batteries. A one or two plate 

midget condenser can be mounted in 
parallel with the monitor tuning con- 
denser and be used to reset the calibra- 
tion at the right number. Be very 
careful that this condenser is tight 
and does not slip while using the mon- 
itor, as it would ruin the calibration. 

In like manner to the monitor, a 
short wave receiver can be calibrated. 
particularly if it has the essentials of 
stability. That is, an R.F. stage, stable 
detection (preferably electron- coupled) 
a very good vernier dial, isolantite in- 
sulated condensers, and a regeneration 
control that does not affect tuning: 
The receiver in use at this statión hag 
all the previously aforementioned fea- 
tures and was found to operate admir- 
ably, having held its calibration for 
several months now. 

Actual stations are not mentioned 
for calibrations, as dial settings would 
obviously vary. Be sure to get an up- 
to -date call or "log" book, as short- 
wave stations frequently vary their 
wavelengths. 

In a series of articles in future is- 
sues, very accurate methods of fre- 
quency determination will be complete- 
ly described. 
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Here we have a fine view of the complete 45 push -pull Beginner's Transmitter and 
power supply unit. Extra wave band coils are shown. 

THE transmitter described in this 
article is primarily a low power, 

low cost outfit for the beginner. Almost 
any one aquainted with radio transmit- 
ters will admit that a push -pull ar- 
rangement is far superior to the single 
tube variety. There is really no extra 
cost in building a push -pull oscillator, 
the only added expense is in the addi- 
tional tube required. And for this rea- 
son the author cannot see why anyone 
would build a transmitter and not in- 
corporate a push -pull circuit. Push - 
pull circuits are much more efficient, 
this is proven by the fact that just 
about every ultra short wave transmit- 
ter is of this type. If this type of cir- 
cuit is more efficient on the higher fre- 
quencies, surely it should perform more 
than satisfactorily on the lower fre- 
quency bands. 

Uses 2 -45's as Oscillators 
The outfit shown in the photographs 

uses two of the type 45 tubes as oscil- 
lators. This tube was used because of 
its low cost and the fact that it pro- 
vides practically as much output as the 
regular 210, at one third the cost. The 
transmitter is divided into two sections 
namely, the radio frequency oscillator 
and power supply. The oscillator is 
mounted in bread -board fashion on a 
7 by 15 inch plywood board which 
should be thoroughly dried and given 
a coat or two of shellac to prevent it 
from absorbing moisture in damp 
weather. The circuit is of the type 
using fixed -tune grid and tuned plate. 
All grid coils are wound on one inch 
bakelite tubing with fine wire, so that 
their natural frequency response is 
near the center of each amateur band. 
The frequency peak of this type of coil 
is rather broad and for this reason the 
entire band can be covered with the 
plate circuit, without the two circuits 
getting out of resonance. This is a 
eesirable feature as any part of a given 
band can be worked on, with the plate 
circuit being the only tuning control. 
To facilitate the changing of grid coils 
for the different bands, each coil is 
equipped with three small plugs that fit 
into sockets mounted on a strip of bak- 

elite fastened to the baseboard. The 
construction of these coils can be clear- 
ly seen in the drawings, and the num- 
ber of turns for each band is given in 
the coil table. 

Plate Coils of Copper Tubing 
Next we have the plate circuit. The 

plate coils for the 20, 40 and 80 meter 
bands are constructed of one -quarter 
inch copper tubing. The 160 meter coil 
is of a different type. This coil is made 
by winding No. 12 antenna wire (solid 
enameled) on a two and one half inch 
bakelite tube four and one half inches 
long. Wind 25 turns on this tube very 
tightly, and space the turns with string 
of approximately the same size as the 
diameter of the wire. This winding is 
then covered with clear lacquer or some 
such material that is a good insulator. 
The other coils are spaced so that they 
just fit on the two stand -off insulators 
which are four and one half inches 
apart. A 500 mmf. receiving type con- 
denser is used to tune the plate circuit 
and is shunted directly across the plate 
coil causing both rotor and stator to be 
at high RF (radio frequency) potential. 
This will cause noticeable hand capac- 
ity effects to be present when the con- 
denser is adjusted and allowance should 
be made for this. Be sure to use a 
knob or dial that does not have its set 
screw exposed where the body will come 
in contact with it, or else a nasty burn 
will be the result. 

Simplification Achieved 
From the diagram it can be seen that 

no grid or filament bypass condensers 
are used and the familiar "RF" choke 
is omitted from the plate circuit. No 
benefit was derived from their use and 
for that reason they were not used. 
However there is no law against them; 
should the builder wish to incorporate 
them in the set, a .0005 mf. bypass con- 
denser in the plate voltage supply lead 
is all that was found beneficial. 

The method of coupling the antenna 
to the out -put circuit of the transmitter 
may cause some to wonder whether or 
not there is something wrong with the 
diagram. This transmitter was built 

34.3 

The "RT" 
Beginner's 

Transmitter 
By 

GEORGE W. SHUART 
(W2AMN- W2CBC) 

Here is just the transmitter the be- 
ginner is looking for -it employs 
two type 45 tubes as oscillators, 
which yield practically as great an 
output as the 10 type tubes, at far 
less cost. Coil data is given as well 
as specifications for building the 
oscillator and also the power supply. 

with a pair of antenna coupling coils, 
one coupled to each side of the plate 
tank and tuned with a variable con- 
denser, just to see whether or not there 
was any difference in the out -put and 
the character of the signal. First one 
coil was eliminated and then both were 
taken out and the antenna connected 
directly to the plate coil with results 
being the same in either case. 

Wiring the high- frequency part of 
the transmitter is done with regular 
hook -up wire and all connections well 
soldered, except the two leads connect- 
ing the plate coil to the tuning condens- 
er; these leads are made of the same 
size copper tubing as the coils. 

(Continued on pale 371) 
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The diagram above shows the hook -up of 
the exceptionally few parts required in 
constructing the "RT" Beginner's Trans. 
mitter, which was especially designed by 
Mr. Shuart so as to embody the simplest 
possible construction at the lowest cost, 
without sacrificing quality and efficiency. 
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Fig. 1 -The fundamental oscillator circuit 
Fig. 2 -Fig. 1, without (plate) battery 
Fig. 3-A simplification of Fig. 2, (a) se- 
ries and (b) shunt feed. Fig. 4 -An oscil 
lator for 4 meters. Fig. 5 -The Mesny 
push -pull oscillator for waves of about 3 

meters. 
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The EVOLUTION of 
Mr. C. C. Whitehead, eminent English authority on ultra -short 
waves, here provides one of the finest resumes on the production 

of ultra short waves that the editors have seen. 

SINCE the War, on account of the 
increasing congestion in the field of 

radio communication, attempts have 
been made to extend in every possible 
direction the range of frequencies 
available for this purpose. 

At the close of the War the gener- 
ally used wavelengths ranged between 
100 and 20,000 metres (3,000 to 15 kc.). 
Since the 10 -15 kc. range verges upon 
the audio -frequency spectrum, there 
was obviously no room there for exten- 
sion, so wavelengths had perforce to be 
found in the zone below 100 metres 
(above 3,000 kc.). How the use of 
wavelengths below 100 metres and 
down to 15 metres was developed is now 
a matter of fairly common knowledge. 

Of course, there was one great ad- 
vantage in the possibility of using ul- 
tra -short waves, apart from the rela- 
tively efficient aerial systems which 
could be used in connection with them, 
i.e., the fact that stations could be 
"packed closer" (since the spacing was 
a matter of frequency difference) as 
the wavelength was reduced. Even so, 
the waveband between 15 and 100 
metres soon became congested, and so 
the possibility of using even shorter 
waves was soon investigated. 

Though it is not really within the 
province of this article, it may be prof- 
itable to discuss briefly the properties 
of these very short waves. As pre- 
dicted by theory, it was very soon dis- 
covered that they were too short to be 
reflected or refracted by the iono- 
sphere, and therefore there was no 
phenomenon of "skip distance," due to 
the presence of the direct and indirect 
rays. Also the "ground wave" suffered 
very rapid attenuation, so that sending 
or receiving apparatus situated close 
to the ground had a very short range. 
In fact, the range bore a direct rela- 
tionship to the height of the antenna 
from the ground. If, however, the two 
stations were situated so as to be with- 
in sight of each other, very long ranges 
were obtained with very small powers. 
The waves behaved in this way in a 
very similar manner to the much 
shorter light waves, thus earning for 
themselves the name "quasi- optical." 

Very early during the pioneer work 
on these waves in the field of commu- 
nication it was suggested that it would 
be possible to control the "service area" 
of a transmitter by altering the effec- 
tive height of the antenna. The use of 
directive aerial systems was also easy 
and economical. 

But some workers in this particular 
branch of radio communication have 
long felt that, in spite of theory and 
early results, it might be possible to 
attain long ranges with these waves. 
Some recent experiments have tended 
to confirm this view, ranges well be- 
yond the "optical range" having been 
attained, first between France and Cor- 
sica on wavelengths of the order of 3 
metres, and lately between ship and 
shore over a distance of 168 miles on 
a wavelength of 57 centimetres.' The 
mechanism of propagation in these 
cases is not yet understood. 

Prior to this time, methods of gen- 
erating very short waves had been 
sporadically used, mostly for physical 
research purposes. The basis of near - 
ly all successful methods is, of course, 
the triode, in one form or another. 

There are two forms of circuit suit- 
able for the generation of very short 
waves by means of the triode valve: 
First, the reaction circuit, and, second- 
ly, the "electron -oscillation" circuit. 
With care, the reaction type of circuit 
may be used to generate wavelengths 
down to 1 metre in length, but the 
power available and the efficiency falls 
off rapidly below 2 metres. This is be- 
cause the period of oscillation (1 /f) 
is comparable with the time of transit 
of the electrons within the valve, so 
that it becomes impossible to ensure 
that there shall be the correct phase 
relationship between the electrode volt- 
ages and currents according to stand- 
ard valve -oscillator theory to give nor- 
mal efficiency. 

To generate wavelengths shorter 
than a metre in length, use must be 
made of the natural period of flight of 
the electrons between the valve elec- 

1Ref. recent talk before the Royal Institu- 
tion by Marchese Marconi. 

Fig. 6-An early single tube short -wave circuit of symmetrical form. 
version of the circuit shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7 -A later 
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Ultra Short Waves 
This study of ultra- short -wave generators is particularly vital 
today, when waves only 3% inches long have been made to 
carry the human voice over distances of a mile and more, and 

a 20 mile range predicted. 

trodes. This is the basis of the "elec- 
tron- oscillation" methods of generating 
very short waves, due in the first pace 
to Barkhausen, Kurz, Gill, and Morrell. 
By these means waves as short as 5 
centimetres (2 inches) have been suc- 
cessfully generated and controlled. 

Oscillation Systems 
The application of reaction methods 

of producing ultra -short waves is very 
interesting in its development, and 
throws light upon the question of valve 
oscillator circuits in general. 

Consider the fundamental oscillator 
circuit shown in Fig. 1. The coupling 
between the grid and anode (plate) cir- 
cuits may be either by means of the 
interlinking magnetic fields of the two 
coils, the inter -electrode capacity (grid - 
anode) of the tube, or a combination of 
both. Whether this coupling is suffi- 
cient to produce oscillation will depend, 
among other things, upon how close to 
mutual resonance the two circuits are. 
If they are in resonance, the slightest 
magnetic coupling, or the small amount 
of electrostatic coupling represented 
by the inter -electrode capacity of the 
tube is amply sufficient to produce os- 
cillation. Hence the "tuned plate -tuned 
grid" type of oscillator favored by 
amateur short -wave transmitters. 

The circuit of Fig. 1 may be redrawn 
as in Fig. 2. Since the source of H.T. 
(high tension or plate current) con- 
tributes nothing to the sum of the H.F. 
potentials, we have omitted drawing 
it in. The two coils and tuning con- 
densers are seen to be virtually in 
series, so an obvious simplification is 
as shown in Fig. 3, producing the well - 
known Hartley circuit, either "series" 
(Fig. 3 (a)) or "shunt" fed (Fig. 3 
(b)). 

Any of the types of oscillator just 
described may be used with success on 
ordinary short wavelengths (down to 5 
metres), but when we wish to generate 
shorter waves still they are not so satis- 
factory. Using an ordinary large re- 
ceiving tube or small transmitting tube, 
the lengths of the leads within the tube 

may be quite as great as the length of 
wire forming the coil, so that, instead 
of having a true Hartley circuit as in 
Fig. 3, we have the queer arrangement 
shown in Fig. 4. This leads to several 
troubles. First, the relative amount of 
inductance included between the con- 
denser terminals is small compared 
with the total amount of inductance 
in the circuit, the parts of the induct- 
ance lying without the L -C circuit act- 
ing as chokes and reducing the poten- 
tials applied to the tube electrodes. 
Secondly, we can trace two coupled 
circuits in Fig. 4, one being the L -C 
circuit, and the other the circuit via L -11- Cga -12. Under these conditions, 
when C is reduced below a certain 
point, it "loses control," and the second 
of the two circuits, that via the inter - 
electrode capacity (Cga) of the tube 
takes charge, and the generated wave- 
length suddenly jumps to some value 
quite unrelated to the setting of the 
"tuning" condenser C. The combi- 
nation of these effects sets a limit 
(round about 4 metres, usually) to the 
shortness of the wavelength generated 
by this type of circuit. It had also two 
further disadvantages. First, if it was 
shunt fed (Fig. 3 (b)), part of the 
self- capacity of the H.F. choke used 
to introduce the anode or plate feed 
was added to the other effective stray 
capacities in the circuit, since it was 
connected at a point of high R.F. po- 
tential; if series fed (Fig. 3 (a) ), there 
was the damping effect of the grid leak 
(generally quite low in ohmic resist- 
ance, not more than 20,000 ohms) and 
the capacity of the grid condenser to 
earth, the grid condenser, in these very 
short -wave circuits, being a relatively 
"bulky" component. Secondly, in either 
case both sets of vanes of the tuning 
condenser are at a high R.F. potential 
relative to earth. 

A Push -Pull Circuit 
To overcome most of these disadvan- 

tages, the "push- pull" circuit shown in 
Fig. 5 and generally ascribed to R. 

(Continued on page 365) 
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Fig. 13- Electron formation in the "Magnetron" oscillator. Fig. 14 -The author's "Magnetron" arrangement with which wavelengths of from 30 to 60 ems. (12 to 24 
inches) are obtainable. 
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WORLD -WIDE SHORT 
A Spare -Parts 5 Meter Set 

(From Popular Wireless, London, 
England.) 

RECENTLY, considerable interest 
was shown in 5 meter broadcasting, 

by British short-wave enthusiasts. A 
series of tests from the Crystal Palace, 
sponsored by Popular Wireless maga- 
zine were conducted and this receiver 
was built by a radio writer to listen 
in on the tests. 

Two .00025 mf. slow- motion con- 
densers were first dismantled and then 
built up again with about half the 
plates. The tuning condenser was 
given four fixed and three moving 
plates with double spacing. The re- 
action (regeneration), five fixed and 
four moving, with ordinary spacing. 
A tube socket which was considered 
fairly low -loss a couple of years ago, 
was raked up; also two 2- megohm re- 
sistors joined in series made up the 
grid -leak. 

The R.F. choke was made from a 
piece of '/z inch ebonite (bakelite) 
lead -in tube, on which were wound 55 
turns of number 32 enamelled wire, 

The actual 5 -meter circuit is that of a 
combined detector -oscillator. It was cou- 
pled to a short -wave set by the "adapter" 

principle. 

the first ten turns nearest the plate 
being well spaced and the remaining 
turns close wound. 

A shallow 5-ply box about a foot 
square (normally used as a tray for 
odds and ends) formed, in an inverted 
position, an excellent "chassis." The 
condensers were mounted direct to the 
bottom of this by means of brass clips, 
thus saving the making of brackets, 
and positioned about six inches behind 
an aluminum panel. The problem of 
extension spindles (shafts) was solved 
by cutting two lengths of cane off one 
of the household feather dusters (for- 
tunately not yet discovered by the 
domestic staff!) 

The positioning of the valve holder 
(tube socket) and the coils was care- 
fully considered, in order to have the 
wiring as short as possible. The two 
coils were made from % inch copper 
tubing which was first softened by 
heating and then coiled around a Y2 

inch former and sprung off. Four and 
a half turns comprised each coil w!th 
the turns spaced about 1 /16 inch. The 

The editors have endeavored 
to review the more impor- 

tant foreign magazines cover- 
ing short-wave developments, 
for the benefit of the thousands 
of readers of this magazine 
who do not have the opportu- 
nity of seeing these magazines 
first -hand. The circuits shown 
are for the most part self -ex- 
planatory to the radio student, 
and wherever possible the con- 
stants or values of various con- 
densers, coils, etc., are given. 
Please do not write to us ask- 
ing for further data, picture - 
diagrams or lists of parts for 
these foreign circuits, as we do 
not have any further specific 
information other than that 
given. If the reader will re- 
member that wherever a tuned 
circuit is shown, for instance, 
he may use any short wave 
coil and the appropriate cor- 
responding tuning condenser, 
data for which are given 
dozens of times in each issue of 
this magazine, he will have no 
difficulty in reconstructing 
these foreign circuits to try 

them out. 

coils were mounted direct to the con- 
densers and about '/a inch apart, the 
ends of the windings having been left 
long enough to facilitate this. The 
choke was mounted out of the way 
(against possible induction interfer- 
ence) under the tube socket inside the 
chassis, and a lead taken from it to a 
terminal at the back of the latter. 
Filament leads of flex were led down 
through the chassis in a similar manner 
and then out at the back. The rest of 
the wiring was done with heavy gauge 
bare copper wire, everything being 
kept absolutely rigid. A .00005 mf 
trimmer condenser was included in the 
aerial lead. 

The output of this one tube unit 
was then coupled to the I.F. stages of 
a short -wave superheterodyne as a con- 
verter unit, thus giving the effect of 
a 5 meter superhet. The output of the 
single tube could have been connected 
directly to head phones though, with a 
correspondingly lower volume, of 
course. 

Selective Band- Spreading 
(From. Das Funk Magazin, Berlin, 

Germany.) 
A RATHER unusual band -spreading 
arrangement for short -wave receiv- 

ers was described in a recent issue of 
Das Funk Magazin, a German radio 
magazine devoted mostly to short 
waves. The system comprised a switch- 
ing arrangement which permitted the 
use of either normal or band -spread 

reception on any part of the band, by 
merely throwing over a switch. 

If a short -wave receiver is built with 
a range from 20 to 60 meters, the 40 
meter band, for instance, is crowded 
on a small part of the scale. The 
illustration shows how, by merely 
throwing a switch over, on a normal 
S.W. receiver, one may get band - 
spreading. When the switch is placed 
on the left, the short -wave receiver is 
set for normal reception. If, however, 
the switch is turned to the right, the 
capacity of the tuning condenser is 
diminished by the series condenser and 
at the same time a parallel condenser 
is switched in to make up the lost 
capacity. 

The size of the tuning condenser and 
the width of the band control the size 
of the two condensers in series with 
and across the main tuning condenser. 
They will have to be found by ex- 
periment. 

By means of the simple switch shown 
zither normal or "band- spread" reception 
may be enjoyed on any part of a band 

Simple Switching for Two Wave 
Ranges 

(From Das Funk Magazin, Berlin, 
Germany.) 

IN Europe, broadcasting is carried 
on on three different wave bands - 

long waves of several thousand meters; 
the usual broadcast band, and short 
waves. For this reason, their sets are 
ordinarily designed to cover different 
waves by using some form of switch- 
ing. The sets used ordinarily in these 
countries comprise some form of 
regenerative circuit, using one or more 
stages of R.F. amplification before the 
detector. This usually necessitates 

(Continued on page 363) 

Another switching scheme for changing 
the wavelength to which a receiver re- 
sponds (A) and (B) details of the special 

coil winding employed. 
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Direction Finding For Amateurs 
(From. Wireless World, London, 

England.) 
SHORT -WAVE enthusiasts in Eng- 
land are finding a great deal of en- 

joyment in a new outdoor hobby 
known as "transmitter hunts," in 
which a concealed transmitter is lo- 
cated by portable loop receivers. 
American S.W. fans who are asso- 
ciated with a radio club or who are 
acquainted with a licensed amateur 
will find new interest in radio through 
this competitive game. 

Comparatively few wireless (this 
word is used frequently abroad) en- 
thusiasts realize that direction finding 
is a pleasant and cheap hobby. Almost 
any set is capable of conversion for 
this class of work, and, alternatively, 
most amateurs have a collection of 
spare parts which can be used to build 
a suitable receiver. 

The waveband used is from 150 to 
170 meters (in U. S. this would have 
to be determined by the regulations of 
the Federal Radio Commission). A 
description follows of two sets which 
are very simple to construct and have 
proved satisfactory. The first is a two - 
valve (tube) set consisting of a leaky 
grid detector (grid -leak detector) with 
reaction (regeneration), transformer 
coupled to either a triode or pentode 
output valve (tube). 

In this case, the frame aerial should 
consist of approximately 6 turns with 
'/s inch spacing between turns on a 
frame with 2 ft. sides. As will be seen 
from the diagram, the center tap of the 
frame (loop) is returned to the L.T. 
( "A ") negative. 

This set should be made inside a 
metal box for preference, although not 
essential, as this tends to eliminate di- 
rect pick -up of the signals by the wir- 
ing of the set. 

It might be mentioned here that all 
direction finding bearings are taken on 
the minimum signal -i.e. with the 
plane of the frame aerial at right 
angles to the transmitting station. The 
small condenser A is adjusted when 
the approximate minimum signal is 

(Continued on page 363) 

Short -wave converter hook -up having several new features, including switch for 
changing wave -hands. 

A Superhet Converter 
(From Radio- Amateur, Vienna, 

Austria.) 
THIS magazine recently described 
an interesting short -wave converter 

for making a broadcast receiver into 
a short -wave superheterodyne. 

The unit consists of a stage of radio 
frequency amplification, and an auto - 
dyne type of frequency changer, as 
shown in the diagram. The first tube 
V1, is the radio frequency amplifier, 
V2 is the frequency changer and V3 is 
the rectifier tube supplying current to 
the plates of the other two tubes. 

The coils are arranged to cover two 
short -wave bands, and for this purpose 
are divided into two parts. When the 
shorter waves are being tuned in, a 
switch is turned that automatically 
short- circuits part of the tuning in- 
ductance of both the R.F. tube and the 
frequency changer. At the same time, 
the aerial connection is shifted from 
one tap to another on the grid coil of 
the R.F. tube, to provide the correct 
amount of coupling to this tube. The 
same switch also provides for reception 
on the broadcast band, without discon- 

Circuit for a simple 2 -tube loop receiver suitable for "direction finding" work. The 
detector uses a grid -leak and also regeneration, the output stage being transformer 

coupled. 

netting the converter from the broad- 
cast receiver. In this case, the aerial 
is connected directly to the broadcast 
set and the plate of the frequency con- 
verter is disconnected from the aerial 
of the set. 

While the actual constructional de-. 
tails of this converter are probably not 
of interest to the American "fan, thé 
switching arrangement can be inserted 
in existing converters, to advantage. 

Anyone desiring to build the unit 
shown in the illustration will find the 
values of all parts on the diagram. 
Available coils may be substituted for 
those shown, and the switching of the 
tuning coils changed to suit. An 80 
or 82 type full -wave rectifier tube will 
probably be preferred to the half -wave 
unit shown. However, the changes are 
obvious. 

SPACED TURNS 

One of the latest tricks for aligning 
short -wave coils in "gang- tuned" circuits 
is to move the turns of wire on the coils 
as indicated, instead of using trimming 

condensers. 

Aligning S -W Coils for Gang Con- 
trol 

(Front Das Funk Magazin, Berlin 
Germany.) 

IF one builds a T.R.F. receiver cov- 
ering several wave ranges, including 

also a short-wave range among them, 
it is not possible to equalize slight 
differences in the self -induction of the 
short -wave coils by changing th,, trim- 
mer condensers or by bending the 
plates of the main tuning condensers, 
as this would throw the circuits out of 
resonance on the longer waves. 

Nevertheless it is rather easy to 
change the self- inductance of a short-. 
wave coil to accomplish the same re- 

(Continued on page 357) 
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LETTERS FROM S-W FANS 
MAKES "DOERLE" WORK SPEAK- 

ER ON ALL WAVES 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

I have been reading SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
since the January -February issue of 1932, 
and find it very interesting. I intend read- 
ing it as long as you publish it. In most 
every copy I find some comments on the 
so- called "Doerle" set. Well, I built one of 
them and I find that anyone who builds this 
set and uses good standard parts is bound 
to get results! I built the original 2 -tube 
set but I soon tired of the "earphone" re- 
ception, which was about all I could get 
with two tubes. I undertook to make this 
a loud- speaker receiver. I added a pen- 
tode tube to it and now I get everything 
on the speaker! 

It costs very little to do this as all one 
needs is a three -to -one audio transformer, 
5 -tube socket and a 33 tube; after doing 
this I decided to make it an all -wave re- 
ceiver, which I did with very good success. 
The coils described with the set never got 
above sixty meters, so I undertook to wind 
some coils as follows. I bought three coil 
forms 13¢" outside diameter, 23/4" long. On 
the first coil I wound ten turns on the tick- 
ler, and thirty -two turns on the secondary; 
on the next coil I wound fifteen turns on 
the tickler, and fifty turns on the second- 
ary and the last and broadcast coil -30 
turns on the tickler and 110 turns on the 
secondary. After doing all this, I discov- 
ered that the receiver was not very select- 
ive on the higher waves. In the October 
issue, I saw on page 353 a diagram of an ex- 
tra antenna condenser which could be cut in 
and out by a switch for better selectivity 
on the higher waves, so I inserted one of 
these and "believe you me" I have an all - 
wave receiver that can't be beat! Hi! Hi! 
After adding the pentode tube to the set 
I got a howl at the regeneration point; 
putting a 100,000 ohm pigtail resistor 
across the first audio transformer stopped 
that. I have had everything in the States 
and Canada on this set and Germany, 
France, England, Rome, Spain, South 
America and Australia -all on loud- speak- 
er! If you publish this letter I hope it will 
help some of the Doerle set builders and if 
it does I would like to hear from some of 
them. 

GEORGE BANNON, 
3123 Hudson Ave., 

Youngstown, Ohio. 

(We doff our hats and bow real low, 
George -you take the cake and all the 
medals! That was a clever idea to add the 
pentode tube on the Doerle so as to get 
"everything" on the speaker; the final 
master stroke of genius was shown when 
you made the Doerle an "all wave" re- 
ceiver. We are sure that there will he a 
new popular wave of interest aroused in 
the Doerle receiver, both the 2- and 3- 
tube models, described in the December - 
January, 1932, and November, 1932, issues 
respectively. Fine business, O. M., let's 
hear from you again. Editor.) 

MEGADYNE "INHALES" DX STA- 
TIONS FOR HIM! 

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 
I am a newsstand reader of SHORT 

WAVE CRAFT magazine and I believe it is 
the best short -wave magazine. I especially 
am interested in one and two tube sets 
which really can "inhale" distant stations. 

I was lucky enough to procure the 
August (1932) issue and suddenly became 
interested in the Megadyne. So, I con- 
structed the set and, at first, had little suc- 
cess with it. After changing the antenna 
and crystal detector and a few other ad- 
justments I have received some forty -eight 
stations, most of these being "amateurs." 

The set is constructed a little differently 
from your description. I used a Frost 
rocker -contact potentiometer, and the coil 

and tube sockets are reversed in their lo- 
cation on the sub -panel. At present, I am 
using a set of Air -King plug -in coils but 
also have a few home -made coils. I ant 
using ninety volts on the plate of a 38 
Cunningham tube. I had difficulty in vol- 
ume with the set but after changing the 
antenna this difficulty has been overcome. 

I have an L- shaped antenna about 18 
feet high at all points. One length of the 
antenna runs in an east and west direc- 
tion, this length being 75 feet long. The 
branch which is about twenty -five feet long 
runs to the south at the west end. This 
branch is approximately at an 80 degrees 
angle to the main branch. The lead -in is 
about twenty feet long. 

In regard to stations I have received, 43 
include amateurs and four short -wave sta- 
tions in the U.S. I received a foreign sta- 
tion, which I believe was EAQ at Madrid. 
All announcements were made in Spanish 
with the exception of the one at the clos- 
ing of the program. This was made in 
English but I had difficulty in understand- 
ing the conversation because of an inter- 
mittent howl. The weather here in Streator 
was somewhat cloudy and cold. I received 
this station on a home -made coil, using 
18 turns of No. 26 D.S.C. wire on the plate 
coil and 9 turns of No. 28 D.S.C. wire for 
the secondary coil. The form used was a 
tube base and a tV' space was left between 
the plate and secondary coil. 

IF 
YOU have a good Short -Wave 
Receiving Station or "Ham" Sta- 
tion, take a clear photo of it and 
send it along, with brief descrip- 
tion. Send photo of yourself as 
well if you do not appear in the 
station photo. 

Let's have more sets like the Megadyne 
and continue the good work in SHORT WAVE 
CaArr magazine. 

ANDREW CHiSMAR, JR., 
1507 S. Bloomington St., 

Streator, Illinois. 
(The "Megadyne" seems to have many a 

trick "up its sleeve," judging by the re- 
sults you have obtained with it and also 
those recorded by the many other readers 
of SHORT WAVE CRAFT. Perhaps, some of 
you fellows will follow up this "Megadyne" 
circuit and develop a new high power 
"1- tuber," by employing either the original 
Magadyne circuit or a modification of it, 
so as to utilize one of the newest pentagrid- 
converter tubes for example. There is a 
lot of research to be done in a good "one - 
tube" receiver, and we have a hunch that 
one of you boys is going to show us a very 
startling circuit one of these fine days. 
So our advice to all short -wave fans who 
read this, is to get busy immediately and 
see what you can discover along the line of 
a "I- tube" receiving circuit, using one of 
the newest tubes. Perhaps the secret of 
operating a loud speaker in real 'loud" 
fashion lies in the use of one of the new 
power tubes.- Editor.) 

"GLOBE TROTTER" GOT HiM EVE- 
RYTHING BUT A "RAISE." 

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 
There are some things I must get off 

my chest -so here goes! i am one of the 
many "hams" soldering a lot of wires and 
gadgets together and expect to get Eng- 

land, Rome and so forth. But, why worry 
about trying to design a circuit when you 
folks can do it for us. I built the "Globe 
Trotter" and I got everything on it but 
a raise in salary! The circuit is a dandy. 
Instead of using a .0001 mf. for regener- 
ation, I use a .00035 mf. with good results. 
I have built lots of circuits from the SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT magazine and they are all 
O.K.; Mister, we just couldn't get along 
without it. 

I am constructing a "midget" set, which 
I hope to win a prize with from your 
magazine. It is 5 "x5 "x5" which is quite 
small. I will answer any questions that 
any of the "hams" would write to me. 

L. B. HOLTZ, 
1159 Brewster Avenue, 

Akron, Ohio. 

(We have had a lot of interesting letters 
concerning the "GLOBE TROTTER" but it 
seems you had some extra fine results with 
it. Yes, the "Globe Trotter" made a lot 
of friends and one thing about it -it's al- 
most impossible to build a short -wave re- 
ceiver "worth a ding" and composed of less 
parts, or using a smaller number of tubes 
or batteries. Glad you have found other 
circuits published in SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
quite worthwhile and "workable." Let's 
have a look at the midget set when you 
have it ready. Editor.) 

JULY NUMBER A GEM! 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

I found the July number of SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT to be a "gem;" packed full of in- 
teresting articles and teeming with inter- 
est. 

A. S. HUNTER, D.D.S., 
Box 311, 

Durham, N. C. 
(Thanks, Doctor, very much for your 

welcome letter; the editors are constantly 
aiming to make each succeeding issue of 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT more interesting and 
more valuable to each and every reader. - 
Editor.) 

DOERLE SET "GETS" HUNDREDS 
OF STATIONS! 

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 
I have been a reader of SHORT WAVE 

CRAFT ever since you started publishing it 
and I praise it very highly because I think 
it is the "swellest" magazine on the market. 
I built that "Doerle" two tube set de- 
scribed in the December -January, 1932, 
issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT and it sure 
does work fine. I have gotten over 400 
stations in a month and have all the dis- 
tricts except the 7th. I am hoping to pick 
up a cheap and dependable transmitter 
front someone. I am listing some short 
wave broadcasting stations I have received: 
W3XAU, W8XK, W3XL, VE9G, W9XAA, 
W2XAF and W9XF, etc. I wish to get in 
touch with someone who has a nice 20 
watt job and if so, please send me the 
diagram. I will be glad to answer any 
questions regarding the Doerle set and 
don't be bashful, you boys. 

JEROME WILLIG, 
437 E. Lawson Street, 

St. Paul, Minn. 
(Over 400 stations in a short time and 

all on the Doerle 2 -Tube Receiver; hot 
stuff!- Jerome. The editor does not recol- 
lect hearing of a 2 -tube receiver which has 
accomplished results that could excell those 
achieved by short -wave "fans" all over the 
world with this set. You will undoubtedly 
find however that some of the new I and 2 
tube sets, such as the " Oscillodyne" de- 
scribed by Mr. Worcester in recent num- 
bers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT will give you 
plenty of thrills. The Oscillodyne certainly 
does a lot of things which one wouldn't ex- 
pect offhand from a one or two tube set. - 
Editor.) (Continued on page 378) 
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Front and top view of the 9 -tube Superhet 
fitted with sliding "drawer" coil and 

switch. 

THE Postal International is a 9 -tube 
short -wave professional type re- 

ceiver of the genus superheterodtt2:e 
and covers a range of 1,540 to 15,000 
kilocycles in four steps. Each wave 
band is covered by specially designed 
multiformers, each set consisting of 
three coils individually shielded in 
copper compartments. The three coils 
for the R.F., detector, and oscillator 
circuits for any given band are ar- 
ranged in a partitioned copper drawer 
or can, fitted with a bakelite top, which 
carries the switch contact pins ar- 
ranged in rows as the picture shows. 
This principle of changing the coils in 
such a complicated circuit as the super - 
het, has been used in some of the com- 
mercial receivers designed and built 
for government service, and it there- 
fore has a strong family tree behind it. 
One thing about this method of build- 
ing the switch type coils is that the 
leads are kept short, as they should 
be in all short -wave receivers, and by 
the design of the switch springs here 
employed a firm and positive contact is 
assured at all times. 

To change from one band to another 
all the operator has to do is to pull out 
one "coil drawer" and insert another, 

9Tube 
Superheterodyne 
Has Coil Switch 

349 

By M. S. MILLER 
Here is a well -designed 9 -tube "pro" type superhet 
receiver which covers the short -wave bands in four 
steps, with switch type "drawer" coils; it provides 

"band-spread" whenever desired. 

n1aei11rHNeitern 

I)rl0r,I >)b 

Close up of one set of coils in sliding 
shield box; in one position of the 
"drawer" "normal" tuning results -moved 
one half inch, "band- spread" is provided. 

the front panel of each coil unit being 
engraved with the frequency range in 
K.C. to which it responds. By simply 

Bottum view of the 9 -tube superhet. 

pulling the drawer out t/z inch the ad- 
vantage of "band- spread" tuning may 
be enjoyed, the band being spread over 
65 degrees of the dial for example, in 
all of the four amateur bands. 

A tuned radio frequency amplifier 
stage is used ahead of the first de- 
tector, which helps to eliminate repeat 
spots or image- frequency interference 
found in many superhet receivers. The 
variable condenser connected in series 
with the antenna circuit, coupled to the 
grid of the R.F. amplifier stage, makes 
it possible to match the R.F. and first 
detector tuning circuits, so that they 
will track accurately. 

EngIneer. Postai Radio Corp. 
(Continued on page 362) 
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Diagram of connections used in the Postal International 9 -Tube Superhet. All three coils, R.F., detector, and oscillator, are 
simultaneously changed in one single operation from the front panel, by a simple one -half inch movement of the complete coil 
shield box or "drawer "; the set being converted from ordinary tuning to band -spread tuning in a jiffy. The bands are 

spread over 65 degrees of the dial. 
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SHORT WAVE 
LEAGUE 

A Few "Hot" 

HONORARY MEMBERS 
Dr. Lee de Forest 
John L. Reinartz 
D. E. Replogle 
Hollis Baird 
E. T. Somerset 
Baron Manfred von Ardenne 

Hugo Gernsback 
Executive Secretary 

Opinions From Our Readers 
"CQ." Club Wants Code Test 

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 
At the last regular meeting of this club 

a resolution was passed that this organ- 
ization go on record as protesting against 
that part of your program in which you 
foster the elimination of the code test for 
all below six meters. Our experience has 
been that the harder it is to secure a 
license, the more it is appreciated. In 
fact, there are too many amateurs on the 
air now who do not have sufficient know- 
ledge of radio fundamentals to properly 
operate their stations. 

If the bars were let down in this partic- 
ular case, it would not be long before the 
amateur bands were so crowded with be- 
ginners that the regular "ham" would not 
have room to handle his traffic. We believe 
in encouraging the beginner in every way 
possible, but if he is "worth his salt" at 
all he will learn the code so he can take 
his place among the other amateurs. 

We are in favor of leaving the re- 
quirements stand as they now read, and 
are prepared to give our entire strength 
and influence to that cause. 

CQ CLUB, 
A. C. Brown, Jr., Secretary, 

60 North 63rd Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

No Code Below 6 Meters! 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

I have been reading your magazine for 
a number of years and can say I have 
found no better. I would like very much 
to become a member of your League, be- 
cause I believe your aiths are to be en- 
couraged and upheld. I also believe if the 
"five meter" band were open to persons 
who could obtain licenses without the code 
test, there would be a greater amount of 
interest shown in ultra short waves-there- 
fore more experimenting, and further de- 
velopment of this so- called "back yard 
band." 

Understand, I do not say code should be 
abolished in all bands; heaven forbid! 
There are enough "rotten" operators on the 
air to prove that. Keep the same stand- 
ards or even make them higher and I feel 
there will be a greater respect shown to 
the amateur radio game. 

I believe that if code is done away with 
below six meters, there should be given a 
test on the technical part, so thorough that 
when the prospective operator could qualify 
he would be able to operate a station that 
would be in all respects a "true ham sta- 
tion. 

In one way the code is a barrier to great- 
er experimenting, as I have found out my- 
self. I was one who thought that code was 
not important. After failing the "exam" 
once, I got busy and am now a full- fledged 
amateur. 

All it takes is a little work, and if some 
who would like to become amateurs would 
study the code, they would learn it in the 

same length of time it takes them to con- 
demn and talk about how hard it is. I've 
tried it and know. Nevertheless, there 
would be a great deal more experimenting 
below six meters here in college, if it were 
not for the "code test." 

I hope I have made myself plain. Here 
is my argument: No code below six meters, 
but a thorough exam; code in the other 
bands. 

Jack Gardner, W9GJE 
Dept. of Physics 

Western Kentucky Teachers College 
Bowling Green, Ky. 

A Voice From Minnesota 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

I have been reading the letters in your 
magazine from fans and fellow members of 

Get Your Button! 
The illustration here- 

with shows the beautiful 
design of the "Official" 
Short Wave League but- 
ton, which is available to 
everyone who becomes a 
member of the Short 
Wave League. 

The requirements for 
joining the League are 
explained in a booklet, copies of which 
will be mailed upon request. The button 
measures 3/. inch in diameter and is inlaid 
in enamel -3 colors -red, white, and blue. 

Please note that you can order your but- 
ton AT ONCE -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE 
supplies it at coat, the price, including the 
mailing, being 35 cents. A solid gold but- 
ton is furnished for 32.00 prepaid. Address 
all communications to SHORT WAVE 
LEAGUE, 96-98 Park Place, New York. 

the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE but I did not see 
one from a representative in this northern 
Minnesota country. I "tinkered" with 
radios some years ago but gave it up. Then, 
thanks to SHORT WAVE CRAFT I took it up 
again. One little set that brings in the 
stations is the "Old Reliable" described in 
the March issue. I have received EAQ and 
GSB with a "sock," South American sta- 
tions most any night, and Honolulu when- 
ever they are on; all with "verifications." 
I am trying to master the old "dot and 
dash" code so I can soon be "on the air" 
to mess it up a little worse. 

I think "S. W. C." is a swell magazine 
for anyone interested in radio. I'll never 
be without it. 

I will gladly answer all letters from any 
other "fans," "hams." or "what have you," 

living any place where the "grand old mag" 
travels. 

Bob Snow, 
Grand Rapids, Minn. 

He's for Phone "Ticket" -Less 
Code 

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 
I've been reading, nay "studying" SHORT 

WAVE CRAFT for a long time and also want 
to comment upon your proposed "phone" 
league. Your views are commendable. 

Why should everyone be compelled to 
learn to "pound brass" to obtain a govern- 
ment license? I owned a short -wave sta- 
tion W8GSU, and I know that after the in- 
convenience of learning the code, I never 
had but one occasion to use it and there- 
fore believe that the code should be op- 
tional. 

Do the "brass pounders" think that either 
because of their intense desire to send C.W. 
or "lack of funds" or ambition to procure 
the additional equipment to make a phone 
station, that the rest of us should be com- 
pelled to handle a key? 

I am a very busy service man and my 
hobby is to develop quality in various 
equipments for phone work or P.A. 
systems. 

The C.W. bugs in this town develop ter- 
rific thumps and snaps and crackles in the 
B.C. set while the phone men are rarely 
ever guilty of causing even minor dis- 
turbances. 

This phone work as required by the 
F.R.C. demands high -grade equipment, 
using M.O.P.A. or similar design and re- 
quires ordinarily a very different knowl- 
edge of radio. Anyone can rig up an os- 
cillator or an osc: amp, and zig -zag out into 
space. 

More power to you, Mr. Gernsback. Go 
to it and we'll show the old "brass pound- 
ers" some real phone business. 

I'm willing to be instrumental in form- 
ing local chapters of such an organization 
and such an organization will be recognized 
by the F.R.C. as there undoubtedly is 
plenty of room for both phone and CW in 
the ether, with no interference from either. 

I've no quarrel with "C.W.," mind you, 
but when "brass rules phone " -or so at- 
tempts. Oh! Oh! One man's liberty ends 
where it begins to tread upon his fellow 
man! 

J. O. Roberts, 
102 W. Saginaw, 

St. Louis, Mich. 

(We shall be pleased to have your opinion 
regarding the "code -less" license for trans- 
mitters operating below five meters. We 
shall also be very glad to receive some 
constructive suggestions front our readers 
as to new subjects they would like to have 
discussed or presented in this department. 
-Editor.) 
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SOLDERING IRON 

SUPPORT 
$5.00 Prize Winner. 

The soldering iron is a tool that always 
eons to be in the way, when working on 
dio sets. This kink offers a novel way 

f. solving the problem. The Illustration 
Iearly shows the arrangement. hut it may le well to add. that in case the soldering 
ron is made of iron, the stall Iron har 

shown. of course. will not be necessary; 
s some irons are made of brass. ere., the 
taanet will not carry the iron, which calls 
or the use of the iron bar. 
The writer obtained the steel magnet 

r 

usm an old tone speaker, but any good 
enet will fulfill the purpose. The mag- 

net may be mounted in any desired fro- 
Sion. In this 

a 
case it was placed on the 

all right over the work bench. This 
Ink can he used on both electric es well 

s gas Irons. The heat from the Icon will 
not affect the magnet. -henry Henriksen. 

CHANGING 6 VT. BAT- 
TERY TO 2 VT. 

The sir volt storage batteries may be 
[oily adapted to supply the two -volt tubes 

by first rutting out with a hack saw the 
connecting straps between cells as shown 

n sketch. Then make four new straps of 
heavy lead to reach diagonally across to 
the three plus and three minus terminals. 
Then drill down Into the top of each bat- 
tery terminal and tap for a small machine 
screw; also drill holes In the ends of each 
of the straps. Then secure the straps to 
the tops of the posts as illustrated. fasten- 
ing them down with brass machine screws. 
Drill through the two center posts to take 

wing -nut. Finally solder all post con- 
nections carefully. (Bakelite strips may be 
placed between the connecting straps to 
prevent a short -circuit. When charging 
use the two and four volt sides of the 
charge. -.John Terveen. 

BATTERY KINK 

If your ' A" 
h 

"It" batteries must 
withstand a high amperage drain there is 
a more economical method than connecting 
the cells in series and buying a new set 
when they are worn out. The method is 
to buy two seta at the same time and 
connect them in multiple series. They 
will last at least thirty per Cent longer 
than if the two series of cells had been 
used consecutively.- Patrick A. Schiavone. 

$ 5.00 For Best 
Short Wave Kink 
The Editor will award a five dollar prize each month 
for the best short -wave kink submitted by our readers. 
All other kinks accepted and published will be paid for 
at regular space rates. Look over these "kinks" and 
they will give you some idea of what the editors are 
looking for. Send a typewritten or ink description. 
with sketch, of your favorite short -wave kink to the 
"Kink" Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT. 

AUTOMATIC LIGHTNING BAND -SPREAD KINK 
VALVE With titre. plates of a condense and a 

skate "toe clamp adjustment" a very good 
arrangement may be made to form a band- 
spread 

etw r ostator,tl' 
Use large 

plates on pieces 
gift bolt 

which in turn are fixed on a piece such as 

351 

WINDING TUBE -BASE 
COILS 

Tube -base co 1 forms re easily mounted 
or winding by means of a shsd and C- 
damp held in a vise as illustrated. -Alvin 
Palley. 

CONNECTING TWO PAIRS 
OF PHONES 

As no ground Is used with the "doublet" 
ntenna tone wire teeing used as a counter- 
wise), there mu :t he a switch which will 
nahle a person to "ground" the doublet 

antenna when not in use, especially in the 
ummer time. The antenna should always 

be grounded when not in use. This device 
s entirely automatic. that Is, it is con- 

nected across the receiver all the lime and 
It functions whether or not the receiver is 
n use. It consists of two sn nail Neon 

bulbs, which are mounted in a double 
porcelain socket. The screw section of 
'itch bulb is connected across either aide 

of your antenna. 

HOME -MADE POTEN- 
TIOMETER 

Ity purchasing a number of different 
makes and sizes of ordinary lead pencils. 
multe serviceable rheostats and potentiom- 
eters can be made with a rotating slider 
arm made of spring brass arranged to 
slide over the graphite strip within the 
pent il. one aide of the pencil wood being 
ground sway or one -half of the pencil wool 
removed by soaking. 

riNiSaED rOUNrmO 
UNIT sane 

owrwo 
MEW reNtaL 

CLIP 

a s a n, ' ruoi mT tar 
A1i°.ssró0. 

c .evn- 

9 
Iw.Nat 

f SMART 

a'nw g 
MOLES 

0 
raEKl 

IAarutE Mt HARD ) 
avuta ose 

-siore 
® aelataw4- 

LUGS 

This device can be used to a great ad 
vantage and is surprisingly eMrlent when 
built correctly. Nov as to the cost o 
construction: It runs about ten rents. To 
construct this "pot" first take a piece of 
hakellte or hard rubber about 2 2V. 
and drill the holes to fit the shaft used 
and the resistor, which is of the carbon 
Pigtail type. Next procure an old rheosta 
with a removable contact arm and shaf 
and mount on the hakellte base as shown 
in the drawing. Take the resistor, whethe 
it is 1.000 or 50,000 -no malter what size 
-and file the Insulation off lengthwLse 
bend loops in the end and fasten flown 
with small bolls and attach the solderin 
lugs. Now, if this resistor Is used Just t 
try out some new circuit which you think 
will be a "wow." I would advise you to 
buy a good volume control. as this outfl 
takes a very fine adjustment and covers lh 
whole scale in about 45 degree:. -John 
Zoeilmq Jr. 

a toe clamp of a roller skate. l'se the 
screw part to vary the distance between 
dates by extending a shaft on to it and a 
knob. If a kate "gadget" is not avail- 
able a suitable arrangement may be made 

c threading a rod with left and right 
hand dies, and suitably tapping angle: 
'Imes to screw on the threads. -Stuart 
Smith. 

PHONE -SPEAKER JACK 
SYSTEM 

DOUBLE POLE 
COBBLE .N9OW 

SwiN 

1 

TO ucewxa. 

PRONE 
JACKS 

Srraara 

ra 
PROMS 

The diagram shows two phone Jacks, one 
for "headphone" connection and the other 
for "loud speaker" ttt d te lion. NTen the 
reception is not loud and clear for the 
speaker, throw the double -pole. duuble- 
throsr switch to the phone position and 
Vice- versa -Eugene Knauss. 

COATING RESISTORS 
To cover unprotected carbon resistors 

obtain two or three old "B" batteries and 
remove the sealing wax that corers the top 
urface of the batteries. Now. place the 
wax in a 

stove t m It O the h 
and 

O a substance. When the 
wax is thoroughly melted. dip the carbon 
esistors in the wax. -M. Oyama. 

When some stray ham blows into the 
shark to bear your outfit perk. you bun 
around. vainly seeking an elastic band t 
bind the phone tips together for an extra 
pair of phones. By Joining two binding 
Imata with beadle.. screw many tempera 
mental hams have been converted into "re 
fined gentlemen." and we are sure tha 
this amazingly simple device will make 
new amen of you hw:- Edward S. MIL 

STAND -OFF INSULATOR 

Needing a "stand off" Insulator and not 
lacing one handy, I made one from an old 
t lephone receiver e se. The cap Is screwed 
to the wall and the other part twisted on. 
The wire may be looped around the end 
o fastened to a nu and bolt in the hole 
In the end as Illustrated.- Herbert Plum- 
mer. 

HANDLE FOR PLUG -IN 
COILS 

This handle protects the windings, and 
the coils can be plugged In with more ease. 
Cut a piece of bakellte as shown for each 
handle, pour sealing wax in the tube hase. 
Insert small end of bakellte in the base 
and hold in place until the n a hardens 
The handle may also be pinned In place, 
instead of using war to hold it in place. It is considered the best practice to keep 
the inside of the coil forme empty or 
hollow; otherwise certain dielectric losses 
azur. -W. Hargett. 
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SHORT WAVE STATIONS 
OF THE WORLD 

SECTION ONE 

As promised in the last issue, we are present- 
ing herewith a complete, revised and combined 
list of the short wave broadcasting, experiment- 
al and commercial radiophone stations of the 
world. This is arranged according to frequency, 
but the wavelength figures are also given for the 
benefit of readers who are more accustomed to 
working with "meters" than with "kilocycles." 
All the stations in this list, with one or two ex- 
ceptions of the time stations, use telephone trans- 

fore be identified by the average listener. 
The September, 1933, issue (copies mailed for 

25c) contained a very fine list of police, airport 
and television stations, which was marked "Sec- 
tion Two." This will reappear in the November 
issue with the latest corrections and additions. 
Section One (this month's list) will be published 
again in the December issue, also with last min- 
ute changes. Note: Stations marked with a star 
( *) are the most active and easily heard stations 

mission of one kind or another and can there - and transmit at fairly regular times. 
Stations are classified as follows: C- Commercial phone. B- Broadcast service. X- Experi- 

mental transmissions, 

Around-the-Clock Listening Guide 
Although short wave reception is notorious for 

its irregularity and seeming inconsistency 
(wherein lies its greatest appeal to the sporting 
listener), it is a good idea to follow a general 
schedule as far as wavelength in relation to the 
time of the day is concerned. The observance of 
a few simple rules will save the short wave fan 
a lot of otherwise wasted time. 

From daybreak to mid -afternoon, and partic- 

ularly during bright daylight, listen between 13 
and 22 meters (21540 to 13000 kc.). 

To the east of the listener, from about noon to 
10:00 p. m., the 20 -35 meter will be found very 
productive. To the west of the listener this same 
band is best from about midnight until shortly 
after daybreak. After dark, results above 35 
meters are usually much better than during day- 
light. These general rules hold good whether 
you live in the United States or in China. 

31000 kc. W8XI 
9.68 meters 

Westinghouse Electric 
SAXONBURG, PA. 

21000 kc. OKI 
14.28 meters 

PODEBRADY, 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

19850 kc. WMI 
15.10 meters 

A. T. & T. CO., DEAL, N. J. 

18310 kc. GAS 
-C- 16.38 meters 

General Post Office 
RUGBY, ENGLAND 

17770 kc. *GSG 
-B- 16.88 meters 

British Broad. Corp. 
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND 
British Empire programs 19830 kc. FTD 

15.12 matart 
ST. ASSISE, FRANCE 

27800 kc. W6XD 
10.79 meters 

Mackay Radio 
PALO ALTO, CALIF. 

20730 kc. LSY 
14.47 meters 

BUENOS AIRES 
ARGENTINA 

Commercial radiophone 

18310 kc. FZS 
16.38 meters 

-CHINA SAIG 
to03 

N, 
Nm.OSu days 

17770 kc. PHI 
B HU116.88 

meters 
HOLLAND 19400 kc. FRO, FRE 

15.45 meters 
ST. ASSISE, FRANCE 

25700 kc. W2XBC 
11.67 meters 

Radio Corp. of America 
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J. 

20680 kc. LSN 
14.50 meters BUENOS AIRES 

ARGENTINA 
Telephony with Europe 

18240 kc. FRO, FRE 
-C- 16.44 meters 

ST. ASSISE. FRANCE 

17640 kc. Ship. 
17.00 

SHI 
meters 

Phones to Shore 
Work on this and higher 

channels 

19300 kc. FTM 
15.55 meters 

ST. ASSISE, FRANCE 
10 a. m. to noon 

24000 kc. W6XQ 
17.48 meters 

SAN MATED, CALIF. 

18170 kc. CGA 
-C.- 16.50 meters 
DRUMMONDVILLE, QUEBEC 

CANADA 
20680 kc. LSX 

14.50 meters 
BUENOS AIRES 

Telephony with U. S. 

21540 kc. *W8XK 
-8- 13.93 meters 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC 
SAXONBURG, PA. 

7 a. m.-2 p. m.; relays KDKA 
programs 

19240 kc. DFA 
15.58 meters 

NAUEN, GERMANY 

17300 kc. W8XL 
17.34 meters 

DAYTON, OHIO 18100 kc. GBK 
-C- 16.57 meters 

General Post Office 
BODMIN. ENGLAND 

20680 kc. FSR 
14.50 meters 

PARIS -SAIGON PHONE 

19220 kc. WNC 
15.60 meters 

A. T. & T. CO., DEAL, N. J. 
Transoceanic radiophone 

17300 kc. W6XAJ 
17.34 meters 

OAKLAND, CALIF. 21470 kc. GSH 
-B 13.97 meters 

BRITISH BROAD. CORP. 
Davenlryi England 

British Empire programs 

18050 kc. KQJ 
16.61 meters 

BOLINAS. CALIF. 
Transpacific radiophone p 

20620 ke. PMB 
-C- 14.54 meters 

Bandoeng, Java 
3:10 -4:10 a. m.; 8 -9:20 a. m. - 

20140 kc. DWG 
14.89 meters 

NAUEN, GERMANY 
Tests 10 a.m.-3 p. m. 

18820 kc. PLE 
-C- 15.94 meters 

BANDOENG, JAVA. 
Tues. 6 -8:00 p. m.; Wed. 

3:30 a. m. 

17300 kc. W9XL 
17.34 meters 

ANOKA, MINN. 

21420 kc. W2XDJ 
14.00 meters 

A. T. L T. CO., DEAL, N. J. 
Experiments) radiophone 

17850 kc. PLF 
16.80 m 

BANDOEMalaJaVA ( 

17110 kc. WOO 
-C- 17.52 meters 
A. T. & T. CO., DEAL N. J. 

Transoceanic radiophone I 
1Ó6Z0 kc. GBJ 

16 10 meters 
G Pont e Office 
BODMIN. ENGLAND 

Telephony with Montreal 
21400 kc. WLO 

14.01 meters 
A. T. & T. CO. 

Lawrencevli:e, N. J. 
Transoceanic phone 

17850 kc. W2XAO 
16.80 meters 

Radio Corp. of America 
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J. 

19950 kc. LSG 
15.03 meters 

BUENOS AIRES 
ARGENTINA 

W2XDO 17110 kc. 
meters 17.52 meters 

A. T. & T. Co. 
OCEAN GATE, N. J. 18620 kc. GAU 

C- 16.11 meters 
General Post Office 
RUGBY, ENGLAND 

17830 kc. PCV 
C- 16.82 meters 

KOOPNIJK, 6.82 HOLLAND 
6:00.9:00 a. m. 

21130 kc. LSM 
14.15 meters 

BUENOS AIRES, 
ARGENTINA 

Commercial radiophone 

19950 kc. DIN 
15.03 meters 

NAUEN, GERMANY 

17080 kc. GBC 
- 17.55 meters -CRUGBY, 

ENGLAND 18370 kc. PMC 
16.33 meters 

BANDOENG, JAVA. 19906 kc. LSG 
C. 15.07 meters 

BUENOS AIRES 
ARGENTINA 

10:30 a. m. -3:30 p. m. 
Commercial radiophone 

17780 kc. W3XAL 
B- 16.87 meter: 

NATIONAL BROAD. CO. 
Bound Brook, N. J. 

12:30.6:30 p. m., exc. Sat. and 
Sun. Relays WJZ 

21020 kc. LSN 
14.27 meters 
BUENOS AIRES, 
ARGENTINA 

Commercial radiophone 

16300 kc. PCL 
-C- 18.40 meters 

KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND 
Works with Bandoeng from 

7 a. m. 

18350 kc. WLA 
-C- 16.35 meters 

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J. 
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16300 kc. WLO 
.C- 18.40 meters 
A. T. S T. CO., LAWRENCE- 

VILLE, N. J. 

14530 kc. LSA 
20.65 meters 

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA 

11865 kc. *GSE 
.1- 25.28 meters 

British Broad. Corp 
DAVENTRY ENGLAND 

British Empire programs 

10980 kc. ZLW 
-C- 

WELLINGTON, 0 metrs Z. 
Tests 3 -8 a. m. 

9600 kc. *CT1AA 
B LISBON 

meters 

Tues. and Friday, 4:30 -7:00 
p. m 14460 kc. GBW 

_C. 20.75 meters 
Rugby, England 

16200 kc. FZR 
C- 18.50 meters 

SAIGON, INDO -CHINA 
Radiophone to Paris 

10630 kc. PLR 
28.20 meters 

BANDOENG, JAVA 
Works with Holland and France 
weekdays from 7 a. m.: some - 

times after 9:30 

11830 kc. *W2XE 
-B- 25.36 meters 
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING 

SYS., Wayne, N. J. 
2:00.4:00 p. m. Relays WABC 

9600 kc. LQA 
31.25 meters 

BUENOS AIRES 14420 kc. VPD 
20.80 meters 

SUVA, FIJI ISLANDS 16150 kc. GBX 
-C- 18.56 meters 

RUGBY, ENGLAND 

9600 kc. LGN 
31.23 meters 

BERGEN, NORWAY 14150 kc. Kira 
21.17 meters 

BOLINAS, CALIF. 

11810 kc. *I2R0 
B- 25.4 meters 
"RADIO ROMA NAPOLI" 

Rome, Italy 
Daily, 11:30 a. m. to 12:15 p. m 

and 1:15.6 p. m. 
Woman announcer 

10540 kc. WOK 
C- 28.44 meters 

A. T. & T. CO., 
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J. 
Transoceanic radiophone 

16060 kc. *NAA 
18.68 meters 

U. S. NAVY, ARLINGTON, VA. 
Time signals, 11:57 to noon 

9500 kc. *XETE 
B. 31.25 meters 

MEXICO CITY, MEX. 
2 :30.5:30 p. m., 6:30 p. m: 

12 midnight 

l 13390 kc. WMA 
.C- 22.38 meters 

A. T. B T. CO. 
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J. 

10520 kc. VLK K 
-C- 

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA 15950 kc. PLG 
18.80 meters 

BANDOENG, JAVA 
Afternoons. 

11790 kc. W1XAL 
25.45 meters 

BOSTON, MASS. 12850 kc. W2XCU 
23.35 meten 

AMPERE, N. J. 

10410 kc. PDK 
-C- 28.80 meters 

KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND 
7:30.9:40 a. m. 

9595 kc. *HBL 
.B- 31.27 meters 

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND 
5:30.6:15 p. m., Saturdays 

15860 kc. FTK 
-C- 18.90 meters 

ST. ASSISE, FRANCE 

11760 kc. XDA 
TRENS -NEWS 

meters 

Mexico City 

12850 kc. W9XL 
ANOKA, MINN., 10410 kc. KES 

-X- 28.80 meters 
BOLINAS, CALIF. 

9590 kc. *VK2ME 
.g- 31.28 m 

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS, 
Ltd., Sydney, Australia 

Sun., 12:30.2:30 a. m., 4:30.8 -30 
a. m.; 9:30-11:30 a. m. 

k 
meters 

J1AA 
1 

Mornings 
JAPAN 

12820 kc. *CNR 
-B, C- 23.38 meters 

DIRECTOR GENERAL 
Telegraph and Telephone 
Stations, Rabat, Morocco 

11760 kc. *DJD 
-B- 25.50 meters 

ZEESEN, GERMANY 
10 a. m.4 p. m. 

10410 kc. LSY 
.C. 28.80 meters 
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA 15330 kc. *W2XAD 

B 19.56 meters 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. 

Schenectady, N. Y. 
Relays WGY, Mon., Wed., Fri., 

3.4 p. m.; Sun., 2.4 p m 

kc. 
B 25.53 meters 

BRITISH BROAD. CORP. 
Daventrys England 

British Empire programs 

12780 kc. GBC 
.C- 23.46 meters 

RUGBY, ENGLAND 

10390 kc. GBX 
.c. 28.86 meters 

RUGBY, ENGLAND 

9590 kc. *HBL 
B- 31.27 meters 

League of Nations, 
GENEVA, 

s, 55:45 
SWITZERLAND 

12290 kc. GBU 
-c- 24.41 meter: 

RUGBY, ENGLAND 

10350 kc. LSX 
_x- 28.98 meters 
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA 

15270 15270 kc. *W2XE 
-B. 19.65 meters 

COLUMBIA BROAD. SYS. 
Wayne, N. J. 
10 e, m.-Noon m. -Noon 

11730 kc. PHI 
25.57 meters 

HUIZEN, HOLLAND 

- 
9585 kc. *GSC 
B- 31.29 meters 

BRITISH BROAD. CORP. 
Daventr England y. En land 

British Empire programs 

12250 kc. FTN 
24.46 meters 

ST. ASSISE (PARIS), FRANCE 
Works Buenos Aires, Indo- 

China and Java. 

10150 kc. DIS 
29.54 meters 

NAUEN, GERMANY 
press (code) daily; 6 m., 
Spanish; 7 p. m., English; 7'50 
p m., German; 2:30 p. m., 
English; s p. m., German. 
Sundays: 6 p. m., Spanish; 7:50 Su 
Su m German; 9:30 p. m., ., 

Spanish 

11720 kc. *VE9JR 
-B 25.E Crs 

WINNIPEG, tern A kc. FYA * 
-B- 19.68 meters 

"RADIO COLONIAL" 
Pontoise (Paris), France 

Ser.ice de la Radiodiffusion, 
103 Rue de Grenelle, Paris 

8 -11 a. m. 

11705 kc. *FYA 
-B- 25.6 meters 

"RADIO COLONIAL" 
Pontoise (Paris) 

p. m. 3-5 p. m. 
D; Daily 

9580 kc. *W3XAU 
-g_ 31.32 meters 

BYBERRY, PA. 

relays WCAU 

12250 kc. PLM 
-C- 24.46 meters 

BANDOENG, JAVA 

15210 kc. *W8XK 
-B- 19.72 meters 

ELECTRIC Si 

MFG. CO. 
Saxonburg, Pa. 

to a. m. -4:15 p. m. 
Relays KDKA 

12150 kc. GBS 
-C- 24.68 meters 

RUGBY, ENGLAND 

10000 kc. 
30 meters 

BELGRADE, JUGO- SLAVIA 
9570 kc. *W1XAZ 
-B- 31.35 meters 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & 

MFG. CO. 
Springfield, Mass. 

6 a. m.-midnight, daily 

V 11690 kc. *YVQ * Q 
25.65 meters 

MARACAY, VENEZUELA 
(Also broadcasts occasionally) 12150 kc. FQO, FQE 

24.68 meters 
ST. ASSISE, FRANCE 

9950 kc. GCU 
.C- 30.15 meters 

i RUGBY, ENGLAND 11670 kc. KIO 
-c. 25.68 meters 

KAHUHU, HAWAII 
15200 kc. * DJ B 
-B. 19.73 meters 

ZEESEN, GERMANY 
7:55 a. m. -4:30 p. m. 

12045 kc. *NAA 
24.89 meters 

ARLINGTON VA. 
Time signals, 11:57 to noon. 

- 

9890 kc. LSN 
'C. 

30.30 meters 
BUENOS AIRES 

Phone to Europe 

9560 kc. *DJA 
-B- 31.38 meters 

REICHSPOSTZENTRALAMT 
ILIS Schoenberge Strasse 

(Berlin) 
3:00 -9:00 p. m., Germany 

11530 kc. CGA 
26.00 meters 

DRUMM 26.00 
meters 

CANADA 15140 kc. *GSF 
-B- 19.81 meters 

BRITISH BROAD. CORP. 
Daventrys England 

British Empire programs 

12045 kc. *NSS 
24.89 meters 

ANNAPOLIS MD. 
Time signals, 9:57 -10 p. m. 

9870 kc. J1AA 
-X- 30.4 meters 

TOK10, JAPAN 
4 -7 a. m., irregularly 

11490 kc. GBK 
-C- 26.10 meters 

BODMIN, ENGLAND 9530 kc. *W2XAF 
-B- 31.48 meters 

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. 
Schenectady, N. Y. 

Relays WGY programs 
6:45 p. m. -I a. m. 

15120 kc. *HVJ 
8- 19.83 meten 

VATICAN CITY 
Rome, Italy 

Gaily 5:00 to 5:15 a. m. 

12000 kc. FZG 
24.98 meters 

SAIGON, INDO -CHINA 
Time signals, 2 -2:05 p. m. 

11470 kc. IBDK 
26.15 meters 

S.S. " ELETTRA" 
Marconi's yacht 

9860 kc. *EAQ - 30.4 meters 
TRANSRADIO ESPANOLA 
Alcala 43- Madrid, Spain 

5:30-7:00 p m. daily 
- -- 
11945 kc. KKQ 

25.10 meters 
BOLINAS, CALIF. 

15120 kc. J1AA 
-C- 19.83 meters 

TOKIO, JAPAN 
Irregular, early morning. 

11435 kc. DHC 
26.22 meters 

NAUEN, GERMANY 

kc. *GSB 
-B- 31.55 meters 

BRITISH BROAD. CORP. 
Daventryi England 

British Empire programs 

GCW 9790 kc. GCW 
-C- 30.64 meters 

RUGBY, ENGLAND 11905 kc. *FYA 
I- 25.16 meters 

"RADIO COLONIAL" 
Pontoise, Paris 

11:15 a. m.-1:15 p. m. 

11340 kc. DAN 
26.44 meters 

NORDEICH, GERMANY 
Time signals, 7 a. m., 7 p. m. 
Deutsche Seewarte, Hamburg 

15000 kc. CM6XJ 
19.99 meters 

CENTRAL TUINUCU, CUBA 
Irregular 

9750 kc. WOF 
30.75 meters 

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J. 9510 kc. *VK3ME 
31.55 meters 

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS, 
Ltd. 

G. P. 0. Box 1272L, Melbourne, 
Australia 

Wed., 5:00 -6:30 a. m., Saturday, 
5:00 -7:00 a. m. 

11870 kc. *W8XK 
-B- 25.26 meters 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC 
East Pittsburgh, Pa. 

4:30-10:00 p. m. 
Relays KDKA programs 

9640 kc. HSP2 
31.10 meters 

BROADCASTING SERVICE 
Post and Telegraph Department 

Bangkok, Siam 
9.11 a. m., daily I 

14620 kc. XDA 
20.50 meters 

TRENS -NEWS AGENCY 
Mexico City 
230-3 p. m. 

11181 kc. *CT3AQ 
-I- 26.83 meters 

FUNCHAL, MADEIRA 
Tues., Thurs., 5:00 -6:30 p. m. 
Sunday, 10:30 a. m. -1:00 p. m. 
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SIBorl %%'uve Stations o t It a World 
9490 kc. SR1 
-B- 31.6 meters 

POZNAN, POLAND 
Tues., 1 -3 p. m. 
Wed., 6 -7 a. m. 

lhurs., 1 -2:30 p. m. 

8630 kc. WOO 
34.74 meters 

OCEAN GATE, N. J. 

7230 kc. DOA 
41.46 meters 

DOEBERITZ, GERMANY 
Irregular 

6270 kc. HKC 
47.81 meters 

BOGOTA, COLOMBIA 
8:30 -11:30 p. m. 

6100 kc. *W9XF 
-- 49.18 meters 

DOWNERS GROVE, ILL. 

Relays WENR, Chicago 
8630 kc. W2XDO 

34.74 meters 
OCEAN GATE, N. J. 7150 kc. HJ4ABB 

41.6 meters 
MANIZALES, COLOMBIA 

Sat., 11 p. m.- Midnight 

6100 kc. *W3XAL 
-B- 49.15 meters 
NATIONAL BROADCASTING 

CO. 
Bound Brook, N. J. 

Relays WJZ programs 
Saturday, 3:30 p. m. -12 

midnight 

6250 kc. *CN8MC 
48 meters 

CASABLANCA, MOROCCO 
Monday, 3:00 -4:00 p. m. 

Tuesday, 7:00, 8:00 a. m. and 
3:00 -1:00 p m 

9375 kc. EH9OC 
32.00 meters 

BERNE, SWITZERLAND 
3 -5:30 p. m. 

8570 kc. WOO 
-C- 35.02 meters 

OCEAN GATE, N. J. 

6976 kc. EAR110 
43 meters 

MADRID, SPAIN 
Tues., Sat., 5:30 p. m. 

9330 kc. CGA 
-C- 32.15 meters 

6 p. m.-6 a. m. 

DRUMMONDVILLE, CANADA 

8450 kc. PRAG 
35.50 meters 

PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL 
8:30 -9:00 a. m. 

6243 kc. HKD 
48.05 meters 

BARRANQUILLA, COLOMBIA 

- - - - - - 
6095 kc. *VE9GW 
-B- 49.17 meters 
BOWMANVILLE, ONTARIO, 

CANADA 
Mon., Tues., 7 -II a. m., Thurs., 
Fri., 3 -7 p- m.; Sat., 3 -11 p. m.; 

Sun., I1 a. m. -8 p. m. 

6860 kc. KEL 
-C- 43.70 meters 

BOLINAS, CALIF. 
Transpacific Radiophone 

9310 kc. GBC 
-C 32.22 

ENGLAND RUGBY, ENGLAND 

8120 kc. PLW 
-C- 36.92 meters 

BANDOENG, JAVA 
6167 kc. XIF 

48.65 meters 
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO 

8036 kc. CNR 
-B- 37.33 meters 

RABAT, MOROCCO 
Sunday, 2 -4 p. m. 

6080 kc. *W9XAA 
B 49.31 meters 

FEDERATION OF CHICAGO 
LABOR 

Chicago, III. 
Relays WCFL 

9280 kc. GCB 
-C- 32.33 meters 

RUGBY, ENGLAND 
6860kc. Radio 

Vitus 
43.70 meters 

PARIS, FRANCE 
4 -11 a. m. 3 p. m. 

6147 kc. *VE9CL 
48.8 meters 

WINNIPEG, CANADA 
7:00 -9:30 m. p. 

9230 kc. FU 
32.50 meters 

PARIS, FRANCE 
(Eiffel Tower). Time signals 
2:56 a. m. and 2:56 p. m 

7390 kc. DOA 
37.80 meters 

DOEBERITZ, GERMANY 
I to 3 p. m. 

Reichpostzentralamt, Berlin 
6075 kc. 

meters 
SKAMLEBOAEK, DENMARK 

Irregular, 2:00 -6:30 p. m. 

6840 kc. CFA 
43.60 meters 

DRUMMONDVILLE, CANADA 

Ó` 6140 kc. *W8XK 
-B- 48.86 meters 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC i 
MFG. CO. 

Saxonburg, Pa. 

Relays KDKA programs, 
4:30 p. m: midnight 

9200 kc. GBS 
32.61 meters 

RUGBY. ENGLAND 
Transatlantic hone p 

7890 kc. VPD 
38.00 meters 

SUVA, FIJI ISLANDS 

6753 kc. WOA 
-C- 44.40 meters 

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J. 

.w 6072 kc. UOR2 
-X- 49.41 meters 

VIENNA, AUSTRIA 

Thurs., 8:30 a. m.- Tues. and 
4 p m 

6069 kc. VE9CS 
49.43 meters 

VANCÓIIVER, B. C., CANADA 
Fri., 12:30 -1:45 a. m.; Sun., 12 

noon-I2 midnight 

7880 kc. J1AA 
-C- 38.07 meters 

TOKIO, JAPAN 
9020 kc. GCS 
-C- 33.26 meters 

RUGBY, ENGLAND 

6125 kc. VE9HX 
48.98 meters 

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA 
8:30 -11:15 a. m., 5.10 p. m. 

6660 kc. F8KR 
45 meters 

CONSTANTINE, ALGERIA 

7830 kc. PDV 
38.30 meters 

KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND 
After 9 a. m. 

8928 kc. TGX 
33.50 meters 

GUATEMALA CITY, C. A. 6122 kc. ZTJ 
-B 49 meters 

JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH 
AFRICA 

4 -6 a. m., 8 -10:30 a. m., 
4a -m :3:40 p. m. 

6515 kc. WOO 
46.05 meters 
DEAL, N. J. 

7799 kc. HBP 
-B. 38.47 meters 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS, 
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND 

Saturdays, 5:30 -6:IS p. m. 

8872 kc. NPO 
33.81 meters 

CAVITE (MANILA) 
Philippine Islands 

Time signals 9:55 -10 p. m. 

- 

6060 kc. *W8XAL 
49.50 meters 

CROSLEY RADIO CORP. 
Cincinnati, O. 

Relays WLW 

6438 kc. REN 
46.6 meters 

MOSCOW, U. S. S. R. 
6120 kc. *W2XE 
B- 49.02 meters 

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING 
SYS. 

Wayne, N. J., 6:00 -11:00 p. m. 

7770 kc. FTF 
38.60 meters 

ST. ASSISE, FRANCE 8872 kc. NAA * 
33.81 meters 

ARLINGTON, VA. 

Time signals 9:57 -10 p. m -, 
237 -3 p. m. 

6425 kc. W9XL 
46.70 meters 

ANOKA, MINN. 

6060 kc. VQ7L0 
49.50 meters 

IMPERIAL AND INTERNA- 
TIONAL COMMUNICATIONS, 

Ltd. 
Nairobi, Kenya, Africa 

II a- m. -2 p. m. 

7770 kc. PCK 
-C- 38.60 meters 

KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND 
9 a. m. to 7 p. m. 9 

6120 kc. FL 
49.02 meters 

EIFFEL TOWER, PARIS 

5:30 -5:45 a. m.; 5:45 -12:30, 4:15- 
4:45 p. m. 

kc. W2XCU 
34.68 meters 

AMPERE, N. J. 

6425 kc. *W3XL 
-B 46.70 meters 
NATIONAL BROADCASTING 

CO. 
Bound Brook, N. J. 

7660 kc. FTL 
39.15 meters 

ST. ASSISE, FRANCE 
8650 kc. W8XAG 

34.68 meter: 
DAYTON, OHIO 

6120 kc. *YV1BC 
-8 49.02 meters 

CARACAS, VENEZUELA 

10:30 a. m. -1 p. m. 5:15- 
10:00 p. m., nightly 

6060 kc. CMCI 
49.5 meters 

HAVANA, CUBA 

9:00 -11:00 p. m. 

7520 kc. CGE 
39.74 maters 

CALGARY, CANADA 
Testing, Tues., Thurs. 

__ 
6425 kc. VE9BY 

46.7 meters 
LONDON, ONTARIO, 

CANADA 
8650 kc. VE9BY 

34.68 meters 
LONDON, ONTARIO. 

CANADA 

6060 kc. *W3XAU 
49.50 meters 

BYBERRY, PA. 

Relays WCAU, Philadelphia 

7460 kc. YR 
40.20 meters 

LYONS, FRANCE 
Daily except Sun., 10:30 to 1:30 

a. m. 

6110 kc. VE9CG 
4t10 meters 

CALGARY, ALTA., CANADA 

6382 kc. HC1DR 
47.00 meters 

QUITO, ECUADOR 
8 -10 p. m. 

8650 kc. W4XG 
34.68 meters 
MIAMI, FLA. 6110 kc. VUC 

_B 

CALCUTTA 
meters 

INDIA 

9:30 a. m. -12 noon, except 
Fri. and Sat. 

6050 kc. *GSA 
BRITISH 

49.58 meters 
CORP. 

Daventry, England 

British Empire programs 

7444 
k40.3 meters HBQ I', 

6335 kc. VE9AP 
LEAGUE OF NATIONS, 47.35 meters 

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND , DRUMMONDVILLE, CANADA 

8650 kc. W3XX 
34.68 meters 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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tih RIP rl "r1i14' %liBliBBnti of /he VVorld 
6040 kg,. PK3AN 6000 kc. EAJ25 

49.67 meters 
SOURABAYA, JAVA 

6.9 a. m. 

6040 kc. *W4XB 
49.67 meters 

LAWRENCE E. DUTTON 

care Isle of Dreams Broadcast 
Corp., Miami Beach, Fla. 

6040 kc. W1XAL 
49.67 meters 

BOSTON, MASS. 

6030 kc. VE9CA 
49.75 meters 

CALGARY, ALTA., CANADA 

6023 kc. XEW 
49.8 meters 

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO 

6020 kc. 
-B- 49.83 meters 

ZEESEN, 

7:00-9:00 p. 

DJ C 

GERMANY 

m., irregular 

6005 kc. VE9DR 
-B- 49.96 meters 

CANADIAN MARCONI CO. 
Drummondville, Quebec 

7 a. m.-I1 p. m., daily, exc. 
Sun.; II a. m.-I0 p. m., Sun. 

50 meters 

BARCELONA RADIO CLUB, 
BARCELONA, SPAIN 

3.4 p. m., Saturday 

6000 kc. *RV59 
B 50 meters 

RADIO MOSCOW, U. S. S. R. 

2:00 -5:03 p. m. daily 

5970 kc. *HVJ 
-8- 50.26 meters 

VATICAN CITY (ROME) 

2 -2:15 p. m., daily. Sun., 5 -5.30 
a. m. 

5900 kc. HJ4ABE 
-8- 50.80 maters 

MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA 
Mon., 7 -II p. m.; Tues., 
Thurs., Sat., 6:15 -8:00 p. m.; 
Wed. and Fri., 7:30 -10:30 p. m. 

5857 kc. XDA 
51.22 meters 

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO 

5835 kc. HJIABB 
-B- 51.40 meters 

BARRANQUILLA, COLOMBIA 
Daily, 8 -10 p. m.; Thurs., 

8.10:30 p. m. 

6005 kc. VE9CU 5710 kc. VE9CL 
CALGARY, CANADA 52.50 meters 

Irregular I WINNIPEG, CANADA 

5690 kc. FIQA 
50.1 meters 

ADMINISTRATION DES P. T. T. 
Tananarive, Madagascar 

Tues. Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9:30. 
11:30 a. m. Sat. and Sun., 

1.3 p. m. 

5550 kc. W8XJ 
54.02 meters 

COLUMBUS, OHIO 

5170 kc. PINY 
-C 58.00 meters 

BANDOENG, JAVA 

5170 kc. PMB 
58.00 meters 

SOURABAYA, JAVA 

5714 kc. HCK 
-B- 52.5 meters 

QUITO, ECUADOR, S. A. 

5145 kc. OK1MPT 
-X- 58.31 meters 

PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

4975 kc. W2XV 
60.30 meters 

RADIO ENGINEERING LAB- 
ORATORIES, Inc. 

Long Island City, N. Y. 

4795 kc. W9XAM 
62.56 meten 4116 kc. WOO 1560 kc. W1XAU 
ELGIN, ILL. 72.87 meters 199.35 meters 

(Time signals.) DEAL, N. J. BOSTON, MASS. 

4795 kc. W3XZ 
62.56 meters 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

4795 kc. VE9BY 
62.56 meters 

LONDON, ONTARIO, 
CANADA 

4770 kc. ZL2XX 
62.80 meters 

WELLINGTON, NEW 
ZEALAND 

4760 kc. Radio LL 
63.00 meters 

PARIS, FRANCE 

4750 kc. WOO 
63.13 meters 

OCEAN GATE, N. J. 

4700 kc. W1XAB 
63.79 meters 

PORTLAND, ME. 

4430 kc. DOA 
67.65 meters 

DOEBERITZ, GERMANY 
6-7 p. m., 2 -3 p. m., Mon., 

Wed., Fri. 

4273 kc. *RV15 
70.20 meters 

FAR EAST RADIO STATION 
Khabarovsk, Siberia 

Daily, 3 -9 a. m. 

4105 kc. *NAA 
74.72 meters 

ARLINGTON, VA. 

Time signals, 9:57 -10 p. m., 
11:57 a. m. to noon 

3620 kc. DOA 
82.90 meters 

DOEBERITZ, GERMANY 

3560 kc. OZ7RL 
84.24 meters 

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK 

3256 kc. W9XL 
92.50 meters 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

3156 kc. PK2AG 
95.00 maters 

SAMARANG, JAVA 

3124 kc. WOO 
96.03 meters 
DEAL, N. J. 

3076 kc. W9XL 
97.53 meters 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

2342 kc. W7XAW 
128.09 meters 

FISHER'S BLEND, INC., 
Fourth Ave. and University St. 

Seattle, Washington 

A Word of Explanation About S. W. Schedules 
This list is compiled from many sources, all of which are not in agreement. In fact, conflicting data 

are received sometimes from the stations themselves. We are constantly writing to stations all over the 
world and reading reports from hundreds of correspondents. We invite individual listeners to inform us 
of any stations not listed herewith, or operating on frequencies or hours different from those indicated. All 
times given are Eastern Standard. 

Listeners living in zones operating on daylight saving time must make their own corrections. 
Special note: please do not ask us to identify unknown stations from snatches of voice or music. This is 

utterly impossible. Make a notation of the dial setting and try for the station again until you get an under- 
standable announcement. This list will appear again with last minute corrections, in the December issue. 

When to Listen In 
Daylight Saving Time 

Daylight time ends the last Sunday in 
September in the U. S. and Canada and 
slightly later in France and England. The 
English Empire stations' schedules will 
not be affected, as they are fixed on 
Greenwich Time all year round. Many 
U. S. and some foreign stations will make 
extensive changes in their schedules at 
the time of the change -over. Listeners 
should make note of this and be prepared 
for recording the changes. 

The British Empire Stations 
These stations are at present operating 

as follows: 

By M. Harvey Gernsback 

Zone 1 (Australia, New Zealand) 12:15 
2:15 a.m. on GSF (15, 140 k.c.) and GSD 
(11 750 k.c.) 

Zone 2 (Indian Ocean) 8:30 a.m. -12:30 
p.m. as follows: GSG (17,790 k.c.) 8:30 
a.m.-9 :30 a.m. GSB 19,510 k.c.) 11:30 a. 
m.-12:30 p.m. GSF (15,140 k.c.) 9:30 a.m. - 
11:30 a.m. GSE (11,865 k.c.) 9:30 a.m: 
12:30 p.m. 

Zones 3 and 4 (East and West Africa 
and South America) 1 -5:30 p.m. on GSB 
(9,510 k.c.) GSD (11,750 k.c.) 

According to "IV oriel Radio," the publi- 
cation of the B. B. C. devoted to empire 
broadcasting, a new antenna array is now 
being used in connection with GSD trans- 

missions to Zone 4 from 3 -5:30 p.m. This 
antenna is directed so that it will cover 
South America and the West Indies, as 
well as West Africa. 

From 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. both GSB and 
GSD are directive to East Africa and the 
eastern Mediterranean, and from 3:00 to 
5:30 p.m., GSB is directed at West Africa, 
which GSD also embraces the West In- 
dian and also South America area. 

Zone 5, Canada, North America 6:00 to 
8:00 p.m. GSB (9,510 kc.) GSF (15,- 
140 kc.) 

(GSF will probably have been aband- 
oned in favor of GSD or GSA by mid - 
September.) 
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SHORT WAVE QUESTION BOX 
BEST WIRE SIZE 

Harrison J. Blind, W. Lafayette, Ind., 
asks, 

(Q) What is the best wire size for 
short -wave plug -i) coils wound on tube 
bases or similar forms? 

(A) Several years ago this simple ques- 
tion would have aroused a storni of arti- 
cles and arguments about "low losses.' 
However, we now know from experience that 
the size of wire used on short -wave coils 
intended for regenerative receivers is not 
at all critical. For small forms like tube 
bases, anything between No. 20 and No. 26 
D.C. C. wire is perfectly satisfactory for 
the grid windings; for ticklers and pri- 
maries wire as thin as No. 28 is all right. 

For coils requiring only a few turns on 
larger forms, No. 18 or No. 14 enameled 
wire is recommended because it holds bet- 
ter against the form and will not work 
loose through handling as readily as thin- 
ner wire will. 

Enamel insulation is all right only if 
the turns are spaced. For close -wound 
coils it makes the turn -to -turn capacity 
too high. Double cotton covering gives 
much greater spacing and brings this 
"dead" capacity down to a reasonable 
amount. 

BLUEPRINTS 
We wish to advise our readers that we 

have no blueprints or other prepared dia- 
grams of any kind other than the dia- 
grams and picture layouts that appear in 
the magazine. These diagrams are pre- 
pared at considerable expense, and are as 
clear as any radio drawings can be. The 
picture layouts particularly are self - 
explanatory and should enable any experi- 
menter to build the sets illustrated. These 
diagrams have been followed successfully 
by people who never before built radio 
sets - -a tribute that speaks for itself. 

2 TUBE DIAGRAM 
Russell Morgan, Charleston, W. Va. 
(0) Will you please publish the circuit 

of Mr. Denton's 2 -Tube A.C. All- Around 
Short -Wave Receiver" which appeared in 
the September issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
in 1932? 

(A) The diagram you request is shown 
on this page. Coils that will work with 
this set will be found on page 333. 

SIZE OF R.F. CHOKES 
James E. Anderson, Keyser, W. Va. 
(Q) What is the exact size of the R.F. 

chokes used in the "4,000 Mile Receiver" 
described in August, 1933 SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT? 

(A) About the most satisfactory size 

Circuit for Mr. Denton's 2 -Tuba A.C. All- Around 
5 -W Receiver. 

Because of the amount of work involved in 
the drawing of diagrams and the compilation 

of data. we are forced to charge 25c each for 
letters that are answered directly through the 
mail. This fee includes only hand -drawn 
schematic drawings. We cannot furnish "pic- 
ture- layouts' or "full- sized" working drawings. 
Letters not accompanied by 25e will be an- 
swered in turn on this page. The 25c remit- 
tance may be made in the form of stamps or 
coin. 

Special problems involving considerable re- 
search will be quoted upon request. We cannot 
offer opinions as to the relative merits of com- 
mercial instruments. 

Correspondents are requested to write or 
print their names and addresses clearly. Hun- 
dreds of letters remain unanswered because of 

incomplete or illegil.le addresses. 

ANANARANAMVuieweiseseu 

R.F. choke to use in an all band short- 
wave receiver is 5 millihenries. 

(Q) Has the high voltage winding of 
the plate voltage a center tap and where 
is it connected? 

(A) The high voltage winding has a 
center tap (which was not shown in the 
diagram). It is connected to the common 
ground indicated by the heavy line. 

(Q) Where can I obtain the coil data 
for this receiver? 

(A) On page 213 of the August issue 
you will find complete data for detector 
coils. The coils used in the detector of the 
"3 -Tube Electrified Signal Gripper" will 
work O. K. with Mr. Dunsmore's set. 

IDENTIFYING I.F. TRANSFORMERS 
Albert J. Miller, Scranton, Pa., asks, 
(Q) Several months ago you told how 

to tell the difference between the primary 
and the secondary of an audio transform- 
er, according to their relative resistances. 
I have an assortment of intermediate - 
frequency transformers taken from some 
old super- heterodynes. How can I tell the 
two windings apart on these? The resis- 
tance method doesn't seem to work. 

(A) While there is a very marked dif- 
ference in resistance between the primary 
and secondary of an audio transformer, 
there is only a very slight difference in most 
I.F. transformers; in fact, the two wind- 
ings are likely to be pretty nearly alike 
in this respect. 

In many I.F. transformers only one 
tuning condenser is employed, and almost 
without exception this is connected across 
the secondary, with the fixed plate going 
to the grid lead. Once you have the sec- 
ondary spotted, you can readily try revers- 
ing the primary leads for best results. If 
the transformer has two tuning con- 
densers, you are pretty safe in using 
either winding as either primary or sec- 
ondary. 

RADIO INTERNATIONAL GUILD 
Victor M. Zerbi, Trudeau, N. Y., asks, 
(Q) Will you please inform me as to 

whether the Radio International Guild 
still exists, and if so, what is its address? 

(A) To the best of our knowledge the 
Radio International Guild has been out of 
existence about two years. Its headquar- 
ters were formerly at Lawrence, Mass., 
and previously in Brooklyn, N. Y. 

MF. AND MMF. 
H. Newman, Bronx, N. Y., asks, 
(Q) In your diagrams and lists of 

parts I see condensers listed as both 
"mf." and "mmf." I am confused by these 
abbreviations and wish you would explain 
them clearly. 

(A) The abbreviation "mf." stands for 
"microfarad," which is one -millionth of a 
farad, the unit of electrical capacitance. 
The abbreviation "mmf." is a millionth of 
a millionth of a farad, and is used to 
designate the sizes of very small conden- 

sers whose value in "inf." would require 
a lot of ciphers. For instance, a conden- 
ser of .00005 mf. capacity is easier to list 
if it is given as 59 mmf. The popular 
.00014 -mf. variable condenser used for 
short -wave tuning may also be written as 
140 mmf. For the sake of convenience in 
talking, the "mmf." may be expressed as 
"micromikes." 

TUNING CONDENSER FOR "PER- 
COLATOR" RECEIVER 

George Bixler, Milwaukee, Wisc. 
(Q) What size tuning condenser is used 

in the "Percolator" receiver on page 72 
of the June, 1933 SHORT WAVE CRAFT? 

(A) With the coil data given in the 
text a 75 mmf. condenser will be needed 
to cover the various bands. 

(Q) Would a wire -wound potentiometer 
work better than a carbon one? 

(A) If a one microfared by -pass con- 
denser is shunted across the potentiometer, 
there will be no difference in the operation 
of either the carbon or wire -wound type. 

"SIGNAL GRIPPER" QUERY 
Walter Strzalkowski, Dover, N. J. 
(Q) Can you tell me the value of the 

R.F. choke coil used in the "3 -tube Signal 
Gripper" described in SHORT WAVE CRAFT, 
November, 1932? 

(A) The value of the choke coils used 
in the various Doerle receivers is 5 milli - 
henries. 

(Q) Is a 100 mmf. condenser suitable 
for the R.F. and detector stages? 

(A) A 100 mmf. condenser will work 
O. K. but with the coils described for this 
set there will be no over -lap in the tun- 
ing range and there may be a slight space 
not covered between the ranges of the coils. 

BAND- SPREAD 
Edward Frye, St. Albans, N. Y. 
(Q) Could you please tell me the value 

of the R.F. choke used in the "Electrified 
3 -Tube Doerle Signal Gripper "? 

(A) This is a 5 millihenry choke, 
(Q) Could I introduce "band spread- 

ing" in this circuit by simply paralleling 
the regular tuning condenser with one of 
a smaller value? 

(A) Yes -the added condensers will 
then be used for tuning and the large ones 
for setting the bands. The capacity of the 
added condensers would be between 20 and 
25 mmf. 

S. W. ADAPTER 
J. W. Fuller, Chattanooga, Tenn. 
(Q) Would you publish a diagram of 

the "Simple Short Wave Ad ̂ .pter" de- 
scribed in the May, 1933 SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT using a 227 instead of the battery 
type tube? 

(A) Here is a circuit of the simple 
short wave adapter modified to use the 
type 27 tube with 21 volts A.C. on the fila- 
ment. 

Hook -up for 5 -W Adapter, using a 27 tube instead 
of a battery type tube. 
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The "53" 1.Tube 
Twinplex 

(Continued from page 132) 

Detector Action Strong 
The use of this tube as a detector results 

in a substantially greater output than is 
possible from the usual low -mu triode, 
while maintaining the desirable characteris- 
tics of this type of regenerative detector; 
namely stable and foolproof operation and 
simplified construction. As is well known, 
a screen -grid detector is often rather tricky 
in operation, especially when regeneration 
is controlled by screen -grid voltage varia- 
tion, which often proves somewhat confus- 
ing to a beginner. 

Regeneration is controlled by varying the 
plate voltage by means of a 25,000 ohm 
potentiometer. Independent volume con- 
trol is provided by a 200,000 ohm potenti- 
ometer across the audio frequency trans- 
former secondary as the volume often be- 
comes too great for comfortable headphone 
reception particularly on strong amateur 
and 49 meter broadcasting stations. 

The tuning condenser has a capacity of 
140 mmf. and is employed in conjunction 
with a set of short wave octo coils. 

Plate Supply from Batteries or "B" 
Eliminator 

It will be noted that a plate potential of 
180 volts is required and this may be ob- 
tained either from dry batteries or a well 
filtered "B" supply. The heaters require 
2% volts A.C. which may be obtained from 
a suitable step down transformer. 

The general layout of the various parts 
can be noted from the photographs. It 
will be seen that an aluminum panel is 
employed in conjunction with a wood base- 
board. The panel is 6 "x9 "xl /16" and the 
baseboard 7 "x9 "x% ". The variable con- 
denser along with the two potentiometers 
are mounted on the front panel while the 
remaining apparatus is mounted to the 
baseboard. External connections are made 
by means of Fahnestock clips mounted at 
the rear of the baseboard. 

The antenna compensating condenser 
is made by connecting a piece of bus -bar 
wire to the antenna clip and bending up- 
right as shown. The other electrode con- 
sists of about 15 turns of hook -up wire 
coiled around the bus bar. Adjustment is 
effected by moving the coil off of the wire 
until the desired coupling is obtained. For 
this reason, it is desirable not to wind the 
hook -up wire too tightly around the bus - 
bar or it will not be possible to slide the 
coil conveniently. The adjustment of this 
condenser is not critical and for normal 
operation can be left "all in." When "dead 
spots" produced by antenna absorption are 
encountered the coil can be moved off the 
busbar until the dead area is reduced to 
one or two dial divisions. As this results 
in decreased input it is advisable to in- 
crease this capacity when the "dead spot" 
area has been passed. 

r When wiring the set it is absolutely es- 
sential to ground one of the heater lines, 
as shown, if satisfactory operation is to be 
obtained. 

Operation and Results Obtained 
In operation, the set is exactly the same 

as the conventional two tube regenerative 
receiver and consequently it will not be 
necessary to go into detail regarding same. 
The results obtained during a week of test- 
ing have been exceedingly Food. The for- 
eign stations received during this period 
include EAQ. GSB, GSA, DJC, HKD and 
OXY. No listening was done during the 
daytime which accounts for the absence of 
25 meter stations. The receiver is also very 
satisfactory for C.W. reception. 

Parts Required 
C, -See text Cî Hammarlund "Midline" midget variable 

condenser -140 mmf., Type MC- 140 -M. 
C,-Molded mica condenser -.0001 mf. 
C Ca -.5 -.5 mf. dual by -pass condenser. 
C,-.0005 mf. Molded mica condenser. L L-Set of short -wave Octo -Coils 16 -200 

meter. 
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THOROUGHBRED 

THOROUGHBRED horses usu- 
ally win. So do thoroughbred 

receivers. There is a pedigree 
behind the NATIONAL FB -7. NA- 
TIONAL CO. has been making 
Engineering Specialties since 1914. 

In 1922, it pioneered a fully 
equipped Radio Laboratory and 
entered the Radio field. Since 
then the name of NATIONAL has 
been synonymous with fins radio. 
Five full years ago, short-wave 
listeners heard around the world 
with the first NATIONAL Short - 
Wave THRILL BOXES. Each 
year since then NATIONAL Short- 
wave Receivers have been de- 
veloped and improved.... Pedi- 
gree counts. The FB -7 is a winner. 

the FB-7 

FB -7 Highspotted 
The FB -7 has a 7 -tube superheterodyne circuit, 
with an electron -coupled beet -frequency oscille- 

tor which helps materially in tuning in distant 
foreign stations. Exclusive features include: 

Front -of -panel coil -change without disturbing 
shielding; Full- vision velvet -vernier dial; Tuning - 

chart on front panel; Class A power -pentode out- 

put ... Loudspeaker operation with fine quality; 
"True- tracking" single control tuning; Calibrated 

volume -control; All adjustments made from top 

without removal of chassis from cabinet; No fre- 

quency- drift. Complete specifications given in 

our catalogue. 

aATooaAa 
FB -7 

SHORT -WAVE RECEIVER 

"Air- Dielectric" Tuned I. F. 

Using the Type AT -500 NATIONAL Air Dielec- 
tric condenser tuned transformer with self -lock- 
ing velvet vernier drives and improved litz- 
wound coils on Isolantite forms. Both peaking 
adjustments on top. Recommended in place 
of standard model with standard NATIONAL 
I. F. transformers, particularly for use in the 
Tropics and other locations with high humid- 
ity. 

Power -Operated 
The FB -7 operates on A.C. from the NATION- 
AL 5887 or 5880 Short -Wave Power Units, or if 
maximum undistorted output is desired, from 
the NATIONAL 5897 Power Unit. R. C. A. 
Licensed. Made also for 6 volt D.C. opera- 
tion. 

Send in Coupon Today! 

NATIONAL CO., INC. 
61 Sherman St., Malden, Mass. 
Gentlemen: Please send me your latest 
16 -page catalogue. I enclose 6c in stamps 
to cover mailing cost. 

Name 

Address 

L 

RFC -Hammarlund isolantite R.F. choke, 8 
millihenrys, Type CH -8. 

R,- 3 meg. grid -leak; Lynch (Internation- 
al). 

R5-400 ohm wire -wound Resistor. 
R,-200,000 ohm potentiometer (Acratest) 
R,- 25,000 ohm potentiometer (Acratest) 
R-50,000 ohm resistor, Lynch (Interna- 

tional) . 
T, -Audio frequency transformer. 
1 -Alden 4 prong socket, type 481X. 
1 -Alden 7 prong socket, Type 487. 
7- Fahnestock clips. 
1 -Type 53 Tube. 
1 -Roll hook -up wire. 
1- National Type "B" Velvet- Vernier dial 

(0- 100 -0). 1- Aluminum panel 6 "x9 "x1/16 ". 
1- Baseboard 9 "x7 "x%". 
1 -Type 53 tube; Gold Seal, Arco, Van 

Dyke. 

SWC 10.33 

Aligning S.W Coils 

.1 

(Continued Irons page 347) 

suit. Unwinding turns is not feasible as 
the coils do not ordinarily vary sufficiently 
to necessitate this, and it is difficult to re- 
move just enough wire. To unwind half a 
turn or even less is not practical, because 
that would mean drilling new holes through 
which to lead the wires. 

The problem is solved by moving the 
turns of wire on the coils, which serves the 
same purpose as bending the plates of the 
tuning condensers. The illustration shows 
how two turns of a coil are being slid away, 
so that the self- induction can be reduced 
by increasing the spacing between turns. 
The spaced turns can then be held in place 
by paraffin or sealing wax. 
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WINDS LIKE A 
WATCH 

1+2= 
TheNzaee 

4 
l 

. 
Yon know 
when it's fie. 
when 4o roan il. 
Dn.nar.d the 

iiirk, cos, p,.- 
ive echanic.1 

Norse añ 
ti,.n. Soo the Noua 

bclors you buy -.. 
C pore ...SS nod 

Other 
li 
more. 

2.75. 53.50 sod 
Pa nriin 51.00 

and m ...Ask your 
dealer. 
TIIE CONKLIN 
PEN COMPANY 

Toledo 
Chicago Sion Francisco 
Proved by over 2 years of 

general public use. 

NOZAC 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

STOPPANI BELGIAN 
COMPASS 

Worth $60 
your price $.50 
GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS CO. 
112 Chambers SI. S. W. E. New York, N. Y. 

.ycOLOc. 
THE MAGAZINE OF SEX SCIENCE 

SEXOLOGY. foremost educational sex nagaziue. is 
stritten In shuttle 

a 
le language and can the read by 

/ecru mer eb of the family. It Is Instructive. en- 
lightening -not a risque book- contains no Jargon. 
Devoted to science of Health hygiene. 
Contains 25 important articles on Sex S. dente. 68 

pages, with attractive two -color cover. Here are 
lea of the more ilntartant articles: Pregnant men; 
Sex Starvation; Circumcision of Women: Men Who 
Stickle Infanta; Church anti Sexual Education; Men- 
struation in Monkeys; the Birth of Stone Babies; 
Sex ('rimes; A Boy or a Girl?; Sexual Selection; 
Control of Syphilis; Sexual Deficiencies; Impotency 
in Young ]fen; White Man Turns Negro. etc. 

(let a copy of SEXOLOGY on any newsstand. or, 
if your dealer cannot supply you. send 25c in stamps 
for a copy of the current issue. 

SEXOLOGY 23 West Broadway New York, N. Y. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for OCTOBER, 1933 

A Pocket -Sized S -W Receiver 
('0)1limtnl iron? page 

wire close wound in a single layer, begin- 
ning %" from one end. The tickler coil, 
wound adjacent to the secondary, consists 
of approximately 18 turns of No. 34 D. S. 
C. copper wire, wound in the same direction 
as the secondary. This winding will have 
to be experimented with in order to obtain 
oscillation over the entire range of the 
secondary condenser by means of the 
throttle condenser. Be sure to make these 
adjustments with the box lid closed as the 
proximity of the metal affects the frequency 
range as well as the degree of regeneration 
and oscillation. The primary winding con- 
sists of a single turn of No. 28 D. C. C. 
copper wire, wound directly over the sec- 
ondary, one end being connected to the 
aerial tip -jack, the other to the grounded 
side of the secondary. The tuner is fitted 
with bakelite and supports "T ", the tube 
passing through holes in them, which are 
screwed to the bakelite block under the 
tuner. This block is screwed to the back of 
the set, supporting the assembly. The leads 
from the windings pass through holes in 
the upper end support "T" to a terminal 
block "U" screwed to the back of the box 
under the 30 tube. 

[The editor appends a table below giving 
coil data for use with a 90 mmf. tuning 
condenser; this corresponds approximately 
with the capacity (maximum) of the book - 
type condenser described by the author. 
You can also use a .100 mmf. condenser 
without causing any great change in the 
wavelength response.] 

Cou data (National Co.: for use with .00009 m. f. (t10 m. 
turn in enndenaer connected arrima grid Coil. 

P. S. T. 
W ave Length 

1Gnge 
in Meter. 

38 T. No.32 63 T. Nn. 28 5 T. No. 32 200-115 m 

22 T. No. 34 35 T. No. 24 4 T. No.32 115- 65 in 

13 T. No.34 20 T. No. 18 4 T. No.32 70- 40 m 

ST. No. 34 12 T.No.I8 3T.No.32 41- 23 n. 

4T. No. 34 6Ç1T. No. 16 3T. No. 32 25- 14.5 to 

2 T. No.34 3 T. No. 16 3 T. No.32 15- 9 in 

Ilia. form 1 I;', 61' 
T= tickler; 8 =eocondary or grid coil; P = primary or anten- 

na roil. 

Tuning Condenser 
The tinting condenser in this set is a 

hinged plate affair with mica dielectric. It 
is controlled by means of a toothed celluloid 
disc "E" similar to the one used on the 
throttle condenser and has a pinch wheel 
vernier drive to the cam shaft, which gives 
a turns ratio reduction of 5% to 1. A cam 
shaft is fitted with a 1/16" bevelled edge 
brass wheel which engages with a much 
smaller split wheel, the halves of which 

I pinch the brass wheel due to the pressure 
of a spring washer and cause it to rotate 
when the small w} sel is turned by means 
of the celluloid disc. The cam on the same 
shaft with the large brass wheel is so fash- 
ioned as to give about a quarter inch of 
motion to the open or free end of the 
movable condenser plate, with one complete 
revolution of the cam. A spiral steel spring 
pulls the movable plate away from the side 
of the box, which serves as the stationary 
plate of the condenser, at an angle 
causing it to bear against the cam and to 
move in either direction with the rotation 
of the cam. The movable plate measures 
2x/4" by 11" and must be notched out VA" 
by 14" to clear the brass vernier wheel. 
The plate is hinged to the side of the box 
with Sá" brass hinges using 2 -56 screws. 
However, the plate must be insulated from 
the box with bakelite strips in order not 
to short -circuit the condenser. Mica .0005" 
thick is cemented to the under side of the 
movable plate as a dielectric. The cam and 
vernier shafts have bearings in a "U "- 

shaped frame which is screwed to the back 
side of the box, supporting the whole 
vernier assembly. 

The rheostat for controlling filament 
voltage is a midget of 20 ohms resistance 
fitted with a 1/16" notched celluloid wheel 
1%" in diameter. The disc does not project 
through the box but is gotten at through a 
notch in the side of box, as shown in the 
photos. With all the resistance in circuit, 
the tube will receive very close to two volts 
or correct filament voltage. This leaves 
all of the resistance to be cut out as the 
filament cells drop in voltage with use. The 
rheostat is mounted by means of an "L "- 
shaped bracket to the back side of the set 
box, as shown in the photo. 

The filament battery consists of two 1?'a 
volt unit flashlight cells connected in series 
by means of a system of clips, giving 3 
volts maximum. The positive and negative 
clips, are of stiff spring brass or brou. 
screwed to a 1/4" bakelite block 2" square. 
This block is supported from the back of 
the box by means of four %" brass pillars 
Sys" high, leaving space for mounting the 
grid condenser and grid -leak, of which more 
anon. A series connecting plate, "0," is 
screwed to the bakelite block on the edge 
opposite from the spring clips. This plats 
has a dent in one corner for connecting to 
the negative of the left cell, but is left 
smooth for connecting to the positive cap 
on the right cell. Side retainers of thin 
aluminum are screwed to the bakelite block 
to keep the cells in line with the connection 
clips as shown in the photo. 

Assembling the "B" Battery 
Although most constructors would not 

care to fuss with the construction of a "B" 
battery, the one shown here is very easily 
constructed. It consists of 15 cells placed 
five in a row and three deep cemented to- 
gether with "Tom Collins " celluloid cement. 
A good procedure is to cement five cells to 
a strip of writing paper and to each other. 
Make three groups of this sort and then 
cement them on top of each other, forming 
a rigid block. Then cover the block with 
a layer of writing paper and connect the 
cells in series by soldering a wire from th s 

positive of one cell to the negative of the 
next, from cell to cell, running the leads 
down through the little spaces between the 
cells. In other words, the positive term- 
inals all face one way and the negative 
the other. This scheme is used so that 
when the tops of the cells are treated with 
sealing wax to insulate them and protect 
the series connecting wires, there will not 
be wax projecting beyond both ends of the 
cells to unnecessarily use up valuable space 
in the box. The "B" battery is composed 
of seven W. batteries, or 15 cells of the 
smallest sized fountain pen flashlight type, 
and will last six or eight months with the 
small amount of current drawn by the 30 
tube. 

The grid condenser is a .00025 mf. unit 
screwed to the under side of the "A" bat- 
tery block, as already mentioned. The grid - 
leak is of 9 or 10 megohms resistance and 
consists of the resistance element from a 
glass tube enclosed type leak. It is con- 
nected across the terminals of the grid con- 
denser and is held there by two tiny spring 
clips under the condenser terminals. 

Dials may be made and cemented to the 
celluloid control discs, viewing them 
through holes in the lid. 

The tuner may be wound for the 20 or 
40 meter bands or even for the broadcast 
band, rather a part of it, as the condensers 
are not large enough to accommodate the 
whole band. 

The circuit used is the well known re- 
generative one with throttle condenser con- 
trol of regeneration and is shown in the 
accompanying diagram. 
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SW Receivers That Go 
to Sea 

(Continued from page 328) 

be heavily filtered so that the output is 
free from any electrical disturbances due 
to this machine itself. The ^onverter is 
located in the engine room, . nes running 
up to the set in conduit to turn the ma- 
chine on and off and to feed the alternat- 
ing current 110 volts 60 cycles to the 
radio. 

Range 15 to 2000 Meters 
The "ARAS" installation is divided into 

three receiver sections. First there is the 
main broadcast receiver covering 200 to 
570 meters, together with a power ampli- 
fier. Second, there is a short wave tuner 
covering 15 to 200 meters, the output of 
which can be switched through the power 
amplifier of the above broadcast receiver. 
The third section is an auxiliary receiver, 
entirely separate from the above and hav- 
ing its own power pack. The auxiliary 
receiver in addition to tuning 200 to 570 
meters also tunes from 550 to 2,000 
meters, allowing the reception of foreign 
broadcast wavelengths when the vessel is 
in European waters. 

The main broadcast receiver has three 
stages of high gain tuned radio frequency 
amplification using -24 tubes. One band 
pass filter stage precedes the first radio 
stage. The detector stage is also tuned 
using a -24 tube with plate rectification. 
This makes a total of five tuned circuits. 
An antenna series variable condenser is 
provided to adjust the antenna electrically 
to the optimum value for the different 
wavelengths received. 

An antenna tuning variometer completes 
the tuning circuit. This arrangement will 
not provide a 10 kilocycle degree of se- 
lectivity between distant stations and 
powerful locals, nor is it intended to. The 
five tuned circuits are, however, arranged 
to pass a 20 kilocycle band which con- 
tributes to the remarkable quality of re- 
production. 

The plate circuit of the detector is re- 
sistance coupled. Following the detector 
is an initial stage of audio amplification. 
Ordinarily, it would seem that this stage 
of audio would not be necessary. It has 
a low ratio of amplification and becomes 
very useful when receiving relatively weak 
signals and it is also important In con- 
nection with the electric phonograph. 

Type 50 Tubes in Output Stage 
The output of the first audio stage ( -27 

tube) passes to an interstage push -pull 
amplifier, also low ratio, and using two 
-27 tubes. From this point the audio 
frequencies are fed into two type -50 
power tubes also push -pull. Voice coil 
leads from the push pull output trans- 
former run to the main speaker which is 
built in the set and also run to a number 
of outlets located at different points on 
the ship -Dining Room, Aft Deck, Top 
Deck, etc. A portable dynamic speaker 
can be plugged in at these points. The 
volume of this portable speaker can be 
regulated at the remote point without 
affecting the set volume. The set dynamic 
speaker is of extra heavy construction 
having a cone diameter of 13 inches, a 
type used for high -grade talking movie 
installations. The portable speaker is also 
dynamic, having a cone diameter of 8 
inches. It gets its field supply from the 
ship's power lines, a multiple plug being 
used which connects both the voice and 
field lines. 

The back of the set compartment faces 
the lounge and there is a grill open- 
ing there with another large dynamic 
speaker which is controlled from the set. 
There is sufficient undistorted output so 
that any one of these speakers can be 
heard at any part of the boat. With the 
set speaker connected and the portable 
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tachments are Necessary! 

No Double Exposures with "PAL KO!' 
It THINKS and COUNTS for you. 

Used by Government Educational Ex- 
perts and leading Publications. Sim- 
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3 Cameras in One! "PAL KO" takes 
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-19 pictures on a 6 exposure film! 
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PAY FOR "PAL KO" 
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SHORT WAVE CRAFT for OCTOBER, 1933 
speaker connected at the aft deck, a dance 
orchestra can be reproduced to its natural 
volume without any trace of distortion 
and with a degree of fidelity only possible 
with strictly custom design. The audio 
components of the power amplifier are all 
of high quality, the circuits carefully 
filtered and padded. 

Power Pack 
The power pack for this receiver con- 

sists of a full wave rectifier circuit using 
two type -81 tubes. The set speaker 
(1,000 ohms) is the main filter reactor, 
used in connection with an additional filter 
reactor. The filter condenser has a total 
of 18 microfarads, there being no notice- 
able A.C. hum in any of the speakers. 
The voltage divider is an extra large 
vitreous enameled type which, like all 
other parts, must be free from deteriora- 
tion from salt air moisture. 450 volts 
D.C. are fed to the power amplifier tubes, 
well filtered and free from variations un- 
der full load. 

Short -Wave Tuner 
The short wave tuner is a super- heter- 

odyne. The wavelength range of 15 to 200 
meters is obtained using a switching ar- 
rangement in four bands. The first de- 
tector is a -24 tube, the oscillator a -27. 
The coupling between these two circuits 
is taken care of in the mechanical design 
of the antenna and oscillator coils both 
being wound on common forms for each 
hand. The intermediate radio frequency 
amplifier has three high gain stages, tuned 
to 465 kilocycles. The intermediate radio 
frequency transformers are tuned on both 
the plate and grid sides, providing high 
selectivity. Selectivity being an important 
consideration on short waves, some qual- 
ity of reproduction must be sacrificed at 
this point but not enough for the average 
listener to notice. 

The output of the intermediate ampli- 
fier feeds into a second detector, -24, the 
plate circuit of which is resistance cou- 
pled. From this plate output, terminat- 
ing in a jack, a patch cord is used to con- 
nect the output to the input of the broad- 
cast receiver power amplifier for the re- 
production of short wave programs over 
the loud speaker system. 

The shot,. wave tuner has its own power 
pack using a -80 full wave rectifier tube. 
No speaker being directly connected with 
this tuner, the power pack has a separate 
filter reactor in two sections together with 
filter condensers totaling 8 m.f. 

The sensitivity obtained with this short 
wave tuner is very high and enough for 
all ordinary purposes. 

Phonograph 
The automatic electric phonograph is 

in a separate teakwood cabinet, the 
chassis being mounted on gimbals so that 
the mechanism stays level with the ship 
under way. This record changing mechan- 
ism takes ten records, 10 -inch or 12 -inch 
intermixed. Controls are provided en- 
abling the rejection of any record, repeti- 
tion, or even to turn a record over. The 
33¡ r.p.m. or long playing records can be 
used as well as the standard type. Used 
with the main broadcast audio and power 
amplifier, the reproduction is second to 
none. The volume available is more than 
ordinarily required but of course it can 
be regulated to any desired level. 

The receivers are mounted on teakwood 
panels which in turn are mounted on a 
teakwood frame (Fig. 4). By pulling the 
frame out on rollers, the entire assembly 
is available for inspection or adjustment. 
Connecting leads are flexible and long 
enough to permit operating the set while 
the frame is out of the cabinet. 

In this cabinet space there are outlets 
for the field and voice lines from the 
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Wiring diagram for the "short- wave" superhet receiver installed on the yacht 
"Migrant." 
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different points for the portable speaker, 
also outlets to the rotary converter. On 
the front panels of the frame are the vari- 
ous auxiliary controls. 

The antenna is run to a switch from 
which point it can be directed to either 
the main or auxiliary receiver. When di- 
rected to the main receiver it runs to a 
second antenna switch so that it can be 
connected either to the broadcast or short 
wave tuner. Switches are provided so that 
the portable speaker can be connected 
either to the main set or to the auxiliary 
set. 

When the main switch is turned "on ", 
it starts the rotary converter in the en- 
gine room which in turn feeds 110 volts 
60 cycles A.C. to the gang of outlets. 
These outlets run to the main set, auxili- 
ary set, short wave set and electric phono- 
graph, each having an individual power 
switch. All these circuits are fused. The 
complete fundamental schematic wiring 
diagram is shown in Fig. 5. 

Yacht "Migrant" Installation 
The "MIGRANT" being a schooner, the 

problem is entirely different from that of 
any other type craft. On a schooner, the 
space is limited, everything must be com- 
pact and efficient. The fact that sails must 
be raised and lowered limits the antenna 
construction. 

The top deck smoking room was the only 
place available for the main broadcast re- 
ceiver, and as the room has a low height, 
the teakwood cabinet was correspondingly 
low. The cabinet must be fastened to the 
deck permanently to prevent shifting 
while under way. Allowing for this, the 
cabinet top is hinged, the front sections 
hinged and the lower compartments pro- 
vided with removable doors, making 
everything accessible from the front. The 
entire rear of the cabinet is a copper 
wire screen on a frame but the bannister 
prevents this being removed unless the 
cabinet is moved. 

The dynamic loud speakers for this set 
are permanently located at the Dining 
Room, Aft Deck, Radio Operator's Room, 
Officers' Mess and Crew's Quarters, be- 
sides the set speaker. These can be turned 
on and off from the set. The volume can 
be regulated at each speaker. 

N. Y. Stations Heard at Panama 
The main broadcast receiver is very 

similar to that on the "ARws," two -50 
power tubes push pull being used in the 
output stage. All six speakers can be 
driven to full volume without any trace of 
distortion. This receiver was designed 
primarily for quality reproduction and 
with reasonable range. In actual use, 
New York broadcast stations have been re- 
ceived in the afternoon while the yacht 
was lying in Gatun Lake, Panama Canal. 
Good daylight reception from New York 
was received during winter afternoons 
with the yacht at Miami. 

The yacht has a large number of elec- 
trically driven appliances, such as pumps, 
generators, ventilators, steering engine, 
etc., some of which caused disturbances. 
Elimination tests were made to determine 
which motors caused the trouble and these 
were provided with filters or suppressors. 

As the "MIGRANT" cruises on long trips, 
the short wave feature was most impor- 
tant. A powerful short wave super- 
heterodyne was designed, constructed and 
installed in the Radio Operator's room so 
that the owner could have the operator 
tune same. The signals received on this 
short wave set are sent over a trans- 
mission line to the smoking cabin where 
they can be fed through the main set's 
power amplifier and to the six different 
speakers. The schematic wiring diagram 
is shown on page 360. 

13.8 to 200 Meter S.-W. Range 
This short wave receiver covers 13.8 to 

200 meters with six sets of coils. Other 
coils are provided to tune wavelengths up 
to 1,000 meters so that the apparatus can 
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OCTOCOILS 
A Standard for Short Wave Set Builders Since 1928 

Now in Use in More Than 
60 Foreign Countries 

The New 
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four üó70 2llto55 611411u0 IWto225 

Halm Name Haan Masts 
Increased production has enabled us to tremendously reduce the price of OCTOCOIi S 
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able condenser -wound on perfect dielectric bakelite forms in attractive colors -Ask the 
Hams -they know OCTOCOILS -At your dealer or all Kresge $1.00 Stores -or sent pre- 
paid anywhere on receipt of price. 

SHORTWAVE AND TELEVISION CORPORATION 
Division of General Electronics Corporation, 70 Brookline Ave.. Boston. Mass. Pioneer manufacturer of 
Television and short wave apparatus. Owners and or operators of television and sound stations WI XAV, 

WIXAU. WIXG and WIXAL. 

Wave- 
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Range 

15 to 225 
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8lis4 x!%:x8. 
Weight 3 lbs. 
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BRAND NEW CIRCUIT 
No aerial! No ground! Easy to tune! 
Self contained with batteries and tube. 

For 80 and 160 meterphone bands Especially. In actual 
test it picked up Police Calls over 100 miles. Convenient 
to carry under arm, in subway or auto. 

Designed and built by one of the foremost engi -$ 95 
neering firms and pioneer short wave specialists. 7a 

WIRELESS EGERT ENGINEERING CORP. 
17$ Variek St., Dept. S New York City 

Complete 
with a plain 
turning knob 

International "Pro" 

List Price $175.00 
The romnlete -Pm' kit with rower nonio nd .5 eecea.n 

ssembled l reel $41,00 
The shove rec.... completely Iced. IaanratnrY tested. esli 

heated and supplied wit cod for any bend 40.000p 
e matched Areturvs tuba I. Pull inner Rei. drnami, spaker to math 5.00 
Re .n,ibl hl.ck crystal finish sturdy metal cabinet with hinged 

9 -tube Short Wave Superheterodyne 
With the International "Pro,- Postal han reached the highest 
realin of the most advanced Short Wave Enthusiast. Tre- 
niendoua nsitivity. high sianal to ratio, true tracking, 
single dials mtrol, land spreading and numerous other features, 
actually places the International "Pro. in a clans by itself. 
The only v tube professional Short Wave receiver using a stare 
of It. F. shawl of the 1st detector that sell, at this price. CIRCUIT DESIGN 
E,,iretr A.C. operated and homiest , mans 58 tuned R. F., 58 
electron coupled oscillator, 57 let detector, 2 -5R -465 K. C. I. F.. 

second detector. 58 audio heat oscillator, a 2A5-3 watt output ,nl a 280 rectifier. 

The stol flit 
SECRET OF EFFICIENCY 

y and sensitivity lies in the unique constructed coils 
anultiformerwl. Each band consists of an R. F., oscillator and 
first detector roils, individnnlly r mpennated, shielded and so- 

coratels 
ralibratel. Ay one half inch movement f the roil. 

ntact is made for hand spreading over R5' of thedial. This 
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rlfi.. rheneine to different banda Consistent I..rrign reception on 
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NEW 
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SHORT WAVE 
COIL BOOK 

I{ 

iRT 

Short Wave Coil Data 
for Every Conceivable 

Short Wave Receiver 

NAD10 PUSI1CAfIONS rl: fin. nave. SI 

FOR the first time, it is now 
possible for the experiment- 
er and short wave enthusi- 

ast to obtain the most exhaustive 
data on short wave coil winding 
information that has ever ap- 
peared in print. 

As every experimenter who has 
ever tried to build a short wave set 
knows only too well by experience, 
the difference between a good and 
a poor receiver is usually found in 
the short wave coils. Very often 
you have to hunt through copies of 
magazines, books, etc., to find the 
information you require. The pres- 
ent data has been gotten up to 
obviate all these difficulties. 

Between the two covers of this 
book you now find every possible bit 
of information on coil winding that 
has appeared in print during the 
past two years. Only the most mod- 
ern "dope" has been published here. 

No duplication. Illustrations ga- 
lore, giving not only full instruc- 
tions how to wind coils, but d:men- 
sions, sizes of wire, curves, how to 
plot them, by means of wh:ch any 
coil for any particular short wave 
set can be figured in advance, as to 
number of turns, size of wire, spac- 
ing, etc. 

There has never been such data 
published in such easy accessible 
form as this. 

Take advantage of the special 
offer we are making today, as due 
to increasing costa, there is no ques- 
tion that the price will increase 
soon. 

RADIO PUBLICATIONS 
145 Greenwich Street 

NEW YORK, N.Y. 

Radio Publieatlom, 
245 Greenwich Street, 
New York, N. Y. 
Please send Immediately upon publication. your Short 
Wave Coll Book, for which I enclose 25c herewith (coin. 
11. S. stamps or money order acceptable). Book is to be 
sent prepaid to mt. 

Name 

Address 

City and State 

also be used for regular broadcast band 
reception as an auxiliary. 

Tubes are arranged as follows: 
-27 Oscillator 

3 -35 Intermediate radio frequency 
stages at 465 K.C. 
-27 Second Detector 
-27 First Audio 

2 -50 Power Push Pull tubes 
Power Pack (in separate case) has 

2 -81 rectifiers 
Two main controls cover the change of 

wavelength, one for the oscillator and the 
other for the antenna circuit. Auxiliary 
adjustments are provided, consisting of 
antenna series condenser, detector sen- 
sitivity, intermediate radio frequency am- 
plifier sensitivity, and audio frequency 
amplifier input. 

When the entire receiver is used, the 
output goes to a dynamic speaker in the 
Radio Operator's room. In cases where 
the output is directed to the main set's 
power amplifier over the transmission 
line, the dynamic speaker is disconnected 
in the voice coil circuit. The field of this 
speaker is used as the filter reactor of the 
power pack. Provision is made to use 
head phones and also a magnetic speaker 
as a monitor if desired. 

The main set has its rotary converter in 
the engine room. The rotary converter 
for the short wave set is separate and is 
located in a valet's press room right next 
to the radio room. The converter for 
short wave work must be thoroughly 
filtered and of excellent design or it will 
cause trouble on some of the shorter 
wavelengths due to electrical disturb - 
ances. 

This short wave set has high sensitivity 
and a very low noise level. Excellent re- 
sults have been obtained including good 
reception from American short wave 
broadcast stations while the "MIGRANT" was 
in the Mediterranean. 

In designing special receivers which are 
guaranteed to give definite results and 
uninterrupted service, cost cannot of 
course be a first consideration. However, 
there are limits as to a reasonable cost 
for such special equipment. 

Protection Against Salt Air 
Salt air moisture ruins an ordinary set 

in a short period. Steel must be excluded 
unless essential. These special chassis 
are either heavy copper or aluminum, free 
from riveted joints which could corrode. 
As there is considerable vibration, all 
electrical joints are made mechanically 
first and then soldered. Alcohol and 
rosin soldering flux prevents these joints 
from corroding. Other mechanical joints 
are all made with lock washers. Where 
ordinarily a t/z or 1 watt resistor would be 
sufficient, a 5 watt resistor is used. Filter 
and by -pass condensers only taking 180 
volts are designed to stand 800 volts con- 
tinuously. The power transformers can 
stand a fifty per cent overload for 4 
hours. The rotary converters can run 
continuously as they are only loaded to 
65% capacity. All through the design this 
liberal degree of safety and security is 
carried out. All new tubes are inserted 
every four months and consequently the 
apparatus runs continually and satisfac- 
torily and is expected to do so almost 
indefinitely. 

The above described apparatus is not 
crowded, more than sufficient space being 
allowed originally for the components 
used. With this foresight it is now pos- 
sible to modernize the receivers, sub- 
stituting -58's in place of the -24's and 
-56's in place of the -27's with the extra 
parts required for still further improve- 
ments. It is contemplated that this will 
be done in the near future as the design 
enables it being accomplished quickly and 
economically. 

9 -Tube Superheterodyne Has Coil 
Switch 

(Cox t;, ,,11 front page 
The main circuit of the 9 -tube super con- 

sists of a 58 tuned R.F. stage, a 57 high 
sensitivity first detector, a 58 electron - 
coupled oscillator, a 58 first I.F. amplifier, 
a 58 second I.F. amplifier, 57 second de- 
tector, 58 electron -coupled audio "beat" 
oscillator for "CW" reception, a 2A5 out- 
put power tube in the A.F. stage, delivering 
three watts of undistorted audio signal 
energy; the rectifier tube being a type 280. 

The I.F. amplifier stages are tuned to 465 
kilocycles, with dual tuned I.F. transform - 
ers, which are wound with Litz wire, a 
voltage gain of approximately 100 times 
being thus obtained. 

This "pro" type receiver while especially 
designed for commercial and amateur short- 
wave communication purposes, is simul- 
taneously an excellent short -wave receiver 
for the general short -wave "fan" who is 
interested in hearing the "foreign" DX sta- 
tions, due to the high sensitivity and se- 
lectivity of the set. 

List of Parts -Postal Superhet 
4- Postal Multiformers 
1- Special Postal socket, for Multiformer 
1 -3 gang 140 mmf. Postal condenser 
1 -40 mmf. Ant. comp. condenses 
3 -465 K.C. I.F. transformers 
1 -Audio beat oscillator coil 456 K.C. 
1 -Power transformer, to handle 9 tubes 
1 -12 mf. condenser 450 volt working v. 
1 -8 mf. condenser 450 v. working v. 
1- 12,000 ohm. volume control and switch 
1- 75,000 ohm tone control 1- Single circuit jack, with single pole 

double throw switch 1- Toggle switch for "B" supply 
1 -Rotor switch for audio "beat" oscil- 

lator 
1-dial and front plate 
5 -58 sockets 
2 -57 sockets 
1 -2A5 sockets 
1 -280 sockets 1- Speaker 5 prong socket 
5 -8 millhenry R.F. chokes 

349) 

1 -Ant. Gnd. binding post. 
8 -.1 mf. tubular condensers 
1 -.05 mf. tubular condenser 
1 -.01 mf. tubular condenser 
4 -.001 mica fixed condensers 
3 -.0001 mica fixed condensers 1- .0000006 mmfd. condenser 
1 -25 watt wire -wound resistor 27,440 

ohm; tapped 10,000 ohm, 10,000 ohm, 
and 7,440 ohm. 

1 -10 watt wire -wound resistor 1,000 ohm 2- 60,000 ohm, 113 watt, pigtail resistors 1- 15,000 ohm, 1 watt pigtail resistor 1- 60,000 ohm, 1 watt pigtail resistor 3- 25,000 ohm, 1 watt pigtail resistors 2- 250,000 ohm, 1 watt pigtail resistors 
1 -350 ohm, 1 watt pigtail resistor 
1 -200 ohm, 1 watt pigtail resistor 1- 100,000 ohm, 1 watt pigtail resistor 
1 -Cord and plug 1- Chassis 11 "x19 "x3" 
1 -Steel front panel 9%"x20%" 6- Knobs. 

A Novel S -W Converter 
FYA 
WBXK 
GSE 
12R0 
WIXAL 
XDA 
GSD 
VE9 JR 
FXA 25.6 m. 
LSX 
EAQ 
VK2ME 
CSC 
W3XAU 

(Continued from page 337) 
25.16 m. Rocky Point 
25. WSBN 

GFWV 
GLSQ 
Amateurs all over 
Canada & U. S. 

HBP 
WIXAZ 
DJA 
W2XAF 
CSR 
VK3ME 
Rabat. Mov. 
HKC 
HKA 

Code 
I.SX 
HAT 
HAS 
SUR 
PLF 
TIR 
DIM 
DHA 
PPX 
UOR 
GOS 
etc. 
etc. 
(Am not of course 
including the "W" 
stations) 
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Direction Finding for Amateurs 
(Continued from page .347) 

CHF 

OKE 

1 
A .0005 

FEED BACK 

¡ .0001- 
MF 

.0005- 
MF 

.0003- 
MF , 

- ° - 3 

TIMF 

11 
7E' 

2 
MEG 

20.000 
OHMS 

fr 
0.F 
CNN 

12 V. 

19-4. 

60V. 

PHONES 

2 MF 

1 

A 3 -tube loop receiver for "direction finding," comprising a shield grid stage followed 
by a regenerative detector and a transformer coupled A.F. output stage. 

found, until at a certain setting it will be 
found that signals disappear at a sharply 
defined position of the frame. 

In the case of the three -valve (tube) 
set a similar frame aerial may be used; 
one consisting of ten turns on 12 inch 
sides, with 3 inch spacing is quite satis- 
factory. As a screen -grid valve (tube) 
will be used, it is essential to have fairly 
good screening (shielding), and again it 
is desirable to mount the entire set inside 
a metal box. The tuning arrangement fol- 
lowing the S.G. valve (tube) may be con- 
ventional, and consists of either tuned 
anode (tuned plate) or tuned grid, with 
reaction (regeneration) winding. The num- 
ber of turns depends, of course, on the 
type of coil; usually about two- thirds the 

number of turns required for broadcast 
reception. Alternatively a special coil may 
be made on a 23/4 inch former, consisting 
of 35 turns with 9 turns for reaction (re- 
generation). 

Those who do not mind the extra con- 
structional work involved would do well 
to try adding the aerial and the earth 
(ground) shown in the diagram connected 
to the small single plate differential con- 
denser, A, for neutralizing the effects of 
the vertical component, which tends, unless 
balanced out, to flatten the minimum vol- 
ume positions. For the 160 meter band, 
the aerial need only consist of a vertical 
metal rod about 3 feet long, and the con- 
denser should consist of a single moving 
plate and two separate fixed ones, each 
with an area of about 1 inch square. 

Simple Switching for z Wave Ranges 
(Continued from page 346) 

switching not only the tuned circuits but 
also the regeneration coil or tickler of the 
detector circuit as well. 

It is in the interest of simplicity and 
-nfety of operation to reduce the nuni- 

ber of switches as much as possible. 
For this reason a back coupling coil 
(regeneration coil) common for both 
wave ranges is ordinarily used. But 
there i no doubt but that, by separate 

$ 20.00 Prize Monthly For Best Set 
TI(E editors offer s $20.00 monthly prize 
for the best short -wave receiver submitted. 
If your set does not receive the monthly 

prize you still have a chance to win cash 
money, as the editors will be glad to pay 
-pace rates for any articles accepted and 
published in SHORT WAVE CRAFT. 

You had better write the "S -W Contest 
Editor," giving him a short description of 
the set and a diagram. BEFORE SHIPPING 
THE ACTUAL SET, as it will save time and 
expense all around. A $20.00 prize will be 

paid each month for an article describing the 
hest short -wave receiver. converter, or 
adapter. Sets should not have more than five 
tubes and those adapted to the wants of the 
average beginner are much in demand. 

Sets must be sent PREPAID and should he 

CAREFULLY PACKED in a WOODEN box! 
The closing date for each contest is sixty 

days preceding date of issue (October 1 for 
the December issue. etc.) 

The judges will be the editors of SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT. and George Shuart and 
Clifford E. Denton, who will also serve on 
the examining board. Their findings will be 
final. 

Articles with complete coil, resistor and 
condenser values, together with diagram. 
must accompany each entry. All sets will be 

returned prepaid after publication. 

REQUIREMENTS: Good workmanship al- 
ways commands prize- winning attention on 
the part of the judges; neat wiring is prac- 
tically imperative. Other important features 
the judges will note are: COMPACTNESS, 
NEW CIRCUIT FEATURES, and PORTA- 
BILITY. The seta may be A.C. or battery - 
operated, Straight Short -Wave Receivers. 
Short -Wave Converters. or Short-Wave 
Adapters. No manufactured sets will be con- 
sidered; EVERY SET MUST BE BUILT BY 
THE ENTRANT. Tubes, batteries. etc., may 
be submitted with the set if desired, but this 
is not essential. NO THEORETICAL DE- 
SIGNS WILL BE CONSIDERED! The set 
must be actually built and in working order. 
Employees and their families of SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT are excluded. Address let- 
ters and packages to the SHORT WAVE 
CONTEST EDITOR, care of SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT Magazine. 96 -98 Park Place, New 
York, N. Y. 
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IMPROVE 
Your Radio with 

HAMMARLUND 
PARTS 

EXPERIENCEI builders don't 
have to be told that radio effi- 
ciency can be only as good as 

the parts used. 
That is why Hammarlund parts 
have been first choice of experts 
since the beginning of broadcast- 
ing. They perform better and cost 
less in the long run. 
Mail coupon for General Catalog. 

S -W CONDENSERS 
Spe,'iad designs for 
receiving. transmit. 
ting, band -spread 
tuning, balancing. 
All types for short- 
wave, ultra short- 
wave and broadcast 
work. Built with 
watch -like preci- 
s ion. 

COIL FORMS - SOCKETS ,r- Sockets have Isolantite 
base and perfect spring 
contacts, for 4, 5 and 6 prong s. Isolantite Coil 
Forms for Short and Ul- 
tra Short Waves. No drill- 
ing. 4, 5 and 6 prongs. 

SPECIAL 
New 10 -meter coils, for use in 
the famous COMET "PRO" 
and other short -wave receivers, 
now ready -S5.00 a pair. 

R -F CHOKES 

.. 

All n pe , 
(.....-'3 # 0-11.7.\ .,eaet. Low 

;hort-wave, 

,n-,titters. 
and 

.,edeawt re- 

3 hhart- 
, and 

3ov, &MN- Radia 

ammarlund 
PRODUCTS 

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO.. 
424 -438 W. 33rd Street. New York. N. Y. 

Chet le-re for folder on l'OMET "l'Ittt 
Short -wave Huperheteralyne. 
Cheek here for General Catalog 

Name 
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F1-TE= 
116 Page RADIO 

SHORT WAVE 

TREATISE , 
Avail y ....self 
now of the oo 

linity to re- 
ceive : ie p r 

edition of our 
Radio and 
Short Wave 
Trends., No. 
26. 116.olid 
Pago Of 
useful in- frm 

.t,a& a- radiote mf 
nlluatrations. etc. 

c .wód.rebly larger and 
O ver 100 New Hook -Ups, more instructive than our 
Etc 1030 Illustrations. No. 25 issue. If you had ou r 

treatise No. 26 and nul- 
.!.ntallv all our previous issues, you Sc, familiar with the 
,Pe of book we publish; but the new No. 26--what 

l...k! The entire editorial .section in new from beginning 
end ---not anold word remains. Considerable spare has 

been devoted to articles for the radio beginner. This 
atone is worth its weight in gold. The Superheterodyne 
Principle in thoroughly explained in this incise in clear, 
simple language. No. fe fa not foot another catalog. 
Itcontains more valuable and up-to-date information 
than r.., Le found in any radio text book on the subject. 

PARTIAL. LIST OP CONTENTS 
Fondamental Principal of Radio- -Ohm e Law - 

Dieeumion of Noo Tube,-- Con.trueting a Triple Twin 
Am,di5n- Conetruet:ng a Ting A.C.-D.C. Portail. 
Reerioee -AU About Suyerhet.rodgnee- Eliminating 
Alan -made Static-Constructing a Two-tube Short D'are 
"Globetrotter" Receieer- C,e.pidelg re wrd and t'o-ta 
date Radio Tube Chart -55.00 Price Sugge.tion.- 
Radio Eisio. Etc.. Etc. 

WRITE TODAY. Enclose 4 cents for post- 
age. Treatise gent h, t, ton, mail. 

RADIO TRADING CO. 
100A Park Placa New York City 

1933 
SHORT WAVE MAN UAL 

DON.C.WALLACE 
Winner o ! over Cup 

ONE LLAR 

-Tells you hundreds of things you 
never knew before about short -wares. 
This Alanual with more than 150 pages of short -suave data 
bon, you hew to but Id model: of the interna t .coal ly 

famous Wallace sets. Thus famous Wallace Cup Set 
Winner costa approximately twenty dollars to build. 
lire 15 something entirely new In short -.saves. A rom- 
plete receiving end Iran:nihiing system that use+ no 
grounds. The Wallace Systeni Is the aec,pted method 
for greatest long -distance reception with Iciest interfer- 
ence. It Is the winner of the Hoover Cup for I.A. short- 
wave cmnumnicat Ion. 
tVhat a surprise you will get when you receive your 
Manual. Acclaimed ererye here as the new authority on 
the subject. Only $1.00 per copy. postpaid, in 1'. S. 

Over 1SG Pages -Over 200 Illustrations- 
Size 6x9 Inches - Flexible Covers -At- 
tractive Colored Front Cover. 

Mail This Coupon Today! 

RADIO PUBLICATIONS 
245 -S Greenwich St., 
New York. N. Y. 
Sere is $1.00. Rush copy of the Wallace Short Wave 
Manuel to 

Name 

Address 

City 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for OCTOBER, 1933 
back coupling coils which can be made for 
the given wave range, more can be accom- 
plished and more even control will result. 

Following is shown a solution in which, 
in spite of the separate back coupling coils 
( regeneration coils) a switch for the long 
wave feed -back coil is superfluous. The 
switching diagram for the Weagent regen- 
erative scheme, for instance, is shown in 
the diagram at A. At B, the constructional 
details of the coils are shown. 

Behold the Minidyne 
(Continued from page 339) 

signal, but it also operates as the low 
frequency interrupter. 

It may be of interest to point out that 
the sensitivity of the receiver is to a great 
extent dependent upon the frequency of the 
'ow frequency interrupter. The lower the 
frequency of the interrupter the greater the 
sensitivity of the receiver. It can be seen 
that when the frequency of the interrupter 
is lower, it allows the higher frequency os- 
cillator more time to feed back upon itself 
and therefore amplify itself. However 
there is an optimum here which exists when 
the frequency of the interrupter becomes 
so low that the high frequency amplifier 
enters a state of oscillation, due to too 
much gain. 

Two Main Controls 
There are two main controls employed. 

One is a variable condenser which regulates 
the resonance frequency of the high fre- 
quency circuit; the other is a variable re- 
sistance which regulates the frequency of 
the low frequency relaxation circuit. Aside 
from these two controls there are the fre- 
quency change -over switch, filament and 
plate switch and jacks for the earphones. 

In conclusion it may be of interest to the 
reader to point out that this receiver is 
ideal for remote control work, by utilizing 
a sensitive relay in the output circuit. The 
receiver can be energized by means of a 
small oscillator. Also due to its minute- 
ness, it can readily be employed for oper- 
ating models, etc. 

Coil Data and Parts List for 
"Minidyne" 

The loop and aerials used on the "Mini - 
dyne" are wound in slots extending around 
the cabinet. The mean size of these slots 
are 41/4 by 5% inches, the slots being about 
r'a inch deep and s's inch wide. For the 80 
meter band, the grid coil consists of 5 
turns of No. 32, double silk covered (D.S.C.) 
magnet wire; the tickler coil consists of 
four turns of the same sized wire, wound 
in the same slot. 

In the model shown, the coils were not 
wound in even lavers, but they may be 
if the builder so desires. 

For covering the 160 meter band, the grid 
coil is made up of 10 turns of No. 28 D.S.C. 
wire (or No. 10 -30 Litz wire may be used.) 
The tickler coil comprises 5 turns of No. 
32 D.S.C. magnet wire. 

The experimenter can easily wind other 
loop coils for this set to cover any desired 
bands, by simply using a smaller or greater 
number of turns of wire on the loop. 

List of Parts -Minidyne 
2 Loop coils as specified. 
1 Wooden cabinet 
1 Earphone, preferably Lew miniature 2,000 

ohm earphone (or pair of light weight 
phones) No. 118. Name and address of 
manufacturer furnished on receipt of 
stamped, addressed envelope. 

1 Set of 2 pin jacks 
1 200,000 ohm potentiometer, Acratest 
1 1.5 megohm grid leak, Lynch, (Interna- 

tional) 
1 .00025 mf. condenser 
2 .006 mf. condensers 
1 .01 mf. condenser 
1 50 mmf. variable condenser, Hammarlund, 

(National) 
1 2 -gang single -pole, double -throw switch, 

Eby 
1 4 prong tube socket, Eby, (Na -AId, Ham - 

marlund, National) 
1 30 type tube; Gold -Seal, (Arco, Van 

Dyke) 
1 22% volt small "B" battery unit 
2 11/2 volt flash light cells for "A" battery 

DATAPRINTS 
i \i Just the 

- 4 f Technical 

''y t Information 

- You Need 

- To Build 

- Electrical 

-' - - -- Apparatus 
Dataprint containing data for 
construct ins this 3 ft. spark 
OudinTesla coil. Requires I 
K. W. 20,000 volt transformer 
as "exciter "; tee list below. 

$.75 
Includes condenser data. 

OTHER "DATAPRINTS" 
TESLA OR OUDIN COILS 

$6 Inch spark. data for building. Including 
condenser dais 50.70 

8 Inrh spark. data for building, Including con- 
denser data; requires '4 K. '.V. 15,000 volt 
transformer: see list below 0.75 

Violette type. high frequency roil data; 110 
roll A.C. or D.C. type; I" spark; need for 
"violet ray" treatments and "Experiments " 0.50 

How to operate Ondin roll from a vacuum tube 
oscillator 0.50 

3 Inch spark Tesla toil; operates on Ford ig- 
nition roll 0.50 

3 inch .perk Ondin roil; 110 volt A. C. "Kirk - 

Con" 0.50 

TRANSFORMER DATA 
Any sire, 200 to 5000 watts. (1 primary and 

1 secondary voltage data supplied-specify 
watts and voltage desired) $0.60 

1 k.w. 20.000 -volt transformer data. 110 -volt, 
60 -cycle primary. 8ultable for operating 3 ft 
Ondin roll 0.50 

¡ k.w. 15,000 -volt transformer data, 110 -volt 
Gu -cycle pelotari. Suitable for operating 8- 
inch Ondin roll 0.50 

Electric. welding Transformer (State secondary 
voltage) 0.50 

Induction Coils -1 to 12 inch spark data 0.50 

MAGNET COIL DATA 
Powerful battery electro- magnet; lifts 40 lbs $0.50 
110 Volt D.C. magnet to lift 23 Ihs 0.50 
110 Volt D.C., 900 lb., Lift electromagnet .. 0.50 
110 Volt D.C. solenoid; lifte 2 Ib. through 1 inch 0.50 
110 Volt D.C. solenold. lifts 6 lb. through 1 Inch 0.50 
12 Volt D.C. solenoid, lifts 2 lb. through 1 inch 0.50 
t. C. Solenoid. powerful. 110 -volt. 80 -cycle 0.50 
MOTOR -1/111 H.P.. 110 volt A.C. 80 cycle 

(suitable for driving 12w fan or light amie- 
rainai, constructional data 0.50 
1200 cycle Synchronous motor 0.50 
80 side Synchronous motor 0.50 

TEL Et; RAP SON E- Recorda Vole* K 
Code" signais on steel wire by taa,- 
netism. Code can be retarded "fast" 

dand translated "slow ". Construction 
ata (special) $0.50 

CLOCKS -Electric chime ringer. How to 
make one to fit on any ordinary clock ....... ......... 0.50 

MISCELLANEOUS DATAPRINTS- 
Electric Ire Skates -How ta make 0.50 
How to Thaw Pipes by Electricity (including 

2 K. W. 110 vt. to IB vt. transformer datai 0.5 
20 motor ircults -hook -ups 0.3 
20 practical telephone hook -ups 0.35 
Treasure Locator 0.50 
100 mechanical movements for inventor .....- ... - 0.5 
Pol :nixed Relay -Tits Sensitive 0.5 
Electra- medical colt (shocking roll) 0.5 
water -Wheels -How to build. and Light your 

house 0.5 
Mmlrl Ship Plans 0.5 
Publie Address System 0.50 

20 "Electrleal Tricks" for LODGES and 
PARTIES $0.50 

low To Fry Eggs on Cake of lee Electrically.... 0.50 
'Itewinding' Small Motor Armatures 0.50 

Other DATAPRINTS rot -Centrifugal Pump for 
Small Fountains. etc: Model Electric Train -will 
carry chlld; (bmnre.sed Air tower plant for model 
planes; etc. Write for Prives. 

(20Y. Discount on all orders for 53.00 sr more. 
Ne. C.0.0.) 

The DATAPRINT COMPANY 
Leek Ber 322 RAMSEY. N. I. 
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The Evolution of Ultra Short Waves - 
(Continued front page 

Mesny was used. Here the tube inter - 
electrode capacities are effectively in series 
as regards the tuned circuit, and a high 
degree of electrical symmetry, which is 
very desirable, is attained. But the latter 
objection urged against the Hartley circuit 
still exists. Also, on account of the fact 
that only half of the tuned circuit is effec- 
tive as a load in the plate of each tube, 
the effective anode load decreases much 
more rapidly with a decrease of wavelength 
than in the case of the single -tube circuit, 
though this is partly offset by the smaller 

t effective inter -electrode capacities. The 
Mesny type of circuit is usually successful 
down to about 3 metres with ordinary 
tubes. Note that the effective reaction 
coupling in this case in partly electromag- 
netic. If the coils are constructed the 
wrong way round (uncrossed), the two re- 
action effects (electromagnetic, via the 
coils, and elestrostatic, via the tube inter - 
electrode capacities) may cancel out and no 
oscillations be obtained. 

A suitable single -tube circuit, apart from 
avoiding the necessity of pairs of matched 
tubes, can, if properly designed, be made 
to operate at shorter wavelengths than the 
Mesny type of circuit. The forerunner of 
the most successful type of single -tube cir- 
cuit for this purpose seems to have been 
devised by Messrs. Gutton and Touly round 
about the year 1919, and is shown in Fig. 
6. One comment upon it is necessary: the 
mistake was made of having the grid con- 
denser in the position shown, where it is 
(to use an illuminating expression that the 
writer once heard) "knocked about at a 
high- frequency potential above earth." A 
later version of the circuit is shown in Fig. 
7. When we examine it closely we find 
that it is hard to describe it in terms of 
conventional tube circuits. The beauty of 
this arrangement lies in the fact that the 
external inductances Ll, L2 are continuous 
with the internal leads 11, l2 (Fig. 7 (a) ), 
the whole tuned circuit being formed by 
the two inductances L1 -11, L2 -12 and the 
two capacities C and Cga, forming a "link" 
If carefully arranged, this circuit is much 
less likely to show the undesirable coupled 
circuits effect of the Hartley circuit pre- 
viously described. Futhermore, there is no 
limit to the shortness of the external leads 
(L1, L2) beyond that of the length neces- 
sary for mechanical reasons, to connect C. 
Moreover, the grid and anode current leads 
can be led in (as shown via chokes) at 
points of low or zero H.F. potential with 
regard to earth. 

Practically, the circuit values for Fig. 7 
may be: V = any receiving power or su- 
per -power tube, Ra about 2,000 -4,000 ohms; 
L1 and L2, pieces of stout copper wire, bent 
into semicircles, each piece about 4 in. long; 
C, any good make of air -dielectric mini- 
ature variable condenser, about 0.0001 mf., 
max.; and R, 10,000- 20,000 ohms. 

The grid and anode chokes may each con- 
sist of about fifty turns of fine wire on 
a former % in. diam. Filament chokes will 
usually be found necessary and may con- 
sist of the same number of turns (fifty) 
of stouter wire (say, 30 B. &S., for a tube 
taking not more than 0.25 amp. filament 
current) wound in bifilar (non- inductive) 
fashion on a former about % in. diam. 

With the arrangement described, the 
wavelength obtained will be somewhere in 
the neighborhood of 2% metres. This cir- 
cuit has the great advantage that it never 
refuses to oscillate, provided that the tube 
is O.K. By "decapping" the tube, cutting 
the external leads as short as possible, care- 
fully adjusting the value of R (the grid 
leak), using a selected tube, and applying 
as much plate voltage as it will stand 
safely, the generated wavelength (with C 
at its minimum value consistent with os- 

ciliation) may be brought down to the 
neighborhood of 11/2 metres. 

A close inspection of Fig. 7 (a) will show 
that if the self- capacities between the vari- 
ous parts are considerable (especially 
the cases of the leads as shown by Cl,l. 
and the wavelength short, this circuit ap 
proaches the condition of a "tuned plate - 
tuned grid" circuit, with C as a coupling 
capacity. This means that in some cir- 
cumstances the coupled circuit effect previ- 
ously discussed may appear, but it is not 
usually troublesome. The only real snag 
is that, as the value of the tuning con- 
denser C is decreased, there comes a point 
where the oscillations cease, owing to the 
fact that this condenser is also acting as a 
coupling between the grid and anode cir- 
cuits, and decreasing its value in order to 
reduce the wavelength also reduces the 
coupling. The grid- current meter M (suit- 
able value 0 -2 ma.) provides a good in- 
dication of output, and is very useful for 
wavelength- measuring purposes in con- 
nection with absorption circuits and Lecher 
wire systems. 

When it is desired to generate waves 
shorter than 1 metre, use must be made, 
as before mentioned, of an entirely dif- 
ferent principle of operation. Strangely 
enough, and as a matter of interest, the 
circuit used is mechanically almost iden- 
tical with the Gutton -Touly type of re- 
action circuit just described. In fact, the 
same circuit and tube may (provided con- 
ditions are suitable) be used without any 
(mechanical) change for the production of 
both types of oscillation. The general ar- 
rangement used is shown in Fig. 8. The 
point to notice is that the positive H.T. 
potential is applied to the grid, and a 
negative potential of lesser value is applied 
to the plate, which is rather an uncon- 
ventional arrangement. 

The dance of the electrons 
The actual way in which this arrange- 

ment functions does not seem to have been 
definitely settled so far, but a plausible 
explanation which fits the experimental 
facts is as follows: - 

On switching on the circuit, a cloud of 
electrons starts from the cathode and is 
attracted strongly towards the grid by the 
powerful positive potential thereon. Some 
of them are caught by the grid during their 
first flight, and take no part in the oscilla- 
tory action. Many, however, attain a high 
velocity and pass through the spaces be- 
tween the grid wires, travelling towards 
the plate, where they are repelled by the 
negative potential thereon. If this latter 
potential is of the right value, the majority 
of the electrons just manage to reach with. 
in a short distance of its surface before 
their velocity is reduced to zero, when the 
positive charge on the grid again affects 
them and they are finally drawn back to 
it and absorbed. If the constants of the 
circuit connected to the electrodes are suit- 
able, this rush of electrons (= a rush of 
current; in fact, a "transient ") impulses 
the circuit, the return swing of which as- 
sists the retarding voltage upon the plate 
to return the electron cloud towards the 
grid. During this impulse the second re- 
turn swing (again in the positive direction 
with respect to the cathode) helps the posi- 
tive potential upon the grid to attract a 
further batch of electrons from the cathode, 
and may also reattract many of those which 
had been repelled from the plate back to- 
wards it. 

The net result is that the clouds of elec- 
trons may "dance" in time with the oscilla- 
tions in the external circuit either between 
cathode and plate (Fig. 9 (a) ) or between 
grid and plate (Fig. 9 (b) ). In either case 
the frequency and therefore the wavelength 
is dependent upon the time of swing of the 
electrons between the two electrodes in 

(Continued on page 368) 
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1933 Official Auto -Radio 
Service Manual 

Will. order of 
Ant',. '1 l"itES for 
50 00 o r multiple 
the eof. You n get 

q, two or three 
Mtio-Radio Serv- 

ice 31t 1. 01,- 
.aluady FREE. 
If you prefer. you 
can have copiees of 
the 1934 Official Radio 
Servire Sbtatml FREEwith 
order' for 68.00 or both Man- 
uals for orders of SI 3.1)1). Re- 

ol the 1933 AutoRadio ServticelMan- 
ual is 52.50 and the 1934 Official Radio 
Service Manual. $3.50. 

THIS OFFER IS SUBJECT TO WITH -' 
DRAWAL WITHOUT NOTICE. 

Complete Stock Ready for 
Immediate Shipment 

Order from thin 1 -- Urini} ., et, ruder. Indent, C. n. D. 
All eroe, a re F. O. Ñ. F.1CT"Ill. N ark. .shier,,. -ntn n ((sward rarer or porre) mar. No order (or lr,. than 53.10 ..eeptnl. 

lido- Yeu 
Type age Description Cos 

UX- 201A 5.l) Detector Amplifier E .30 
UX -226 -1.5 Amplifier tA-C Filament/ .30 
U Y -227 -2.5 Detector Amplifier (A -C Nested .30 
UX -171 -3.0 rawer Amplifier h miro .30 
UX- 171A -5.0 Power Amplifier y stop -30 
UX -240 -5.0 Voltage amplifier detector .40 
UX -120 -3.3 Power Amplifier .40 
Ux -199 -3.3 Detector amplifier .40 
1.13/- 199 -3.3 Detector amplifiernhort pu'ng .40 
UV -199 -3.3 With A(tandard 201A bene .40 
UX- 112A -5.0 Amplifier detector 14 amp .40 
UX- 112 -5.0 Amplifier detector h snip .40 
UX- 200A -5.0 Detector .40 
UY -224 -2.5 Screen grid R- Fenoplifier.A -C Heater) .40 
UX -245 -2.5 Power amplifier (Ad' Filament) '40 
UX- 2016 5.0 Detector amplifier Si amp .60 
UY -246 -2.5 Dual Grid Power amplifier (A -C Fil ) .60 
UT-247 2.5 Power amplifier pentode (A -C Fil ) .60 
UY -257 2.5 Power amplifier pentode (0-C Fil ) .86 
WD-11 -1.l Detector amplifier .60 
WD-12 -1.1 Detector amplifier .60 
UX -230 -2.0 Detector amplifier .60 
UX -231 -2.0 Power amplifier .60 
UX -232 -2.0 Screen grid radio frequency amplifier .60 
UY -233 -2.0 Power amplifier pentode .85 
UX -234 -2.0 Super- control R -F amplifier pentode .85 
UY -235 -2.5 Hul,er -control R -F Amp.(A -C Hester. 
UT-236 -62 Screen -Grid R -F Amp.( A -C Hester). 
UT-237 -a.3 Detector amplifie (A -C Heater/ 
UY- 238 -a.3 Power amplifier pentode (A -C Heater) 
UY -239 -0.3 R -F amplifier 1rootode( A -C n 
11Y -551 -2.5 Super -control R.F Antp.(A -C lieater) 

2A3 -2-5 Power amplifier triode (A -C Heater) 
2M -2.5 Pentagrirl converter (A -C nester) 
2B7 2.5 Duplex- Diorle Pentode (A -(' Heater) 
6A7 .--0.3 Peutaerid Converter (A -C Heater) 
6B7 -0.3 Duplex -Diode Pentode (A -(' Hester) 
2AS -2.5 Power amplifier pentrale (A -C )lester) 

41 -0.3 Power Amplifier pentode (A -C Heater) 
42 -0.3 Powers mplifier pentode (A.( Heater/ .60 
43 -25.0 Power amplifie pentode (A.(' limier) .85 
44 -8.3 R -F amplifier pentode(A -C Fleeter). .85 
48 l0.0 Power amplifier Tetrode(D -C heater) 1.10 
49 -2.0 Dual Grid power amplifier .85 
55 -2.5 Duplex -Diode Triode (A -C Heater) .60 
S6 -2.5 Hhper- Triode amplifier(A -C }lester) .60 
57 -2.5 Triplemid detector Amp.(A -CBeater) .60 
58 -2.5 Triple grid R -F amplifer(A -C Heater) .60 
59 -2.5 Triple grid po wer Amp. f A -C Hester) .60 
75 -8.8 Duplex-DI Ad Triode (A -C Heater) .85 
77 1.3 Triple-arid detector amplifier (A -C Hated AS 
78 -i.3 Triple -.chi R -P nn ,A -C Heater) .65 
79 -,..3 Clac. 9 Tels amplifier IA -C Heater) ..... .85 
SS Tomb. .3 Duplex DindTomb. )A -C Il .60 
89 .1 Triple and wer Amp. IA C H .60 

PZH -2.5 Power emphfier pentode In -C Heater .85 
UX210 -7.5 Prier( me)ifier cull, ,e (AC Fil 1.10 

Ú %220 
.6 SPowoem 

A -f .Filament 
N.limo 

- l.ÌÓ 
UY -2278 2.5 Defector amplifier (quick he.terl)A( Ilratrrl. .60 
UT -2248 -2.5 Se en Agrid R -F amplifier IgrdMk heater) 6OO Ux12 -50 . m."o one tamer Amp- IA -C PII.) .65 
Ux. 183 -.5.0 Spartan type mower Amp. IA -C Flt. .S5 
UY-an -3.0 apart, typo dMator Ante. IA-C Ilc:.rr,1 .85 
ux -5116 prima tr pm el. Arne. (A -C VII ) . 2.10 
UY -Sel .0 Aramon type amplifier .85 
US-403 -3.0 Kellogg tyro outtput I de}IA -C D, =,., 

. 
- 

1.50 
... 1.50 

.85 

.85 

.85 

.85 

.60 
1.10 
1.10 
1.10 
1.10 
1.10 

.85 

.60 

RECTIFIER AND CHARGER BULBS 
126 AIR. var ifier tulle II II. (Raytheon type) 1.25 
6 -10 Amp. trickle choicer Rnlb (Tun ;.. type, 2.00 
2 

and 6 Aton rchargerlBulb ITune.r type) 
LOO 

. 

IS Amn chanter Huth (Tuner type/ 7.50 
US-11106 -..5 Half Were fil errory Ratifier (he..y duty) L75 
1 x/1.3 hall Wwre Rectifier (A -C Heater) .85 
0/1-28014 50 Fall Ware Mercury Wee, Ratifier 1.10 
UX.281M -7.1 Hell Ware Merea.y Sapor Ratifier 1.90 
US -871 -2.5 hall Ware Aleveary Vapor Ratifier 1.10 
UX.2e0 -5.0 Fall Were Ratifier .40 
5Z3 -5.1) Hrevy -nuey Full -Were Rectifier .85 
2525 -23.0 Roe-afire-doubler (Healer, .85 
Us -251 -7.S Hnll Wore Ree0!er 1.10 
UX.2112 -,.R Fall Way. Mercury Vepo. Ratifier .85 
UX -23 .0 Henry duty loll were mercury vapor rectifier .85 
UX- 2158 -7.5 hall Were Ratifier .85 

uu111 -S43 -ii3 Full W... Rectifier 
IHenter, -85 

uX -872 -:500 Volta Hell Wave Mercury Vapor Rectifier 11.00 

SpocIficetlon. and Quotation. on PHOTOELECTRIC 
CELLS. TELEVISION TUBES. TRANSMITTER TUBES, 
CRATER TUBES, HIGH VACUUM TYPE CATHODE 
RAY TUBES suitable for television and standard 

orrillogr.ph)c ales, SUBMITTED ON REQUEST. 

ARCO TUBE COMPANY 
38 -S Park Place Newark, N. J. 
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These Are Fool -Proof Short -Wave Sets 

The Oscillodyne I Tube Wonder Set 
This Is The Ideal Beginner's Set 

And here are 
letters from those 

who have actually tried 
these Short-Wave sets: 

THE OSCILLODYNE 
HOW IT WORKS 

I have constructed the OSCILLODYNE RECEIVER 
and boyl how it works! 

The first day without a y trouble I received Spain, 
England, France, and other foreign countries. Amateurs! 
why I never knew there were that many until now. 
With the one tube Oscillodyne, I bring in more stations 
on one plug -in coil than with a set of nil., on different 
short-wave sets. 

IF ANY ONE IS TRYING HIS LUCK ON SHORT- 
WAVE SETS, IT WILL BE WORTH WHILE TO 
CONSTRUCT THE ONE TUBE OSCILLODYNE. 

PAUL KORNEKE, JR., N. 8. Pittsburgh, Pa. 

A PEACH 
The ncillodyne receiver, believe me is "peach." I 

get short -wave stations from Germany. France, Spain 
and Italy -not to mention the American stations, in- 
cluding amateurs all over the United States. 

I heartily recommend this set to any Short-Wave fan. 
HENRY TOWNSEND. item +ray. N. J. 

THE DOERLE RECEIVERS 
SOME LIST! 

Have just completed your Darla two-tuber. I re- 
calved the following on the loudspeaker: XDA, LOA. 
GMB, VE9DR, VE9GW, KKQ. WIXAZ, W2XAF, 
W3XAI., W3XAU, WSXK, W8XAL, W9XF, W9XAA, 
Bermuda. Honolulu, Budapest. Hungary, and "hams' 
in 38 states. 

MAURICE KRAAY, R. F. D. I. Hammond, Ind. 

THIS IS GOING SOME! 
Today is my third day for working the Dade set. 

and to date I have received over fifty stations. Some of 
the more distant o I shall list. From my home in 
Maplewood. N. J. I received the following: WVR, 
Atlanta, Ge.; WOK, Ohio W9BHM, Ft. Wayne, Ind.: 
WUAYS. Elgin. W.: WSEItK, Girard. Ohio: and lent of 
all, XDA. Mexico: PEA. Surinam, Louth America: TIR, 
Cartago, Costa Rica: G2WM, Leicester, England. I 
have also received stations WDC and PJQ, which I have 
not found listed in the call book. 

JACK PRIOR, U Mosswood Terrace. Maplewood, N. J. 

A DOERLE ENTHUSIAST 
I have just completed my two-tube Doerle, and it 

surely in a great receiver! It works fine on all the w 
bands. Nobody could wish for any better job than this 
one. I can get WSXK and W9XAA to work on the 
loudspeaker at night, and the code stations come in with 
a wallop behind them. 

SAMUEL E. SMITH, Lock Box 241. Graving, Mich. 

FRANCE, SPAIN. ETC., ON LOUDSPEAKER 
I hooked up my two tube Doerle Kit and I received 

France, Horne Spain, Germany and England on the 
loudspeaker as well as over 100 a r phone stations. 

I a very placed with the receive and would not part 
with it for anything. I have listened to many factory 
built short-wave receivers, but believe me. my DOERLE 
is the set for 

ARTHUR W. SMITH, Springfield. Mass. 

REGULAR FOREIGN RECEPTION 
A few days ago. I purchased one of your TWO TUBE 

DOERLE WORLD WIDE SHORT WAVE RECEIV- 
ERS. I just want to tell you that this net does all you 
claim. In the short time I have lied the set, I have 
brought in nations in England. Germany, Frame and 
South Americo. Davenshire, England, and Nauet, 
Germany can he picked up daily with very strong volume. 
THE UOERLE IS A FINE SET. 

ARTHUR C. GLUCK. Brooklyn. N. Y. 

THRILLED BY DOERLE PERFORMANCE 
I am very much pleased with the DOERLE 8. -W. 

radio I received: the local amateur stations come in loud 
and clear. The first foreign station I received was DJA. 
Zeessen, Germany. I certainly received this station with 
a thrill. Yours for success. 

RANDOLPH GRAY, Quincy. Mess. 

Order From This Page 
nudity order r,r certified check. T.'. (1 1). 

' 
o nlyy,if 20% remittance accompanies allorder=. 
ctrrlcr NOW-TODAY. 

It. wr 

If you have never rd , shot-wave net before. this is the one 
with which nto start! n If.r on the other hand, you are already hard- 
boiled short-wave fan (and are therefore aware of the shortcomings of 
the .rage short-wave et), the Oecigodync is the set whim will instill 
goo with new confidence. It in a set which will convince you that foreign 
stations CAN be tuned in whenever they are on the air. 

We have acquired the sole rights front the publishers of .Shur( II'aes 
Craft W manufacture erdusicrly the Official lbci l,dtme I Tube Set. es 
described in the April 1933 jostle. Read what the editor of Short 
Wave Craft says in that i . 

A REALLY NEW CIRCUIT 
We are pleased to i sot to our renders eh entirely new development 

in radio circuits. Under the mono of the "Osrihbdyne," Mr. J. A. 
Woo ter, Jr., has developed a fuudatnentally new ircuit. This circuit 
which is of the regenerative v esr. acts like eater- regenerative set 
although it does not belong in that Class. Its sensitivity is tremendous. 
The editor, in his home on Riverside Drive, New York City, in a steel 
., artment building, was able to listen to amateurs in the uridweet, 
,,sing no aerial and nO ground. 
('grad ai n station w e roudrt 

With the 
withuanshort aerial 

number 
40 feet 

r foreign esatioet were easily pulled in. 
a here, then, i. a set which brings in !unions thousands of miles away; 

at whirl frequently brings in Australia. loud enough to rattle your 
phut nod with power to epee; a set 

dis- 
tance. 

phones, 
you do not wish extreme drs- 

tan,'c, will Icing in stations several thou - 
-and mile. way s.,tAnut aerial or annul. 

ABSOLUTELY POOL -PROOF 
This set. as we sell it. had either completely wired( or in kit form. There is alae- 

latelr nothing to go wrorn. ,r(i the Osrrilthfun.. Simple dirmaions d blueprints show you 
how to build and operate the .et for Ie.t results. It may be used either on A. C. or with 
batteries. If A. C. is errmployed, a type 227 tube is used in conjunction with a ridable A. C. 
power tack (such as the one listed on to age./ ge.) 2% volts will lie Um tuired for U 
filament of the tube. and 00 volts for the a 

I 

If lotteries are employed. a 237 tube should 
Ie use,! in conjunction with either a -r.. battery attery er four No 6 dry cells and two45 volt B 
batteries. 

O.eillodyne Woodier Set 
wide. 

e 
Lie[ 

., ocrbe h u,r r.. ",J' hid, b, 454' wide. nee 54" Iona by 44" 
No. 

ÓU6. PRICE W 
One.Tuto w .. ..,.i eared as war nhoveaseei5eatiom $6.19 

No. 2147. Orheud One -Tube Wonder get. but not wired. with blueprint connectbns and budge- 
tioa for operation. complete shipping weight 3 lb.. YOUR PRICE $s. 34 

No. 2148. COMPLETE ACCEssoRIEs. including the following: one a month guaranteed Neontro .7 
tube; one set No. loto Rondo mamma d hvndel es; /oar So. 6 Standard do Mac two 
standard 43-volt "R" batteries. complete .hippog weight 221b*. YOUR PRICE $5.09 F raut \irw 

The Oscillodyne 2 Tube Loudspeaker Set 
NO PLUG .IN COILS 

This receiver w ere of the most powerful 2 -tube sets ever built. and when we 
.,v "powerful." nn powerful! It employs the seine O.eillodyne circuit 

the receiver listed above. but differs front that se mainly in that a tapped 
uduc r coil covering the entire ehurt -wave range is employed rather than 

is et of short-wave plug -in coils. Furthermore, a powerful stage of audio 
frequency amplification has been added so that loudspeaker can b. 
used on practically all stations. 

Tha of a tapped inductance coil does away with then using for u ing 
plug -in curlt. to which many people object. It is only with a set of the 

Oscillodyne type that a tapped inductance can be used inanmch as 
the "losses" introduced do not seriously interfere with the operation of 
the set. In other receivers, these very a "lases" may spell the 
difference between r failure of operation. Under actual tart, 
we have picked up .Mond, half way 'round the world- 12,500 milee- 

n the loud-soaker. Station VK3ME, Melbourne, Australia, an 
wopted and repndnced on the loudspeaker 

without intern pti older ith etrelient fidelity. Station EAQ. Madrid, 
nations we. received regnlarlY. night after night. (-her u 

', but wlurt taw et will work m all parts of tire country. sunder 
R,r r \'i, w Iractically all conditions. 

Opt, Part- of rho Intl to( nut Sty, such s- I Par mno.rlund condensers, Tetley switches, Kura Krisch vernier dials,et ., hey. been n-ed. These parts are n minted on a sturdy cadmium -plated metal chassis which measurestr lung a 6 s wide x 6. high. 
No. 2197. 2 -Tithe Oscillmlyne 1.,ndspeaker Set. Completely wired and tested. Ship. ,.ntbs, $10.84 YOUR PRICE 
No. 2199. Complete accessories for this receiver, including 1 -type 56 tube, 1 -typo 47, I- special ial short -wave hum -free AC power pack. No. 2149; I -type 280 rectifier tole for the power peck; 1 -B. B. L. magnetic lo,dspcsker. Ship. 

I! 

YOUR PRICE... - $11.19 

FREE SHORT-WAVE BOOKS 
YOUR CHOICE 

of either one of books illustrated herewith -FREE OF CHARGE -with the purchase of any of the short -wave receivers listed in 
this advertisement. 

Book No. SO0 explains in a most thorough -going manner the 
ways and means of obtaining an amateur transmitting license. 
Furthermore, all government rules regulating amateur transmis- 
sions are reviewed. !look 830 is a comprehensive and thorough 
compilation of tire must prominent short -wave receiver circuits 
published during a period of two yearn. Build up your radio 
library with one of these bookx, 

Book N,.. 830 

RADIO TRADING COMPANY,100A Park Place, New York City 
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Sets Which Work At Your Command 

P`ß The 
h s 

f f Official Doer1e m 140 efts i 
2 And 3 Tube Receivers 

Operate On Either A. C. or Batteries -May 
Also Be Had For 2 -Volt Operation 

,. ,wI g,ne,hut 
never have there been produced short- wavereceiv- 

Mch hav takn the etire eonntry by storm 
receiv- 

ers 
the f:un car Des.: b. R:.,.e.i.aces 

And Now These Doerle Sets Have 
Been Completely Electrified 

Mr. Ihrorle described his fit st receiver, the 
w famous 2 TUBE 12,500 MII.E RE- ....w famous 

in the Dec. -Ian. issue of Shot Bass 
and his 3 TUBE SIGNAL GRIPPER 

m the Nov. 1932 issue. 
If you are reader of this magazine, You 

hove ondoubtelly been surprised at the great 
Cnumber of fan letters publixb.d in Short Bare 

raft. praising these reseiveretotheakie, -sod 
3-tube Doerle Signal Gripper -.lj/ for good reasons! We have mold may hun- 

dreds of those nets, and they are still going 
does Hot have Tube Shields. - ,f strong. 

They are low- priced. yet pull in short-wave 
e tstiovx from all over the world REGULARLY. in practically ANY 1,OCATION, nut only in this country. but anywhere! 

There two receivers EMPLOY THE 2- VOLT, LOW-CURRENT CONSUMPTION TUBES, and are, therefor.. most 
popular with people living in rural districta where electric serviso is scarce. 

For the thousands of fans however. who enjoy the benefits of elsetric service. we have developed the t and 8 Tube A.C. 
Doerle erle. These sets, employing the latest type triple-grid tubes. are naturally more selective and infinitely, more sari. 
tiva than the original Drrorle receivers. 

Furthermore. not only can they be used on alternation current, but with batteries as well. The 2 tube 12.500 
Kills Electrified Doerie Receiver employs a type 57 triple -grid detector tube. which is esistanereoupled to the type 58 
output tube. For operation on batteries the 57 im replaced with a 77 -tolse and the 56 with a 37. Thin bet actually works 

loudspeaker on all local and many distant stations. The 3 Tube Electrified lyoerle Signal Gripper employs a 58 triple 
grid tube as redio-frenueney amplifier, followed by a type 57 detector. and finally. a 58 output tube. For battery operation 
the Type 78. 77 and 37 tubas are used. This receiver. in its ,en,hivity nail DX ability. equals many expensive 5 and 0 
tube short-wave sets. 

Improved Circuit and Design 
Despite the remarkable performance of the Doerle receivers, our technical start felt that they could obtain trotter results 

by making slight modifications of the circuit. This is especially true of the 3 Tube Signal Gripper. both the new A.C. and 
2 -volt models. In the 2 -volt model, the first type 30 It. F. tube was replaced by a type 34, which is special- purpose acrean. 
grid R. F. amplifier. In the A. C. model. type 58 triple-grid, high -gain R. F. tube is employed. Furthermore. in this 
latter model th. Antenna trimmer condenser ha been alit i,,aunt through the u. se of inductive coupling. The detector 
plug -in roils are of the six -prong Use. each having three separate windings. This m that the R. F. Stage in inductively 

us coupled to the detector. Yet, despite these vario change., we ha.e not incr.s.ed the pries of these receiver., 
to you. 

By special arrangements with the publisher, of Short Wave Craft, we have been given the erdusire right to manu facture 
and self the Official l) erle Receivers, both the earlier 2 -volt and the latest A. C. models---so that now. all short-wave 
enthusiasts who have ever wished to own any of there fine sets can buy them without the slightest doubt in their mind 
but what they tHU per form 100 %. This means that all the usual "bugs" have been ironed out by us in such a way that 
in practically every location. anywhere. they will "do their stuff." 

Only Pirst.Clau Parts Are Used 
It may be possible to buy the parts or mpleted sets at a lower price -we adroit this at once -but without concern. 

For we have used only the belt parts available in the construction of our sets. We have dune away with all usual "losss" 
which are ncidental to the use of poor c 

o 

mponents. In these rec only the hest toning condensers. and that means 
llamnarlund -are used! These sets could i.e produced fora considerably less amount if we used cheaper condensers. W. 
refrained from doing so. however, because than we COU1.1) NOT GUARAN- 
TEE RESULTS! And this goer for everything .lae in these set+... . 

If you are skeptical of the results obtainable with these receivers. read Om 
letters from our many short-wave fans and friend. printed on the opposite page. .e(A -. HS3Ltt\ 

Only 
$1419 

Our Own Teats 
Every one of these Doerle rec. vers, without exception. in tested in our 

laboratory under actual operating coalitions. We refrain from giving you the 
astonishing list of stations which we ourselver have logged during the course 
of our testa: for we do not wish to tit our enthusiasm run away with us We 
would much rather have you and our many other short-wave friends talk about 
the results. Incidentally, we have Yet t:, r single complaint o any of 
there set.. although we have sold many hundreds of them. Each receirer is 
accompanied by .thematic diagram and wiring blurpint, ae well as a pamphlet 
of detailed instructions. 

FRONT VIEW Showing 
appearance of all Docile receivers 

FREE CATALOG 
IIf page Radio and Short Wave Trea- 
t..., 100 hook-ups, 1,000 Illustrations. 
Enclose 4c for postage. Treatise sent 
by return mall. 

Special Short -Wave Power Pack 
Designed Sepeelelly For The Doerle Receivers 

Everyone knows that an A. C. short -wave set is no better than 
the power part which supplies its power! A power supply for short- 
wave use must be constructed with extreme care. It roust i.e al,- 
entom y free from hum or other disturbance. caused by insufficient 
filtering, poor wiring, or faulty equipment. 

This unit has s two -section filter circuit. employing two-heavy 
duty 30 Henry choker and a tremendous t of capacity. This 

TURE I). C. with practically no ripple at ell. 
he power pack supplies 250 volts at 50 mails for the plater of 

the tuber, 221 vole, for the screens, and 21 volts at 5 ampere -. 
for the filaments. There various voltages are obtained from con- 
venient binding posts on the side of the pack. Furthermore, pro- 
visions are made for ergising the field of a dynamic speaker. 
Any speaker having s field resistance of from 1500 to 2500 ohms 
may be thus energised. All the component parts of this pack are 
built into sturdy. metal base which is black, crackle finished. 
The power transformer and one of the chokes are the only units 
which are unted on sop of the chemie. The pack employs a 
type 280 full-wave rectifier which ' inserted ' socket on top d 
the lase. A co ient ff n itch is mounted on the aide. The 
Park is sold complete with four feet of connecting cord, terminating 
in special Belden soft rubber plug. Measures Th. lone x 4' wide 
s 4H. high overall. Sold comptde with MO tube. Ship wt. lu P.... 

No. 2149 Short-Wave Power Pack. IncludIna 280 tube S6.24 
YOUR PRICE - 

Rear View-Both A.. C. and 2-VolteModel. 
look alike 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Ne. 2174. Electrified 2 Tube 12,500 Mile Doerle Receiver, 

completely wired and tested. lea tube.. Measures 9' long x N high a 8H' wide. Ship - 
YOUR PRICE 

wt. 5 lbs. $944 
No. 2175. Electrified 2 Tube 12,500 Mile Doerle ]Receiver 

in kit form. leas tubes, but including blueprintu 
and 

YOUR PRICE 
instruction.. Ship. wt. 51be. SS. 

No. 2176. Complete net of tules, for above; either one- 
57 and one-58 for A. C. operation. or e-77 
and 

YOUR PRICE 
one-37 for battery operation.sie79 

No. 2177. Electrified 3 Tube Doerle Signal Gripper, com- pletely wired and tested: leas tubes. Measure. 101' long a 7' high a 81' wide. Ship. wt. 
7 Ra. $14.19 YOUR PRICE 

No. 2178. Electrified 3 Tube Doerle Signal Gripper in ki 
form, including blueprints and tractions: 
lea, tubes. Ship. wt. 7 the. 513.74 YOUR PRICE 

No. 2179. Complete set of tubes: either one -58. one-57 
and one-56 for A. C. operation or one-78. 
one 77--and one-37 for battery operation. 

YOUR PRICE 

BATTERY SETS 
52.69 

No. 2140. TWO TUBE 12,500 MILE 2 -VOLT DOERLE 
SHORT WAVE RECEIVER, completely wired 

YOUR 
nd tested. Ship. wt. 5 lbs. $8.8 

No. 2141- TWO TUBE 12.500 MILE 2 -VOLT DOERI. 
SHORT WAVE RECEIVER KIT, with blueprint connections and instructions. Ship. 
wt. 5 lbs. 

YOUR PRICE $7.69 
No. 2142. COMPLETE ACCESSORIES. including 2 No. 

230 tubes: e set of Brands. Headphones: 2 
No. 5 dry cells: 2 standard 45 -volt "B" batteries 

YOUR PRICE 
complete, ship. wt. 22 lb*. $5.39 

No. 2143. THREE TUBE 2-VOLT DOERLE SET. corn- 

OUR PRICE 
ly wired, reedy to use 511.84 

No. 2144. THREE TUBE 2 -VOLT DOERLE SET IN 
KIT FORM, with blueprint connections and 

YOUR 
instructions. Ship. wt. 7 lbs. $10.49 

No. 2145. COMPLETE ACCESSORIES, including 2 
No. 230 tubes; and one type 34. one t of 
Brandes Headphones: n2 No. 0 dry c lls; 3 
standard 45-volt "It" batteries; 1 B. B. L. 9 
inch Mxan atic loudspeaker. Shipping weight 
32 lb. 

YOUR PRICE $10.99 

EXTRA SPECIAL 
Baird Universal Short Wave and 

Television Receiver 
Seven Tubes -15 to 500 Meters 

Only 20 at This Price 
s 

ai Í 1 
- sit nWeb 

shortelime back 
sold for $80. It is 
a receiver which is 
"Universal" In the 
strictest sense of 
the word. Not only 
w 1 11 it intercept SHORT WAVE 

and TELEVISION 
SIGNALS but REG- 

ULAR BROADCASTS AS 
WELL. In other words. it 

will receive practically everything which Is on 
the air below 5511 meters, 

performance. 
:ample In 

con :!ruction, marvelously pr-24 ;t In performance. The set 

employs 7 tubes, namely 3 -24 s: 2 -27'1; 1 -45 and 1 R.H. 
recliner. Provisions are made for connecting a television 
neon tube and for switching from loudspeaker to televisor. 
A complete coent of 12 plus -1n rolls is furnished with 
the set. These se coils cover a range of from 15 -200 meters. 
Three do al rolls to cover the broadcast range of from 

meters meters ran be furnished at an additional cost of 
$1.00 per coll. Provisions are also made for earphone recep- 
tion as well as fora phonograph pick -connection. Only 
high grade parts such as Hammarid condenssers, etc., are 
used. The chassis is completely wired and assembled ready 
to use and is CONTAINED IN A HANDSOME MAHOG- 
ANY CABINET. The supple or these sets is v r. 

take only twenty In all. Alt fast if you desire is take 
ilea of this offer. Shipping weight. t5 lbs. 

LIST PRICE 100.00 
Na. 35 Universal 
Wave & Television Retch, $ 2250 YUR PRICE ON LY 

the same 

RADIO TRADING COMPANY, 100A Park Place, NewYork City 
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A REAL S.W. GLOBE 
Jr 

li 

1.11ass'.s- Sizvvl Globe for Suor/ -II "ari /pans 
Here, at last, is the most marvelous globe bargain of the world. It's a big fellow. as you 

can see in comparison with the standard telephone set. The globe measures 12 inches in 
diameter, and the total height, with pedestal, is 16 inches. The globe is printed in some 
fourteen different colors, and is waterproof. so that it can be washed without trouble. The 
"Meridian" in which the globe moves is made of highly polished and nickel -plated metal, 
while the base is a beautiful dull black. A simple lock "A." makes it possible for you to 
change the angle of inclination. for easier inspection and measurement. Only the best of 
material is used in the making of this globe, and this is the first time that a large globe of 
this kind has been sold at such an extremely low price. 

Only with a world globe of this kind is it poss Ode to get a true picture of the relation of countries to each 
other. air -line distances. etc. For Inatonre, which is nearer to New York- Moscow, Russia, or Rio De Janeiro, 
Brazil t Capetown, South Africa. or Tokio, Japan Honolulu. Hawaii, or Lima. Peru t You will he amazed when 
you actually come to measure the distances. This Is best done by stretching a string over the globe. In such 
way that it pa ases directly over the two eitles or two point a in (WS) loll. Not only is a flat map deceptive but. 
when It comes to distance. It is all wrong. The er,,e meneuremcnle con be made only on o globe. This globe fa 
big enough to give your den or room a professional appearance: and those who own them would not part with theirs. 

The low price we are quoting Is for introductory purposes; It must be increased in a short time. 

The World Short -Ware Globe. as illus- 
trated. 12 -Inch diameter. 16 Inches high. 
Authentic. up -to -date (published late 
1932) over 7.500 names and places - 
there have been 1362 ontelal changes in 
the past ten years. Spelling conforms to 
rulings of U. S. Department of Commerce, 
and Royal Geographic Society. London, 

HOW TYOy ORDER 
Rend money 

(Femme 
order. 

cheek res- 
ister /o Ends* .blfi. 
uher ,i1i ..,,r". 

England. Names u they are spelled by 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT 

their local broadcasters. Washable lac- 
quer finish; movable- merldlan style of 
mounting. Smart modern bue design in 
black, pot lshed nickel meridian. All globes 
are packed in a carton for safe shipment, 
and we guarantee delivery in perfect r 
dition to you. List price. 
$12.50. Your Special Price 63.75 

98 Park Place New York City 

SPECIAL 
To SHORT WAVE READERS 

For a limited time on ly, t nd as Ion g as they last, we will ..end you six hack num- 
bers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT assorted, your choice, for 85 c. 

The usual price for six copies would be $1.50 and most publishers charge a higher 
price for back numbers over one year old. 

We can supply all copies except the following: June -July, Aug.- Sept., 1930; 
Dec. -Jan., Feb. -Mar., April, May. June, July, Oct., 1932. 

If you do not specify copies 
7 

Short Wave Craft, 
96 Park Plata. 
New Yark, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: 1 enclose herewith 85e for 
whleh you are to send me sir back number 
copies of SHORT WAVE CRAFT as fol- 
lows: 

Name 
Address._ 
City State.. 

Fitl'1033 

we will use our own judgment in sending assorted 
numbers to fill your order. Note we cannot ex- 
change the copies for ones that have been sent to 
you. 

Practically every copy of SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
contains important information that you should 
have. Here is a chance to get those copies. 

As we have only a small supply of back numbers 
on hand. this offer will be withdrawn as soon as 
they have been sold. 

We accept U. S. stamps, U. S. coin or money 
order. Rush your order today. 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT, 96 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

The Evolution of Ultra 
Short Waves 

(Continued front page 365) 
question. This time period is in its turn 
dependent upon the distance between those 
electrodes, and inversely proportional to 
the voltage between them. Since (under 
the same operating conditions) the dis- 
tance between the grid and plate is less 
than that between the cathode and plate, 
the former method of oscillation gives rise 
to the shorter waves. 

The R.F. potentials set up in the external 
circuit by the oscillating electron clouds 
may influence, via the changes of poten- 
tial upon the electrodes, the time of swing. 
The result of this appears to be that in 
some circumstances the constants of the ex- 
ternal circuit can affect the period of 
swing and therefore the wavelength, whilst 
in other circumstances this is determined 
solely by the geometry of the tube and the 
operating potentials, the constants of the 
external circuit merely affecting the out - 
put, by resonance with the electron oscil- 
lations. In the former case the type of 
oscillation is referred to as the "Gill -Mor- 
rell,' and in the latter case as the "Bark - 
hausen- Kurz," from the names of the two 
investigators who in each case first demon- 
strated that particular type of oscillation. 
It is not easy to predict which type of os- 
cillation will be produced in any particular 
case, but it may be said that in general a 
perfectly symmetrically constructed tube 
and low operating potentials will predis- 
pose to Barkhausen -Kurz oscillations, whilst 
a slightly unsymmetrical tube with high 
operating potentials will predispose to os- 
cillations of the Gill- Morrell type. Oscil- 
lations of both types may co -exist simul- 
taneously. 

Referring to the practical side of the 
question, there is one rather serious draw - 
back to the electron -oscillation method, i.e., 
it is very hard on the tube, as anyone 
migtt surmise who has had any expe- 
rience of valves using high positive grid 
potentials. Consequently, only tubes of 
the "bright emitter" type will stand up 
to the work for any length of time. For 
experimental purposes it is best to choose 
a small bright- emitter transmitting tube 
of robust and symmetrical construction. 
Voltages of from +200 to 300 volts may 
be applied to the grid, and from 0 to minus 
100 to the plate. A sudden change in the 
reading on the plate- current meter (M, 
Fig. 8) will indicate that oscillation has 
commenced, when the bridge can be moved 
along the wires until maximum output 
is obtained, usually indicated by maximum 
reading on M. (In some cases of B -K 
oscillations there may be no indication at 
all on the meter M, whether the circuit is 
producing maximum available output or not. 
In these cases the indication is that the 
electron clouds are not actually reaching 
the plate, but are oscillating backwards 
and forwards about the grid.) 

The Lecher wires (W, W, Fig. 8) may 
conveniently be anything from 50 to 100 
cm. in length and about 5 cm. apart. (2.54 
cm. = 1 inch.) The stopping condenser 
C may be of any value between 0.0001 and 
0.001 mf. Oscillations of the B -K type do 
not necessarily produce oscillatory current 
in the plate circuit, so the plate circuit 
wire may be omitted, and the bridge wire 
substituted by a copper disc of 20 -30 cm. 
diameter arranged to slide along it, as 
shown at D in Fig. 10. This form of the 
circuit is generally found to be very suc- 
cessful, and was originally devised by 
Pierret. 

Still another form is shown in Fig. 11, in 
which the wire takes the form of a little 
vertical (approximately quarter -wave) 
"aerial" attached to the grid terminal. 
Oscillations having been obtained by ad- 
justments of the tube electrode voltages, 
the wire is adjusted in length until maxi- 
mum output is obtained. 

With suitable tube obtainable in this 
country the wavelengths obtained will gen- 
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erally be somewhere between 40 -80 cm. 
The filament current will be found some- 
what critical for maximum output, and the 
tube will generally have to be run some- 
what over its rated filament voltage. Ad- 
justment of the filament current changes 
the wavelength slightly, and may be used 
as a "tuning" control when the circuit is 
used for reception purposes. 

From the fact that the principle of elec- 
tron- oscillators involves the employment of 
both an accelerating and a retarding field 
in what is really a diode with grid anode 
(since the plate only provides the retarding 
field), the use of a magnetic retarding field 
has been suggested and successfully tried 
(Fig. 12). This arrangement was first 
successfully developed by Okabe, and 
dubbed by him the "Magnetron." In its 
essentials it consist of a diode, with a cylin- 
drical anode, a D.C. field winding being 
arranged on the outside of the bulb so 
that a magnetic field is produced with its 
;:xis parallel with the axis of the anode and 
cathode. The effect of the field is to de- 
flect the course of the electrons leaving the 
cathode, so that, instead of proceeding 
straight to the anode, they describe a spiral 
with the cathode as centre (Fig. 13). At 
a certain critical value of the field they 
just fail to reach the anode, and the action 
is practically the same as that discussed 
in connection with B -K and C -M oscilla- 

for OCTOBER, 1933 

tions in the triode. As the value of the 
field is increased, the anode current de- 
creases, so that the anode voltage can be 
"pushed" higher. As the strength of the 
field and the value of the anode voltage is 
increased, the generated wavelength be- 
comes shorter. Okabe has succeeded by 
this means in producing 5 -cm. (2 inch) 
waves. An arrangement used some time 
ago by the writer is shown in Fig. 14. The 
tube is an old bright- emitter diode rectifier 
with a short aerial wire, w, and a pair of 
Helmholtz coils, f, f, providing the retard- 
ing field. The usual filament and anode 
chokes are, of course, employed. The ob- 
ject of using Helmholtz coils is that the 
field produced at their mutual geometrical 
centre (the electrode system of the tube) 
is very uniform; also they are easy to 
construct and to assemble on the tube. The 
distance apart of the coils in the axial 
plane is equal to the radius of the coil 
(mean values). 

The waves produced by the magnetron 
arrangement are of the B -K type -that is, 
they are not affected except as regards in- 
tensity by the constants of the external 
circuit. With the arrangement just de- 
scribed, wavelengths of 30 -60 cm. are ob- 
tainable, with anode voltages up to 300. - 
C. C. Whitehead in "'Fireless World," Eng- 
land. 

Portable 5 and 10 Meter Transmitter- 
Receiver 

(Continued from page 336) 

The antenna coil is supported by two, 
one -inch isolantite insulators, located on 
the back of the box, the ends of the coils 
passing through the base of the insulators. 

The interruption coil (L3) (L4) is 
located to the right of the selector switch 
when looking at the bottom of the chassis. 
The size of grid leak used on the inter- 
ruption coil is fairly critical and success- 
ful super -regeneration depends on this re- 
sistance and the choke r.f.c. No. 2. The 
by -pass condenser shunted across the 
phones is essential before oscillation will 
occur and should not be left out. 

If the receiver does not oscillate over 
the entire dial the fault probably lies in 
the r.f. choke No. 1. By removing a few 
turns from the choke and observing the 
change in the dead -spot it can be deter- 
mined whether more or less turns are 
needed on the choke. 

Operation 
As stated previously the main factor in 

the ultra -short wave transmission is the 
location of the station. Often the signal 
that cannot be heard, or may be poorly 
heard at twenty foot elevation will be 
heard R7 -R8 at 30 oe 40 foot elevation. 
Due to the small physical size of a half - 
wave 5 meter antenna, it is very easy to 
erect a 30 or 40 foot mast, suitably guyed, 
and thus produce a satisfactory trans- 
mitting and receiving antenna at a rea- 
sonable cost. For the home station where 
the transmitter is probably located in the 
basement, the arrangement shown in A 
(Fig. 2) is probably the best. All feeder 
and transmission lines should be sup- 
ported away from objects such as metal 
guttering, trees, and buildings. Right 
angle bends in the antenna should be 
avoided. The antenna itself should be 
constructed of new No. 12 or 14 enameled 
wire. 

Antenna Systems 
A number of practical antenna systems 

are shown in Fig. 2. However there are 
any number of other systems that work 
quite as well, although some are more 
difficult to tune. Any antenna that can 
be used in any of the amateur bands can 
by proper tuning be used in the 5 or 10 
meter bands. For portable operation sys- 
tem (B) (C) are suggested. The parabolic 
reflector shown in (G) is highly recom- 
mended when conditions permit its use. 

Ten meter antennas are shown in Fig. 
2 and are very similar to those used on 
5. The same attention must be given in- 
sulation and clearance of all wires. If 

transmission is desired to a fixed point, 
the signal may be increased considerably 
by the addition of a few reflector wires 
as shown in Fig. 2, producing a sharp 
beam in the direction the system is 
pointed. 

To determine the length in feet of a 
half -wave antenna multiply the wave 
length desired by 1.56 except if operation 
is desired on five and one -half meters the 
length in this case would be (5.5) X (1.56) 
= (8.58 feet). 

System A is suitable for fixed location. 
Systems (B) (C) are more desirable when 
the transmitter can be located at the 
antenna as in portable use. 

System (E) is used where an existing 
transmitter antenna is already in place. 
It may be operated very successfully in 
the 5 or 10 meter bands by simply oper- 
ating it on the proper harmonic. A para- 
bolic reflector (6) for use where trans- 
mission is wanted in a certain direction. 
It is understood that systems A -B -C -E 
may be either horizontal or vertical also 
that any antenna that has an harmonic 
following in the five meter band may be 
used. Its length may be 8'- 16'- 32' -64' -138'. 
The type of feeder. of course, depends t t 

the individual location. The transmissi, 
line shown in Fig. A -E are the simpl, 
types of feeders. 

List of Parts for Portable 
2 .01 mf. by -pass condensers 
2 .0001 mf. mica condensers 
1 .00025 mf. mica condenser 
1 5000 ohm resistor, Lynch. (International) 
1 1300 ohm resistor. Lynch (International) 
1 .1 megohm resistor, Lynch (International) 
1 10 megohm resistor, Lynch, (International) 
2 6 -prong sockets, National or Hammarlund 
1 Audio transformer, National 
1 Single- button microphone transformer 
1 100 k.c. interruption coil, (see coil table 

Fig. 8) 
1 20 mmf. Hammarlund midget cond. 
1 National type "A" vernier dial 
2 speaker terminal strips, Eby 
I S.P.S.T. switch 
1 2 -point 4 gang switch 
1 6 -prong socket, Eby 
1 6 -prong plug. Eby 
I aluminum box -5x9x6 inches 
1 steel chassis 43/4 x8x2 inches 
1 dial or condenser extension 
2 1" insulators, National 
2 ultra short -wave coil forms, Hammarlund 

6 -45 volt batteries 
2 8 volt batteries 
1 type 80 or 37 tube, Gold Seal (Arco, Van 

Dyke) 
I type 38 or 88 tube, Gold Seal (Arco, Van 

Dyke) 
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AMERICA'S 

OUTSTANDING / 
MICROPHONE VALUE 

Lifetime Model No. 88 
- Iz the most remark- 

able value in a mi- 
crophone ever of- 
fered! It 1s rug- 
gedly constructed- 
precisely machined 
-beautifully chrome 
plated -35 ' diam- 
eter-2' thick over- 
all -and weighs I55 
pounds. It has 
durlaumin dia- 
phragm .002' thick 
-gold spas -spe- 
cial stretch ring 
arrangement - gold 
contact buttons of 

>' f 200 ohms each -ls 
s lentiOcally dampened and 

possesses a practically fiat curve 
re;pon+e over the entire voire and musical range. Un- 
conditionally GI'AR.t NTEED to more than please you! 

Our Special Introductory Offer 
A $40.00 Value Double But- $995 ton Microphone outfit for only 

sea flaid on ,i a) re. iaanre -o. C.O.D. ph..Aa,we. 
You 

get 

1 Model 88 Mike $35.00 value, sold aeparatelyR 
95 at 

1 Model 88 Stand, $4.50 value. sold separately 
at $1.95 

1 Matching Transformer. $2.75 value. sold sep- 
arately at $1.45 

1 8 -foot 3- Conductor Mike Cable $ .45 
Write for descriptive literature of our Electro-Dy- 
nam le Speaker Units- Aluminum Trumpets, etc., 
offered at lowest prices In America. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Model No. 6 Double But- 

ton Microphone -OutM 
for amateurs - public 
addresses. etc. A $15 
Mike Outfit, only $4.95 

You gel - 
1 Model 6 Mike 

510.011 value, sold 
separately $2.50 

1 Model 0 Stand 
$3.50 value, sold 
separately $1.75 
(Wide individual call 

letters) 
1 Shielded T r a n s- 

former. $2.75 value, 
sold separately 51.45 

18 -foot 3- Conductor 
Cable. S .45 

a1.T.p,. fi N.h.a 
^re.' balm 

hm 41000- 
o. i, 

thick-neigh. 
äo r-11a. 

lAtrd 
diaphragm 

A o Ito. 
con- 

struction-4014 
4.461 Bald -5r.a ben. n0 

toióó oioa,. 415. 40 
.,:am o.l., within 4 un. 

Q 

The LIFETIME CORP . To01eto. Ohllo 

Buy Now Before Prices 
Start Booming! 

MARCO ILLUMINATED ItAI'K OF PANEL 
DIAL WITH ESCUTCHEON PLATE $ .79 

ARSI'l) MIDGET POWER TRANSFORS,F.It 
1_nmounted O 

vi 

2 amps, 244 volts 5 antes 
375 each side center 1.95 
S, ,t of 4 Na-ald plug -in mils, 15 to 200 

1.1O 
.. IEs DAVE'S RE- DESIGNED and 101- 

,50] Loftin -White amplifier, which uses 
221. one 245 and one 280. lias an out - 

:I of about 4 00114. Uses International Re- 
-fora. Sprague Condensers. fully wired and 
- nrbled. UNCONDITIONAL GUARAN- 
i.E, less tubes ansi speaker 6.95 
;ál1 transformer to be used on the above 

95 
horde 8' dynamic speaker, 25.000 011m 

:d, specially designed for above amplifier_ 3.95 
used Weston mllliammetera 0-50, 100, 150 

250. 300. 500, each 3.75 
o 2 -tube receiver. uses 2 '30 type tubes, 

tubes 7.95 
Senior Transmitter. push pull 45's, vim- 

.. le with tubes and paver pack 16.25 
Super Wasp AC, with tubes and pater 

..0 k. including four sets of rolls ._ 25.00 
a,'a 211 slightly used 8.00 
DeForest 860's, slightly used.._ - .._...._._.._....... 16.50 
New Duovar 211's 10.00 
IIAMM.tRLT'ND MIDGET CONDENSERS 

.0001 mfd .60 
00005 mf,l. .... - ........._..- .._ - -. .55 
0000'11 miel. _.........._ ...._..__..__....._...._...._.. .50 

.000015 mfd - .50 
Double 30 henry choke 100 mill 1.30 
Thordarson 30 henry 125 mill choke L25 

I v So '27 tubes. 39e; 235's. 39e; 231's, 50c; 232's, 
These are all first quality tubes and guaranteed. 

Woon.l 

t11Aa1a19MAt ta ON at b ISMS at 

UNCLE DAVE'S 
c' RA090 SMACK A"' 'iisv WAY -Aa.MAwV.M.H.rY.=.A. 
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We herewith present the six most important books in radio. 
These volumes have been selected after an exhaustive study 
of the foremost radio books published today. They represent 
the finest in radio books, and offer a variety of information 
on the subject. 

THESE BOOKS ARE ALSO OUR 6 BEST SELLERS. 

WE PUBLISH NO CATALOG, and ask you to please order 
from this page. Prompt shipments of all books will be made 
to you directly from the publishers. We act only as a clearing 
house for a number of radio publishers, and OUR PRICES 
ARE AS LOW OR LOWER THAN WILL BE FOUND ANY- 
WHERE. Remit by money order or certified check. Register 
all letters which contain cash. 
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Here are 13 ww. up -I. -date cry conceivable radio sub- from 64 to 72 pages: 50 to 120 illustrations. All Looks are writ - 
ject, just published. Modern in every sense. All books uniform ten by well -known radio authors. Order all your books by number. 
No. 

No. 

I RADIO SET ANALYZERS, by L. Van Der 
Mel 

2 MODERN RADIO VACUUM TUBES, by 
Robert Ilertnberg 

BOOK, by No. 3 THE SUPERHETERODYNE 
Clyde 1. Fitrh 

No. 4 MODERN RADIO HOOK -UPS, by R. D. 
1Vashburile 

N1,. 5 HOW TO BECOME A RADIO SERVICE 
MAN. by Louis Martin 

No. 0 BRINGING ELECTRIC (RADIO) SETS 
UP -TO -DATE. by Clifford E. Denton 

No. 7 RADIO KINKS AND WRINKLES (for ex- 
perimenters). by C. W. Palmer 

No. S RADIO QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. by 
It. D. waebburne 

No. 0 AUTOMOBILE RADIO AND SERVICING. 
by Louis Martin 

No. 10 HOME RECORDING AND ALL ABOUT 
IT. by (borer, .1, Saliba. 

No. II HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE SHORT- 
WAVE RECEIVERS. by the Editore of 
5)1011T WAVE l'RAPT 

No. 12 HOW TO BECOME AN AMATEUR RADIO 
OPERATOR. by M. F. Eddy 

No. 13 POINT -TO -POINT RESISTANCE MEAS- 
UREMENTS. by Clifford E. Denton. 

EACH 110Ó1C 
ID S .45 

PRICE PREPAID FOR SSe2O ALL 13 ROOKS 

HOW TO ORDER 
r annul ship ( n. Our nine, er ne ehn. n. ,he 

U. Ñ. on. Tc h 
are nut tine listed .111 be ahi peed by express collect d ..amrul 

:a. 
u 

p 
included by you. 

R A D I O 
PUBLICATIONS 

24S-S Greenwich St., New York City 

ORDER DIRECT 
FROM THIS PAGE 
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The "RT" Beginner's 
Transmitter 

(Continued front page 343) 
The power supply to operate the above 

transmitter delivers 400 volts at 150 mills 
(m.a.) for the plates of the tubes and 2.5 
volts for the filaments. A type 83 mercury 
vapor rectifier is used because of its low 
voltage drop, which provides very good 
regulation. A filter consisting of a 30 
henry iron core choke with a 2 mf. con- 
denser on either side, produces very good 
"DC" signal from the transmitter. 

Putting the Transmitter on the Air 
Getting the transmitter on the air is no 

difficult task if a few pains are taken in 
adjustment. After all wiring has been 
checked carefully to make sure that no 

wrong connections have been made, con 
nett the power supply to the oscillator 
unit, inserting a 0 -100 milliammeter in the 
positive plate voltage lead. It is best to 
put a resistor in series with this lead also 
in order to start adjustments with a re- 
duced plate voltage because if the plate 
circuit is not in resonance with the grid 
circuit the plate current will be very high 
and probably damage the tubes or meter. 
Do all tuning without the antenna con- 
nected. Insert all tubes allowing them to 
heat up sufficiently using the 80 meter coils 
as a starter, close the key and be prepared 
to tune the plate condenser immediately for 
lowest plate current as indicated by the 
meter. When this point has been reached 
the resistor can be removed from the plate 
circuit, allowing full plate voltage to be 
applied to the tubes. The plate current 
should now be in the order of about 50 
milliamperes with no antenna load. All 
that remains is to check the frequency in 
the monitor, attach the antenna and we 
are "on the air." 

The antenna suggested for use with this 
transmitter is the single wire feed Hertz, 
which was described in September's SHORT- 
WAVE CRAFT on page 311. 

COIL DATA 
Plate Coils 

Band Turns 
160 25 

80 12 
40 6 
20 4 

The 80, 40, and 20 meter 
per tubing. 

Grid Coils 
Band Turns Size Wire 
160 150 36 D.S.C. 

80 78 36 D.S.C. 
40 42 26 D.S.C. 
20 16 26 D.S.C. 

All grid coils wound on one -inch diameter 
bakelite tube. with no spacing between turns. 

List of Parts for "Oscillator" 
1 Set of coils -see coil table 
4 Bakelite tubes 1 inch Dia. 3 inches long 
12 Banana type coil plugs 
3 sockets for coil plugs 
1 60,000 ohm resistor, 5 watts or over (grid - 

leak) Radio Trailing Co. 
2 4 prong isolantite sockets 
1 .0005 mf. variable condenser, (receiving 

type.) 
3 double binding post strip. (laminated) Radio 

Trading Co. 
3 midget stand -off insulators 
1 baseboard, 7x15 inches 
2 type 45 tubes 

for OCTOBER, 1933 

Diameter 
see text 
2% in. 
2% in. 
2% in. 

coils -% in. Cop- 

List of Parts for "Power Supply" 
1 power transformer -2.5, 5, 400 -0 -400 Radio 

Trading Co. 
1 filter choke -30 henries, 150 milliamperes, 

Radio Trading Co. 
2 filter condensera -2 mf. 1000 volt rating, 

Radio Trading Co. 
1 4 prong socket 
2 double binding post strips, (laminated) Ra- 

dio Trading Co. 
1 baseboard, 7x16 inches 

The "Rex" Portable 
Superhet 

(Continued from page 334) 

The receiver is mounted in the deep com- 
partment and is recessed down one inch so 
that the case will close easily. The drop- 
ping of the panel is necessary due to the 
height of the small knobs and the tuning 
dial. 

The coils are plugged in from the front 
of the panel, with the oscillator coil mount- 
ing on the left -hand side, facing the set 
and the detector coil on the right -hand 
side. 

A special filament switch is mounted on 
the panel lower center and this switch is 
furnished with extra contacts so that the 
drain on the "C" battery, in the form of 
the 50,000 ohm volume control, is removed 
when the receiver is not in operation. 

Filamentary control is obtained by means 
of the 6 ohm rheostat mounted above the 
oscillator plug -in coil opening. This con- 
trol takes care of all tubes and is one of 
the most important units in the receiver, 
as the life of the tubes is greatly dependent 
on the proper filament voltage being ap- 
plied. 

The control to the right of the panel and 
located over the detector tube coil opening 
is the manual volume control. This control 
regulates the bias voltage applied to the 
control grid of the 34 type tube used in the 
intermediate frequency stage. 

Two tank tuning condensers are mounted 
on either side of the main tuning dial and 
the constructor should mark off the proper 
settings, dependent on the band -spread re- 
quirements of the operator. The knob to 
the left controls the oscillator tank con- 
denser and the remaining knob controls the 
detector tank condenser. 

Circuit 
A study of the circuit diagram discloses 

that there are five tubes utilized in this 
set. 

The first tube is the first detector and it 
is mounted upside down in the set. The 
intermediate frequency tube is mounted di- 
rectly above the first detector tube in an 
upright position. 

Note that grid -leak and condenser recti- 
fication is used; this increases the sensitiv- 
ity of the input stage. Notice that the 
grid -leak is returned to the chassis; this 
will prevent the grid circuit from opening 
when the detector coil is removed from the 
coil socket. A little thing -but it lengthens 
tube life. 

One intermediate frequency stage is used 
and the intermediate frequency transform- 
ers are of the high gain type. The coils 
of the I.F. transformers are wound with 
litz wire (stranded) and are conventionally 
double- tuned; i. e., there are four tuned 
circuits in the intermediate frequency am- 
plifier. 

The second detector is of the semi -power 
type, using small values of grid condensers 
and leaks, resulting in a strong audio -fre- 
quency signal output and a higher order of 
sensitivity than that obtainable with a 
biased second detector. 

A high impedance load is used in the 
plate circuit and consists of an 800 henry 
iron core choke coil. A suitable condenser 
and resistor completes the coupling unit 
connecting the detector tube to the pen- 
tode power output tube. 

The oscillator is very conventional in de- 
sign and as in the case of the first detector, 
the grid -leak is returned to the chassis, 
thus preventing open circuits in the oscil- 
lator grid when the oscillator tuning coil 
is removed. 

(Continued on page 377) 
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Leeds 
Fall 

RCA 
employs 
amplifiers 
of uses. 
worth 
special 
Inverted 
4 mfd 
8 mfg 
Bruno 
kit $6.88 
The 
microphone 
Specials 
transformers, 
for 
Push 
push 
245 
voice 
Double 
transformers 
80 Henry 
Centrelab 
controls 
Amplion 
loudspeaker 
Super 
Headquarters 

mitting 

MAIL 
C. O. 

by 

Special 
Bargains 

2 -stage amrlifler and power supply 
1 -280, 1 -199, 1 -171. These 
can be put to a wide variety 

The power transformer alone is 
the price of the complete unit. 

$1.50 
electrolytic condensers, 

39c each 
49c each 

condenser microphone 

new ribbon or "velocity" 
kit $5.88 

in mounted uncased Kenyon 
midget audio transformers 

replacement use 65c each 
pull input transformers 75c each, 
pull output transformers 75c each 

or 260's to 500 ohm line or 15 ohm 
coil 75c 

button microphone 
86c 

75 M A filter choke 75c "Elf" midget volume 
in all popular sizes 49c each 
adjustable diaphragm 

units $25.00 list 
special only 95c 

for Short Wave Trans- 
and Receiving Apparatus. 

When in town, visit our store. 
ORDERS FILLED SAME DAY 

D. Orders Must Be Accompanied 
10% Deposit, Include Postage 

L.51 ofRADIO 
43 -A VESEY STREET 

NEW YORK 

MELDED SHORT WA 
BATTERY SET 

17 to 200 Meters 
A. described in .S.vhmb,.r s.au.; Short Wave Craft 

USING 1'30, 1-'32, 1'33 
1'34. LOW CURRENT 
DRAIN INEXPENSIVE 
TUBES. 
COM KIT of t parts with 2 seta 
of sous 16 cons) 

$8.95 
With Tubes 

$10.95 . 

Completely Wired A 
r 

$10.95 
With Tubes 

S12.95 
Tubes Guaranteed 3 Mcnths 

Foundation Kit, includes f Metal 
Case, I Chassis and I Shielded Com- 
partment 62.45 
A REAL THRILL IN STORE FOR SNORT WAVE RECEP- 
TION. Cet Police reports, Ship -to -Ship and Amateur 

Conversation. also Short Wave Broadcast Stations. 

LEOTONE RADIO COMPANY 
63 DEY STREET NEW YORK CITY 

"Ham" advertisements 
are always interesting 
and profitable to read. 

See Page 372 

Patents -Trade -Marks 
All cases submitted given personal attention 

by members of the firm. 
Form "Evidence of Conception" and instruc- 
tions "How to Establish Your Rights " -Frce 

LANCASTER, ALLWINE & ROMMEL 
Patent Law Offices 

434 Bowen Bldg. Washington, D. C. 
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"HAM" ADS 
Advertisements In this section are Inserted at 5e 

per word to strictly amateurs, or toe word (8 
words to the line) to manufacturers or dealers for 
each Insertion. Name, initial and address each 
count as a word. Cash should accompany "Ham" 
advertisements. Advertising for the November issue 
should reach us not later than September 9. 

KRUSE'S RADIOPHONE GUIDE sums up two 
years of successful trouble- shooting in ama- 
teur and commercial voice stations. Yours for 
35c. Robert S. Kruse, RFD No. 2, North 
Guilford, Connecticut. 
TRADE OR SELL RECEIVING AND TRANS - 
mitting parta. Have plug -in coils, etc. What 
have you? WIRTE, Irving Hall, Brockton. 
Mass. 
WANTED! COMET -PRO COMPLETE, LESS 
tubes: auto radio: phone transmitter. Frank 
Switalski, 2819 Victoria Ave., Cincinnati. Ohio. 

SWAP: BEST OFFER GETS COMPLETE 
R.T.I. Radio course and radio analyzer. Harry 
Stengel. 224 Findlay St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

QSL CARDS. NEAT. ATTRACTIVE. REASON - 
ably priced, samples free. MILLER, Printer, 
Ambler. Pa. 
DIZZY CARTOON FOR QSI. OR SHACK. 
Send $2 with your rough isles for large orig- 
inal pen drawing. WIAFQ, Harwich, Mass. 
MIDGET TRANSMITTERS $2.00 UP. GUAR - 
anteed fone transmitters $9.50 complete. Code 
transmitters using any receiving tube, $4.00 
complete. Range over 1500 miles. The Burks 
Radio Company, 1448 W. Decatur, Decatur, 
Illinois. 
MICROPHONES. AMPLIFIERS, SOUND 
heads, speakers. What do you need? Bargains. 
Wells -Smith Radio Corp., 24 N. Wells St.. Chi- 
cago. 
EARN $2.00 A DAY CONSTRUCTING RA- 
dios in your spare time. Send 15c for details. 
Mr. Lorentz, 458 N. Third St., San Jose. Calif. 
QSLS, 50 AND 75 CENTS, W61ID, 5462 Olive 
Ave., Long Beach. California. 
FOR SALE: PHONE TRANSMITTER COM- 
PLETE $25.00. Will trade for National 5 Re- 
ceiver. E. Gnakow, W9LSA, Genoa. Illinois. 
QSL'S 75c A HUNDRED. 2 COLORS. W9DGH, 
1816 Fifth Ave., N.. Minneapolis, Minn. 
ANGLE RADIATION! R9 SIGS WITH A 
special antenna! New book gives construc- 
tional details and valuable information. New 
3 -wire feeder system described! Book $1.00 
postpaid. W6BY. Arthur L. Munzig, Red- 
lands. Calif. 
TUBELESS CRYSTAL SET, SOMETHING 
new. Separates all stations, operates speaker, 
750 miles verified. Blueprint 6 others 26c 
coin. Modern Radiolabs, 151 -A Liberty, San 
Francisco. 
SELL, COOKE 60 LESSON ELECTRICAL 
course $5.00, 500 volt. 200 watt power sup- 
ply $6.50, P.P., MOPA Xmitter complete, test- 
ed, fine for new ham, best offer. Want 32- 
500 M. G., or 32 -110 A.C. converter. W9JAJ, 
Bellevue. Iowa. R4. 
FOR SALE OR TRADE: RCA RADIO 
Course. Automatic code learning machine 
with tape. Pilot Universal Wasp, 5 x 7 film 
or plate camera (Eastman). No. 1 -A Ansco 
Readyset Special folding camera. Trickle 
charger, etc. Want press, mimeograph, etc. 
Raymond E. Thayer. Gassaway, W. Va. 
203A'S $9.75: NEW FIRST QUALITY AND 
guaranteed. Amateur Service, Piennount, 
N. Y. 
FOR SALE: NEW 1933 PHILCO TRANSI- 
tone Automobile Radios, all electric, Model 6, 
complete, regular $39.95, our price $35.00. 
Philco Baby Grande Model. 80B, regular 
$18.75. our price only $15.00. Model 8111 
same as SOB. but gets police calls, amateurs. 
etc.. only $18.00, regular price $22.60. All 
brand new. Buy now or never at these low 
prices. Harry O. Longstreet, 112 Second Ave.. 
Avon, N. J. 
QSL'S, STATIONERY. CALLING CARDS, 
radiogram blanks. Free samples. W9DGS, Jr., 
Jamestown, N. Dak. 
SELL LATE '32 COMET PRO, TUBES, COILS 
and cabinet. Make cash offer. C. Arnold, Lotus 
Ave., Oradell, N. J. 
PLUG -IN COILS, 15 -210 METERS. SET OF 
four 50e. Noel, 809 Alder, Scranton, Pa. 
ANSWER FACTORY HAS SOLVED MANY 
transmitter and receiver problems. Describe 
yours and ask for quick quotation, on required 
advice or diagram. Robert S. Kruse, R. F. D. 
No. 2, North Guilford, Connecticut. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for OCTOBER, 1933 

Robert S. Kruse 
PERSONAL HISTORY: Robert S. 
Kruse, Guilford, Connecticut. Born - 

Halstead, Kansas, 1892 (August 4th.) 
School- University of Kansas. Degrees 
-Bachelor of Science 1917, E. E. 1929. 

Radio activity -professional. 
Western Electric Co., wartime radio 

work. 
Instructor in Radio (Signal Corps 

School) 1918. 
International Tel. & Tel., 1919 in con- 

nection with closing out of wartime radio 
contract materials. 

Radio Section, Bureau of Standards, As- 
sistant & Associate Engineer. Mainly on 
Radio Compass, aircraft landing signals 
and organization and conduct of fading 
tests run with American Radio Relay 
League. 

H ammond 
Radio Research. 
Field tests in 
New England 
and in Mexico 
on doubly -mod- 
ulated signals. Technical Editor QST. 

Since 1918, 
Consultant t o manufac- 
turers, stations 
and experi- 
menters. Also 
Technical Editor 
and Writer. 

Radio activ- ity- amateur. 
Station owner 

since 1908. 
Co- organizer of Central Radio Associa- 

tion -once had 1600 members. 
80 meter shortrange spark coil work 

1909. 
190 meter ditto, 10 miles, 1911. 
170 meter tube work with Mix and 

Reinartz 1920 -21. 
80 meters tube, 10 miles 1921. 
1920 Aided in planning and analyzing 

the Bureau of Standards -ARRL Fading 
Tests to gain transmission data. 

1923, working with Phelps arranged 
demonstration shortwave tests which were 
successfully run with cooperation of 9ZN, 
3XM, 3ALN, 3JJ, 3APV, 1QP 200 to 145 
meters. 

1923, first to work European station 
casually -ACD. 

1923 -1924 -1925 working with Boyd 
Phelps, F. H. Schnell, Clifford Himoe 
(9AOG), Clive Meredith (9AQO), Edward 
Glaser (2BRB), L. W. Hatry (5XV), Har- 
ris Hastings (3ALN), W. J. Lee (4XE), 
John Reinartz (1QP- 1XAM). Lawrence 
Mott (6XAD) and others to feel out short- 
wave possibilities and to create interest 
in such work. Many "firsts" were recorded 
by various participants. 

1924 Received first crystal- controlled 
message (at 1XAQ) from H. S. Shaw, 
IXAU, of General Radio Co. 

1924 With Meredith, Jones, Briggs, & 
Phelps made local and field tests to show 
soundness of Ballantine's theory as to 
working antennas unloaded -now uni- 
versal practice. 

1924 Member of Committee of ARRL 
which planned present band system of 
amateur wavelength assignments. 

Robert S. Kruse 

TRANSFORMERS. CHOKES REWOUND OR 
built to order. Low prices, quick service, guar- 
anteed. Write for free price list. Boston Trans- 
former Co., 886 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass. 
CODE MACHINES. TAPES AND COMPLETE 
instructions for beginners or advanced stu- 
dents, both codes. for sale or rent reasonable. 
Rental may apply on purchase price. Extra 
tapes for all machines. Instructograph, 912 
Lakeside Place, Chicago. 

Amateur Transmitters 
( co, Cog, pi!» . :;i 

The same type of antenna, as was shown 
last month, namely matched impedance, 
single -wire voltage -feed, is used on the 
amplifier. 

The cold point, however, is now the 
center of the coil, and the antenna is 
clipped towards the plate end from this 
point, until further advance spoils the 
note. 

The oscillator should be carefully placed 
so it will receive no vibrations from any- 
thing in the room. Many an otherwise 
perfect set has put out a miserable note, 
merely because the key was too near the 
oscillator and was shaking the tank coil! 
Mount the oscillator board on a rubber 
kneeling pad, or rubber sponges. 

Tuning Up 
1. Clip the excitation lead from the 

.00025 mf. grid condenser about half -way 
up from the "cold" end of the oscillator 
tank, i.e. about two turns for 20, 31/2 for 
40, and 7 for 80. This excitation adjust- 
ment should be increased until an in- 
crease does not bring greater output. 
Never over- excite, as this will ruin the 46 
tube. 

2. Have the 46 in its socket but re- 
move one of the leads from the Fahne- 
stock clips, to cut off the high voltage. 
Now place a neon tube on the grid end of 
the amplifier tank and turn it until R.F. 
is shown by a reddish glow in the bulb. 
Then turn the neutralizing condenser C4 
until the glow goes out. This point is 
usually found with the condenser almost 
fully opened. Check this by again tuning 
the amplifier tank and neutralizing any 
slight glow remaining. The monitor 
should be used as a final check of neutral- 
ization. With plate current off the P.A., 
(power amplifier) it should be possible to 
tune the P.A. tank condenser through res- 
onance without making any appreciable 
change in the note from the oscillator as 
heard in the monitor. 

3. Now connect the meter and apply 
voltage to the 46 tube. Tune the tank for 
minimum current. 

4. The antenna is used in the same 
fashion as on the T.N.T. rig. However, 
since a more stable unit is supplying 
power, try for the highest possible output. 

The transmitter is still keyed in the 
center tap of the oscillator, as the 46 
amplifier does not draw current without 
excitation. 

Will answer letters sent me in care of 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT, provided they con- 
tain stamped, self -addressed envelopes. 

Amplifier 
Parts List 

1 Eby socket 4 prong socket 
1 Eby socket 5 prong socket (46) 
3 Acratest mica condenser .002 mf. (Cl) 
1 Aeratest mica condenser .00025 (C2) 
1 Aeratest 10.000 ohm 5 watt resistor (RI) 
1 Acratest 50 ohm C.T. resistor (112) 
2 Acratest stand off Insulators 
1 Aeratest .00035 mf. tuning and. (C3) 
2 Hammnrlund R.F. chokes type CH5OO (RFC) 
1 Ilnmmnrlund .00005 mt midget cued. (neutra- 

lizer) type 5I(' -50 -S (C4) 
2 I"ahnestoek clips 
1 Wooden baseboard 7" z N^ 

Power Supply Parts List 
1 Acratest power transformer. giving 500 volts 

either side of center tap ITI) 
1 Acratest filament transformer (2.5 volts) (T2) 
2 Aeratest electrolytic filter condensers 4 Inf. 1000 

volts (el, C2) 
1 Aeratest choke 150 M.A. 200 ohms D.C. (CII1 
1 Aeratest voltage divider 10,000 ohms 50 watt 

(1t1) 
2 Eby 4 -prong socket 
1 Wooden base -boanl 111/4^ z 9^ 

1924 -25 With Phelps worked eastern end 
of first shortwave transcontinental cir- 
cuit- 1XAQ- 10A -IHX to 9AOG to 6XAD. 

1924 On basis of shortwave tests Rein - 
artz -Kruse predicted possibility of 20 
meter daylight DX. 

1925 -28 With Boyd Phelps established 
most of the present 5 meter records - 
all the e. w. ones. 

Writer of several hundred radio articles; 
editor of several radio books. 
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The Propagation of 3 to 8 Meter Waves 
(Continued front page 331) 

strengths between twenty microvolts and 
ten millivolts per meter, on frequencies 
between forty and eighty megacycles. To 
measure field strengths higher than ten 
millivolts a low sensitivity loop receiver, 
shown in Fig. 5, was constructed. It was 
a simple push -pull rectifier and covered 
the range from 10 to 400 millivolts. Both 
receivers were portable and were fre- 
quently carried from the automobile to 
the insides of buildings and residences. 

The equipment used in the dirigible was 
the loop set described above for low sen- 
sitivity usage, except that the loop an- 
tenna was replaced by a half -wave wire 
fastened to a bamboo pole. As shown in 
Fig. 4, this pole was held by the observer 
sitting near an open door of the cabin 
and it could be held in any position de- 
sired. During flight maximum field 
strength indication was generally obtained 
by holding the antenna in a vertical posi- 
tion. 

In the autogiro the field strength meter 
and altimeter were mounted together in 
front of a 16 millimeter camera, which 
was focused on the meters. Thus simul- 
taneous recordings of altitude and field 
strength were readily made photographic- 
ally. 

Observations Made at 280 Miles 
The phenomena particularly observed 

were attenuation, interference patterns, 
interference noises, service range, inter- 
ference range, signal fluctuations, and 
local receiving conditions. Measurements 
were made by Messrs. Gihring and Tut ner 
along radials from the Empire State build- 
ing in all directions except where water 
intervened. Two of the radials extended 
to 100 miles and another to 130 miles. 
In all cases interference patterns were 
found to be very common, and the field 
strength at any point was therefore con- 
sidered as the average of five minimum 
and five maximum readings as the car was 
driven through five successive minima and 
maxima. Several observations were made 
at a distance of 280 miles. 

Readings were taken inside of suburban 
homes, city office buildings, and apartment 
houses. Fluctuations found on the first 
floors of city buildings were studied by 
attaching a recording microammeter to 
the measuring set so that continuous rec- 
ords of the fluctuations would be avail- 
able. Television receivers were located in 
about 25 residences or apartments, both 
in the city and in suburbs, to ascertain 
the signal strengths required for tele- 
vision reception and to observe the effects 
of different types of interference. 

The autogiro tests were made about 
sixty miles southwest of New York and 
were for the purpose of determining va- 
riation of field 'strength with altitude. It 
was useful for this particular purpose be- 
cause with its motor shut off it could de- 
scend almost vertically. Descent of the 
ship was fairly regular with no appreci- 
able swaying of the antenna. To elimi- 
nate ignition interference the motor was 
turned off during each descent, a dead - 
stick landing being made. 

Fig. 6 shows the average signal strength 
of the forty -four megacycles Empire State 
signal to 130 miles. This curve repre- 
sents the averages of measurements in sev- 
eral directions. The locations of the points 
of measurement at distances less than 
about thirty miles were chosen at ran- 
dom and correspond to average outdoor 
conditions. The points beyond thirty 
miles however were selected with an eye 
to elevation, since the maximum receiving 
distance was being considered, and there- 
fore the field strengths for these points 
are somewhat optimistic. The field 
strength within several miles of the trans- 
mitters is more variable than at greater 
distances. The diversity of the near -by 
measurements indicates that multi -story 
steel- reinforced buildings have more in- 
fluence on the field strength in the street 
than do the two- or three -story brick and 

frame houses further away. On each of 
the three routes that extended 100 miles 
or more, the forty -four megacycles signal 
was heard to the end of the route, where- 
as the sixty -one megacycles signal was 
lost between seventy and ninety miles. 

Fig. 7 shows the variation of signal 
strength with distance for the first sev- 
eral blocks from the Empire State build- 
ing. The maximum signal strength ex- 
ists approximately three blocks from the 
Empire State building. The low field in- 
tensity existing immediately adjacent to 
the building is probably caused by the 
small amount of energy radiated down- 
ward by a vertical half -wave antenna. 

Effect Within Buildings. 
Observations made within buildings in- 

dicate considerable attenuation as the sig- 
nal enters the building. Inside field 
strengths were from % to 1/200 of the 
field strengths immediately outside. At 
the center of a number of large business 
buildings there was practically no signal. 
In such cases, at the side of the building 
toward the transmitter the signal in- 
creased, and similarly at the side of the 
building away from the transmitter the 
signal increased. The presence of a good 
signal on the side of a large building 
away from the transmitter when no signal 
could be heard in the center of the build- 
ing indicated complete absorption of the 
wave by the building and fairly effective 
reflection from other surrounding build- 
ings. To check this the receiver was tak- 
en to the top of the Woolworth tower. 
In that case, the signal inside the tower 
was zero, on the outside of the tower to- 
wards the transmitter the signal was very 
strong, and on the outside of the tower 
away from the transmitter the signal was 
zero. This checked with predictions since 
there are no buildings high enough and 
near enough to the Woolworth tower to 
reflect south traveling waves on to the 
south side of the tower. All observations 
seemed to show that ultra -short waves art 
considerably diffused when they reached 
the buildings of a metropolitan area. This 
general diffusion or dispersion is prob- 
ably fortunate since it provides signals 
on the "shadow" sides of buildings, just 
as light enters through a window not ex- 
posed to the sun. 

Observations from the RCA building 
transmitter were on wave -lengths of 3.5, 
5, 6.5, and 8.5 meters. The lesser absorp- 
tion of the longer waves was clearly ob- 
served, also their greater ability to dif- 
fract. Behind hills the 6.5- and 8.5 -meter 
waves could be heard fairly well whereas 
a definite "shadow" would exist for some 
distance for the 3.5 -meter signal. Other 
experiments were conducted from the 
RCA building to compare vertical with 
horizontal polarization but no definite 
conclusions were reached. 

It was observed that at such points as 
Battery Park, where a large number of 
steel buildings project themselves be- 
tween the transmitting and the receiving 
antennas, the readings were extremely low 
as compared to readings taken where line - 
of -sight exists between antennas. 

An empirical measure of this attenua- 
tion caused by large buildings was ob- 
tained in the following manner. A prac- 
tically identical method was used by Fritz 
Schroter. Referring to Fig. 8, II is the 
height of the transmitting antenna, h is 
the height of the receiving antenna, R is 
the distance between transmitter and re- 
ceiver, and d is the height of the absorb- 
ing layer. In the case of Manhattan the 
absorbing layer consists of an agglomera- 
tion of large and small buildings. S is 
the portion of the propagation path in 
which the wave must travel through or 
around buildings. We may assume that 
field strength varies inversely as the dis- 

(Continued on page 375) 
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LYNCH 
Short Wave Antenna System 

will help you win 
the Clifford E. Denton Trophy 

CHAS. A. GOEBEL 
RADIO 

150 95th St. Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Shore Road 8 -4437 

Mr. Arthur A. Lynch, Pres.. April 13, 1933. 
Lynch Mfg. Co.. Inc., 
51 Vesey St., New Yak, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. Lynch: 
In the comae of our service work. we are 

frequently told the "Set is noisy." Upon in- 
vestigation. the noise is usually found to be 
enuring the eel la the aerial system. In the 
form of "Man-Made Static. 

After trying various ways and means of 

eliminating this condition. n without awe.. We 

finally decided to try out the Lynch Antenna 
System on a particularly bad case. 

The results were more than gratifying: 
more nolos eliminated, 

r 
signal 

In 
greater 

gen- 
erally. 

As t result of this experience we have rec- 
ommended the Lynch Antenna System exclu- 
sively and have installed a number of both the 
Broadcast and Short wave systems with entirely 
satisfactory results. 

CHARLES 
yours 

(Sinned) swRt ES A. GOEBEL 

Complete Kit 
55.E 

At ALL LYNCH Jobbers and Dealers 

II your Jobber. Dealer er Serviceman cannel 
supply you. order direct crem tn. Sent lost 
paid, with instruction booklet, far $5.00. 

Free Descriptive Folder Upon Request 

LYNCH MANUFACTURING CO., lac. 
51 Vesey Street, New York, N. Y. 

Makers of the famous Metallized Resistors 

LEARN AT HOME TO BE A 
Good 
Radio 
Operator 'w 

It's Easy lepe with 
The NEW 
MASTER 

Code Teaching Machine 
Pleasant. interesting work. No experience neces- 
Barr. We guide you step by sup- furnish you 
Complete Code Course and lend you The New 
Master Teleplex. 'relentex has Instructed more stu- 
dents in the code In the past ten yearn. than all 
other systems combined. It is the only instrument 
eser produced that n Ill record your own sending 
in risible dots and dashes. and then repeat it to 
you audibly on headphones. Used by C. S. Army 

001 Navy. R. C. A.. A. T. & T. Co. and others. 
Get started NOW. Low cat. easy terms. Write 
for folder SW -10 living full details. 

TELEPLEX COMPANY 
76 Corti/torte St. Newt Yeek. N. Y. 

THE "PRIZEWINNER 
1f 

As described InJune Issue 

AC -DC Short 
Wave Receiver 

1 
- _ Completely Self. 

I 
- 

Paaerrd Latest Type 77. l.. - 43. 2525 Tubes 15 to 200 Meten 

.upVEI . PPRIZEWINNER o is 
Pe pileupVIy b Au ó as..tu soif oppsr 

er 

on EITHER AC OR 55Cí (your 0..11. ivtludedl. sov., W 
x0.000 KC to 1.500 KC. 
Complete kit or PRIZE WINNER pat. identical In every respect 

btwith s.w. 
used 

ie. tLinet .na 

in 
kubuilt-up, 

models. complete in every d..il in- 
e. solder. so.. ate.. en also 

15'8.95 
Sat of Genuine RCA or Arcturus 53 rue tube* for prise .inner .75 
A...mbl.d. wired. tested and enclosed In beautiful crackle cr kle fin.g 
se Cadmium t`u acls pio. 'n 510.95 Pour p mCopete wihfooi 

Send for full ,articular and Diagne. 
ALAN RADIO CORP., 33 S. Cortlandt St. 

New York City 
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At Last! 
OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE LEAGUE 

LOG AND CALL BOOK WE DO OUR PART 

WE ARE happy to present to the thousands 
of short wave fans this new Log and Call Book, 
which enthusiastic readers of Short Wave 
Craft have been urging us to publish. Here 
is a book that you will feel proud to possess 
because it reflects your patience and perse- 
verance in logging distant stations. It is a rec- 
ord you will be proud of in days to come. 
That, however, is not all. The Log and Call 
Book is the finest and most complete book of 
its kind ever published. There is nothing like 
it on the market now, nor was there ever a 
book published like it before. 

PARTIAL CONTENTS 
1. It contains the largest listing of short wave 
stations in the world, a much larger list in fact 
than the list published in SHORT WAVE CRAFT, 
or any other magazine. Due to space limitations, 
no regular magazine can publish all the world 
stations. There are so many short wave stations, 
such as telegraph stations, experimental stations, 
ship stations, and others, which normally cannot 
be included in any monthly magazine list, but 
frequently you hear these calls and then you 
wish to know from where they originate. The 
OFFICIAL LOG AND CALL BOOK gives you this 
information, besides a lot of other information 
which you must have. 
2. A large section of the book is set aside where 
the calls can be listed in a proper manner. This 
log section gives the dial settings, time, date, 
call letters, location, and other information. Thus, 
when you hear a station, you make a permanent 
record which is invaluable. 
S. Another section has squared -paper pages on 
which you can fill in your own frequency (wave- 
length) curve for your particular receiver. This 
helps you to find stations which otherwise could 
never be logged by you. 
4. A distance chart showing the approximate dis- 
tances between the principal cities of the world. 
5. A meter to kilocycle conversion chart. Many 
of the short -wave broadcasters announce their 
frequency in the latter scale when signing off and 
many listeners do not know the relation between 
them. 
6. A list of international abbreviations used in 
radio transmission. 
7. The complete Continental code used in all 
radio work. 
8. A list of International Call Letter Assignments; Around 
the Clock Listing Guide. 

9. In addition to this, you will find included a map of the 
world, with time indications and a host of other useful in- 
formation which aids you in logging distant stations thousands 
of miles away. 

Mail this Coupon Today! 

Published 
Quarterly* 

Summer 1,933 /Ss /e 

OÍFICI4L 

LOGADCAIÏ 

BOOK 
SPOhSOntO 

RY PORI ISHEO By ! TMt PbatISHFRS M 

w tun 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
96 -98 Park Place. 
New York, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: 1 enclose herewith 25e for which send to toe 
Prepaid. Immediately upon publication a copy of your 
new hook OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE TEAM'S Lot 
ANI) CALI. BOOK. (Rend money order, check. cads 

U. S. Stamps. Register letter if it coot n, new 
or currency.) 

Name 

Address 

City State 
SSt'-1033 

(s 

This is one of the finest books that the publishers of SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT have ever turned out. You will be proud to 
possess it. 

The size of this book is 9x12 inches, same size as SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT magazine. It is printed on a good grade of pa- 
per, and has a heavy durable cover. 

FOR SALE ON ALL PRINCIPAL 
NEWSSTANDS 

RI C E As only a limited quantity was printed for the first issue, 
it is possible that your newsdealer sold out his supply. 

Should you not be able to secure a copy at your newsstand, 
tit' the handy es upon. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
96 -98 PARK PLACE NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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The Propagation of 3 to 8 Meter Waves 
(Continued Irvin page .17J) 

tance between the transmitter and receiv- 
er and that it has an additional attenua- 
tion, equal to e - 

Reflection Effects 
In the case of ultra -short waves the 

phenomenon of reflection is very com- 
mon, both inside and outside of buildings. 
The extent to which diffraction and re- 
fraction take place should not be prophe- 
sied until more extensive data are avail- 
able. The reception of five -meter signals 
at distances of 200 and 300 miles at points 
far below the line -of- sight, and reception 
behind hills, indicates that diffractions or 
refraction or both do exist to a very no- 
ticeable degree. 

Returning to the subject of simple re- 
flection, it was found that interference 
patterns invariably exist except where the 
terrain is open and flat. They are fre- 
quently caused by reflections from rela- 
tively near -by objects. In many cases 
they are so severe that excellent signals 
will be received in "live spots" whereas 
several feet away from these spots no 
signal can be heard. The general occur- 
rence and severity of interference pat- 
terns on these wavelengths is of great 
importance in the design of antennas for 
ultra- short -wave broadcast reception. The 
question of receiver antenna design is not 
discussed in this paper. The existence of 
an interference pattern infers reception 
over two or more paths of propagation. 
If the paths of propagation are sufficient- 
ly different in length, a distortion phe- 
nomenon similar to the distortion in ordi- 
nary selective fading will take place. In 
the case of television, where very high 
modulation frequencies are used when 
transmitting pictures of fine detail, the 
difference of path length that will pro- 
duce distortion is surprisingly small. 

Reflections within the rooms of a resi- 
dence were investigated by Messrs. Koch 
and Grundman of the research division in 
connection with the design of television 
receiving antennas. This paper does not 
deal with reception, nevertheless the field 
strength contour lines obtained on the 
first floor of the residence are reproduced 
in Fig. 9 to indicate the general intensity 
of reflections. The data were obtained 
by using a small transmitter placed one 
hundred feet from the residence, and a 
small calibrated receiver. Polarization was 
vertical. Fig. 9 shows contours for trans- 
mitted frequency of fifty megacycles. 

Lightning struck the Empire State an- 
tennas several times when they were in 
operation without effect except to produce 
a loud click in the output signal. Ordi- 
nary atmospheric static was not heard on 
ultra -short wavelengths, even during the 
middle of the summer, except on several 
occasions when lightning struck within 
one mile of the receiving point. Then sev- 
eral clicks were audible. 

All ultra- short -wave observations made 
at distances within the line -of -sight have 
shown no indications of fading. 

Observations made on the first floors of 
residences in the suburban area, and on 
the higher floors of apartment houses and 
hotels in the city areas. indicate that fluc- 
tuations are much less severe when the 
receiving point is not near traffic. Fluc- 
tuations of the severity discussed will not 
have to be contended with in the majority 
of ultra- short -wave broadcast receiver in- 
stallations. 

Long- Distance Reception 
To find the maximum range of the 

transmitters, observations were made at 
several distant points including Mt. Grey- 
lock and Mt. Washington. The high sen- 
sitivity receiver previously described was 
used for these tests, with a half -wave an- 
tenna fifteen or twenty feet above ground. 
Both the sixty -one- and forty- four -mega- 
cycles transmissions were observed, the 
observations usually being carried on al- 
ternately on each frequency for periods 
of ten to fifteen minutes. 

The top of Mt. Greylock is 3505 feet 
above sea level, 140 miles from New York, 
and 5000 feet below line -of -sight to the 
Empire State antennas. Both signals were 
received at Mt. Greylock, with large but 
gradual variations in signal strength. Dur- 
ing the eclipse of August 31, 1932, nothing 
unusual was observed. 

The top of Mt. Washington is 6290 feet 
above sea level, 284 miles from New York, 
and 37,600 feet below line -of -sight to the 
Empire State antennas. On September 3 
both signals were strong. Thereafter, on 
September 6, 7, and 8, the forty- four -mega- 
cycle signal was usually audible but sel- 
dom delivered more than one microvolt to 
the receiver terminals. The sixty-one - 
megacycle signal was inaudible most of 
the time. Its apparent inferiority may be 
accounted for by the use of program mod- 
ulation, which was not as favorable for 
threshold hearing as the 1000 -cycle tone 
used on forty -four megacycles. 

Various types of fading phenomena pre- 
sented themselves. At times the signal 
was nearly constant and at other times 
faded at various rates up to ten or twenty 
cycles per second. The peak amplitudes 
varied greatly. Sometimes the signal 
would burst through sharply for a short 
period, then be inaudible for a few sec- 
onds, then rapidly burst through again 
at different amplitudes. At other times 
marked fading at several cycles per sec- 
ond would be heard, the signal frequently 
dying out after five or six peaks. At 
times 2000 cycles, the second harmonic of 
the modulation frequency, was distinctly 
heard. On September 8, at 9:35 a. m., the 
signal, after being very weak whenever 
observed during the previous two days, 
suddenly started to increase. After a ser- 
ies of fading cycles, with each peak high- 
er than the previous one, the signal de- 
livered over ten microvolts to the receiv- 
er terminals. After reaching this peak the 
signal died off in a similar manner, the 
entire process lasting about fifteen sec- 
onds. During the peak of the cycle the 
signal varied from zero to its full value 
about three times per second. These types 
of ultra- short -wave fading differ from 
the fading experienced on higher wave- 
lengths in that, instead of the signal 
varying between relatively fixed maxima 
and minima, it reaches momentarily an 
occasional maximum of great intensity. 

Measurements were made at 200, 150, 
and 100 miles from New York at relatively 
low elevations. At 200 miles the signal 
was momentarily audible about every ten 
minutes or so. At 100 miles recention 
was almost identical to that on Mt. Wash- 
ington, the same phenomena being no- 
ticed. This was north of New York. At 
Camden, eighty -five miles south of New 
York, the signal evidenced less severe 
fluctuations. An observation taken at sea 
170 miles east of New York, using an 
antenna sixty feet above sea level, indi- 
cated little or no variation in signal 
strength. Therefore long -distance recen- 
tion is not always accompanied by severe 
fluctuations of the signal. 

The exact manner in which long -distance 
ultra- short -wave propagation takes place 
cannot he predicted from the insufficient 
data on hand. Three possibilities regard- 
ing the Mt. Washington reception seem 
highly improbable. The first is that local 
conditions around the receiver caused 
some of the variations. This is unlikely 
because conditions near the location were 
exceptionally constant due to the isola- 
tion of the location. Also identical re- 
sults were obtained at several points of 
reception. 

The second possibility is that the varia- 
tions were caused by a single ray varying 
in amplitude. This may have occurred 
when the signal varied irregularly. But 
at times periodic fading was observed, and 
it is improbable that a single ray would 

(Continued on page 377) 
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QUALITY APPARATUS FOR 
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RCA Institutes 
radio training 
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practical Radio whether )au del 
fire elementary or advanced knowledge 

RCA Institutes is fully prepared 
to give you the training. 

RESIDENT SCHOOLS NEW YORK AND CHICAGO 
Illustrated Catalog on Request 

EXTENSION COURSES FOR HOME STUDY 
under convenient "no obligation' plan. 

R.C.A. INSTITUTES, INC. Dept. SW -to 
75 Variek Street, New York 

1154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago 
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..SHORT WAVE ESSENTIALS 
FOR MEMBERS OF THE SHORT WAVE LEAGUE . 

THE following list of short wave essen- 
tials has been prepared from the sug- 
gestions to the LEAGUE by its 

members. A number of months were con- 
sumed in creating these short wave essen- 
tials for members of the SHORT WAVE 
LEAGUE. All essentials listed are ap- 
proved by headquarters of the LEAGUE. 

A FEW WORDS AS TO THE PURPOSE 
OF THE LEAGUE 

The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE was found- 
ed in 1930. Honorary Directors are as fol- 
lows: 

Dr. Lee de Forest. John L. Reinartz, D. 
E. Replogle, Hollis Baird, E. T. Somerset, 
Baron Manfred von Ardenne, Hugo Gerns- 
back, Executive Secretary. 

The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE is a sci- 
entific membership organization for the 
promotion of the short wave art. There 
are no dues, no fees, no initiations, in con- 
nection with the LEAGUE. No one makes 
any money from it; no one derives any 
salary. The only income which the 
LEAGUE has i1 from its short wave es- 
sentials. A pamphlet setting forth the 
LEAGUE'S numerous aspirations and pur- 
poses will be sent to anyone on receipt of 
a 3e stamp to cover postage. 

One of the aspirations of the SHORT 
WAVE LEAGUE is to enhance the stand- 
ing of those engaged in short waves. To 
this end, the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE 
supplies members with membership letter- 
heads and other asentials. As soon as you 
are enrolled as a member, a beautiful cer- 
tificate with the LEAGUE'S seal will be 
sent to you, providing 10e in stamps or 
coin is sent for mailing and handling 
chargea. 

Another consideration which greatly 
benefits members is that they are entitled 
to preferential discounts when buying radio 
merchandise from numerous firms who have 
agreed to allow lower prices to all SHORT 
WAVE LEAGUE members. The radio in- 
dustry realizes that, the more earnest 
workers there are who boost short waves. 
the more radio business will result there- 
from; and a goodly portion of the radio 
industry is willing, for this reason. to 
assist SHORT WAVE LEAGUE members 
by placing them on a professional basis. 
SHORT WAVE ESSENTIALS LISTED 

HERE SOLD ONLY TO SHORT 
WAVE LEAGUE MEMBERS 

All the essentials listed on this page are 
never sold to outsiders. They cannot be 
bought by anyone unless he has already en- 
rolled as one of the members of the SHORT 
WAVE LEAGUE or signs the blank on 
this page (which automatically enrolls him 
as a member, always provided that he is 
a short wave experimenter, a short wave 
fan, radio engineer, radio student, etc.). 

If, therefore, you order any of the short 
wave essentials without tilling out the 
blank (unless you already enrolled as a 
LEAGUE member), your money will be re- 
turned to you. 

Inasmuch as the LEAGUE is interna- 
tional, it makes no difference whether you 
are a citizen of the United States or any 
other country. The LEAGUE is open to all. 

Application for Membership 
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE 

SNORT WAVE LEAGUE (10-33) 
SS Park Place. Nay Yak. N. Y. 

I, the undersigned. herewith desire to apply for 
membership in the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. In 
joining the LEAGUE I understand that I am not 
assessed for membership and that there are no 
dues and no fees of any kind. I pledge myself 
to abide by ail the rules and regulations of the 
SIIGRT WAVE LEAGUE, which rules you see to 
send to me on receipt of this application. 

I romlder myself belonging to the following elan 
(put an X in correct spare): Short Wave Et. 
perime O ter UntS 

rt Rave Fan Radio Engi- 

I own the following radio equipment: 
Transm itting 
Call Letters 
Receiving 

Name 

City and Stata 
Country 

I enclose 10e for postar:o and handling for my 
Membership Certificate. 

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LETTERHEADS 
A beautiful letterhead has been designed for members' correspondence. It is 

the oficial letterhead for all rnembers. The letterhead is invaluable when it 
becomes necessary to deal with the radio industry, mail order houses, radio 
manufacturers, and the like; as many houses have offered to give member.; 
who write on the LEAGUE'S letterhead a preferential discount. The letterhead 
is also absolutely essential when writing for verification to radio stations either 
here or abroad. It automatically gives you a professional standing. 
A -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE letterheads, per 100 _....50c 

OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LOG AND CALL BOOK 
Here is the finest book of its kind ever published. It contains the largest 

listing of short wave stations in the world, much larger in fact than the list 
published in SHORT WAVE CRAFT and other magazines. All experimental 
stations, no matter where located, are listed. A large section is provided where 
calls can be listed in a proper manner. This log section gives dial settings. 
time, date, call letters, location, and other information. Another section has 
squared -paper pages on which you can fill in your own frequency curve for 
your particular receiver. It helps you to find stations which otherwise you 
could never log. It is the only book of its kind published. B- Official Log and Call Book Prepaid 25c 

RADIO MAP OF THE WORLD AND STATION FINDER 
The finest device of its kind published. The world's map on heavy board is 

divided into 23 sections, while the rotary disc show.; you immediately the 
exact time in any foreign country. Invaluable in logging foreign stations. 
Also gives call letters assigned to all nations. Size 11 "x22 ". 

C -Radio Map of the World and Station Finder Prepaid 25c 
GLOBE OF THE WORLD AND MAGNETIC COMPASS 

This highly important essential is an ornament for every den or study. It 
is a globe, 6 in. in diameter, printed in fifteen colors. glazed in such a way 
that it can be washed. This globe helps you to intelligently log your foreign 
stations. Frame is of metal. Entire device substantially made, and will give 
an attractive appearance to every station, emphasizing the long- distance work 
of the operator. 

D -Globe of the World Prepaid $1.25 
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LAPEL BUTTON 

This beautiful button is made in hard enamel in four colors, red, white. blue 
and gold. It measures three quarters of an inch in diameter. By wearing this 
button, other members will recognize you and it will give you a professional air. 
Made in bronze, gold filled, not plated. Must be seen to be appreciated. 

E -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button Prepaid .53C 
EE -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button, like the one described e 

above but in solid gold _..__...._....._....Prepaid $2.00 
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE SEALS 

These seals or stickers are executed in three colors and measure 1% in. in 
diameter. and are gummed on one side. They are used by members to affix 
to stationery, letterheads. envelopes, postal cards and the like. The seal signi- 
fies that you are a member of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. Sold in 25 lots 
or multiples only. 

G -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE seals per 25, Prepaid 15C 
SHORT WAVE MAP OF THE WORLD 

This beautiful map, measuring 18x26 in. and printed in 18 colors is indis- 
pensable when hung in sight or placed "under the glass" on the table or wall 
of the short wave enthusiast. It contains a wealth of information such as 
distances to all parts of the world. political nature of the country in which 
a broadcast station is located, etc., and from the manner in which the map 
is blocked off gives the time in different parts of the world at a glance. 

F -SHORT WAVE Map of the World Prepaid 25C 
PLEASE NOTE THAT ABOVE ESSENTIALS ARE SOLD ONLY TO 

MEMBERS OF THE LEAGUE -NOT TO NON -MEMBERS. 
Send all orders for short wave essentials to SHORT WAVE LEAGUE, 98 

Park Place, New York City. 
If you do not wish to mutilate the magazine, you may copy either or both 

coupons on a sheet of paper. 
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE, 98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

C.-15c for 25 
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vary uniformly at a rate of several cycles 
per second. Furthermore, the reception 
of a 2000 -cycle tone intimates the exist- 
ence of multipath propagation. 

The third possibility is that the varia- 
tions were caused by interference between 
two ground rays or between a ground ray 
and some other ray. A ground ray would 
be highly improbable at Mt. Washington 
due to the great attenuation. Furthermore, 
since all signal variations heard were rel- 
atively rapid, cancellation of the steady 
ground wave should be for only brief pe- 
riods, whereas actually the signal was 
often inaudible for hours. The presence 
of a ground wave of the type observed 
for higher wavelengths, therefore, seems 
unlikely. 

Whether the signals heard were dif- 
fracted or refracted or propagated in some 
unknown manner cannot be predicted as 
yet. It is possible that refraction due to 
air layers of different density, as sug- 
gested by J. R. Jeuaust is a cause of the 

for OCTOBER, 1933 

fluctuations observed. If such fluctuations 

ENJOY are ever controlled or eliminated, ultra - 
short wavelengths may prove useful for 
services extending to several hundred 
miles. 

The long- distance airplane observations 
indicated little or no absorption of the 
wave when the receiving point is suffi- 
ciently high that the wave does not pass 
near the ground. Thus a five -meter trans- 
mitter with antenna 800 feet above ground 
will produce approximately the same field 
strength at 100 miles at high altitude as 
at fifteen miles on the ground. 

It is assured that for the transmission 
of television broadcasting, sound broad- 
casting, facsimile broadcasting, aircraft 
communications, police communications 
and certain other types of public and 
private communications, ultra -short waves 
will prove definitely useful. -(Excerpt from 
paper by L. F. Jones; Proceedings of the 
Institute of Radio Engineers, Vol. 21, No. 
1.) 

The "Rex" Portable Superhet 
(Continued from page 371) 

A very compact magnetic speaker is used 
and the impedance of the speaker has been 
made very high, so as to match the output 
impedance of the pentode tube. 

Volume is controlled by means of the 
potentiometer shunted across the "C" bat- 
tery and as the intermediate frequency 
tube is of the variable -mu type, satisfac- 
tory control of the volume level can be 
obtained with a minimum of cross -talk. 

Simplicity of circuit layout with due 
regard to operational results has resulted 
in a receiver that should meet with the 
approval of every set builder. 

Wiring 
Run all leads as short as possible. Do 

not try to cable the leads, as this will re- 
sult in instability and loss in signal 
strength in most cases. 

Use a clean hot soldering iron and make 
all connections mechanically tight before 
applying the solder. Clean all soldered 
connections with alcohol to prevent cor- 
rosion. 

Operation 
After the set has been checked as to 

the correctness of the wiring, it is then 
time to make the first operational test. It 
is wise to connect the set to the batter- 
ies before placing the units in the case, so 
that any necessary changes can be made 
if desired. 

Connect the batteries and the loud 
speaker to the set. Place the tubes in their 
respective sockets and you are ready to 
"go ahead." 

Connect the antenna and the ground to 
the flexible wires brought through a hole 
in the panel for that purpose, and plug 
in a set of coils, one in the oscillator coil 
socket and the other in the detector socket. 

Start with the red coils as these cover 
the 40 -80 -meter bands and tune slowly 
with the two tank condensers. Have the 
volume control on full. 

Keep the filament potential at 2 volts. 
As soon as a signal is tuned in, note 

that the oscillator tuning control setting 
will be different than that of the detector 
tuning condenser setting. 

It will be necessary to remove two turns 
from the large winding of the oscillator 
grid coil so that the two tank condensers 
will "track" along together. 

On the 20 -40 meter coil it will be neces- 
sary to remove one turn, and on the 10 -20 
meter coil no turns will have to be re- 
moved. 

As the frequency of the received signal 
becomes less, more turns will have to be 
removed from the oscillator coils so that the 
tank condensers will "track" Proceed care- 
fully from this point with the 80 -200 meter 
coil and the broadcast coils. Take off a 
few turns at a time until they track, Do 
not remove turns from the detectes grid 
coils under any circumstance! 

It will be noted that the coupling be- 
tween the oscillator and the first detector 
is made through a small capacity; this con- 
denser is made by winding four turns of 
No. 18 push -back wire as shown. Adjust 
this condenser for the smoothest operation 
on all frequency bands and leave it alone. 

Conclusion 
A receiving set of this kind has a very 

distinct place in the short -wave field for 
many reasons, most of which will be ap- 
parent to the reader of this article. The 
results that can and have been obtained 
with this receiver insure the builder that 
this circuit will be incorporated in receivers 
of the coming year, as it is the authors' 
definite idea that the compact 5 -tube short- 
wave "superhet" will supplant the one radio 
frequency, detector and two audio stage 
receiver that has been so popular to date. 

Alden Plug -In Coil Data 
Meters 
Wave- 
length 
200-80 

Grid coil turns 
52 T. No. 28 En. 
Wound 
32 T. per inch 

80.40 23 T. No. 28 FA:. I I T. No. 30 En. 
Wound 
16 T. per Inch 

Tickler turns 
19 T. No. 30 En. 
Close wound (CW) 

40.20 I I T. No. 28 En. 9 T. No. 30 En. 
33r between turni C. W. 

2410 5 T. No. 28 En. 7 T. No. 30 En. 
3-16" between turns C. W. 

Coll form -21á" long by 1tí" din. 4-pin base. 

Distance 
between 
2 coils 

38' 

38' 

Parts List 
"REX" Portable Superhet 

2 sets of Alden plug -in SW 2- Winding coils 
(L. Ll) 

1 Hammarlund 35 mmf. dual cond. (Cl) 
2 Hammarlund 100 mmf. cond. (C) 
2 Hammarlund 465 kc. I.F. trans. (IFT) 
3 Acratest .0001 mt. mica condensers (C2) 
4 Tubular cond. 01 mf. (C3) 
1 Acratest .00025 mica cond. (C4) 
1 Tubular cond. .016 mf. (C6) 
1 Acratest .002 inf. mica cond. (C6) 
2 32 type wafer sockets, Eby (Na -aid) 
1 80 type wafer sockets, Eby (Na -aid) 
1 33 type wafer sockets, Eby (Na -aldl 
1 84 type wafer sockets. Eby (Na -aid) 
2 plain 4 prong wafer sockets. Eby (Na -aid) 
I Acratest 3 meg. IFa watt resistor (RI) 
2 Acratest 1 meg. Vs watt resistor (R5. R6) 
2 Acratest .6 meg- th watt resistor (R2. RS) 
1 "dual" circuit -closing toggle switch (S) 
1 Acratest 6 ohm rheostat (R7) 
1 Acratest potentiometer, 50.000 ohm (R4) 
1 Acratest 800 henry choke (A. F. C.) 
1 5" diameter magnetic loud speaker; 7000 

ohms impedance 
1 carrying case 
2 Special panels : Aluminum (drilled as per 

drawings) 
1 special hardware kit 
1 National 3" vernier dial 
4 1" small black knobs 
Wire, soldering lugs, etc. 
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Learn at Home to 
be a Fast and Cap- 
able Operatorwith 

the Candler Scientific System of Radio 
Telegraphy 

FREE short wave press schedules. Learn to 
copy "px" from Candler Trained Operators, 
sending out of principal press stations. Amaz- 
ing results in abort time with Candler Train- 
ing. FREE ADVICE if you 
are "stuck." Write Candler 
at once. No obligation. 
Junior course for beginners. 
Advanced course for oper- 
ators with speed of 10 wpm 
or more who want to get 
into 30 to 45 wpm and 
copy behind. Only Typing 
course for Radio operators. 
Save time and money. Send 
for FREE BOOK now. 

Jean ll u d s n n. 

nrld's y.". 

licensed ni 

9 year old 
ler student. 

20 wpm el., 

A. lt. R. L. spr.i 
dontrsts. 

Walter H. Candler, President 

Candler System Co. 
6343 S. Kedzie Ave. 

Dept. 27 Chicago 

SPAIN OR AFRICA 
NO TRACE OF HUM 

In Supertone A -C Short -Wave Set 

A Dream Come True -Big Results on Short 
Waves at Very Little Costs 

Complete kit of parts for building boll, the r. 
the separate power supply contains ever, - 

except tubes and set cabinet. The speaker $19.25 
is Included 
Five tubes (one 58, one 51, one 58, one 2.ti, one 
Bol at 43.13 extra. 

The wired and tested model ronsists of the kit built 
up at our prrel.Ion laboratory by expert enginee, . 

ma price, less tubes. but including *23.56 
speaker 

The receiver proper, les the lower supply. le,. 
speaker. and less tubes. This outft can be wet.. I 

with a filament transformer and It eliminr *12.06 
tor. and the price of the wired receiver Is 

SUPERTONE PRODUCTS CORP. 
35 Hooper 5t.. 5. W., Brooklyn'. N.Y. 

DID YOU GET YOUR COPY? 

Thousands of amateur 
radio items, of the low- 
est prices, are contained 
in this FREE Big Book. 

Contains articles by 
McMurdo Silver, Arthur 
H. Lynch, I. A. Mitchell, 

Henry McArthur, and many others. 

AMERICAN SALES CO. 
Wholesale Radio Distributors 
44 W. 18th St., N. Y., N. Y. 

The Oldest Amateur Supply House, Est. 1919 
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FREE 
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Letters from S .W Fans 
tinned from page 348) 

"Amlie Dxer" Makes Good This Regular 50c Manual Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 
I am writing you in regards to reception 

I have had on the Amlie DXer the past 
four months. To date I have logged these 
stations and the following are foreign sta- 
tions: 
KIP -18.71 M. Pontoise, 

France-1968 YVQ -22.48 
II.IB -20.06 M. R.XC -20.69 YE9JR -25.60 
D.1D -25.51 M. FTE -16.44 12R0- 2.5.40 
EAQ-30.40 M. GSC -31.30 GSA -49.60 
1 V1BC -49.10 M. GBC -34.56 GCW -- 30.tì0 
PRADO -45.31 M. VK2ME -31.28 HBP -38.47 
11111. -31.30 M. DIQ -29.26 VE9DIt -49.46 
XDA --51.00 M. VK3ME --31.55 D.IC -19.83 
('TIRA -31.25 M. RABAT -32:26 GSB -31.55 
\F.9GW -49.22 M. 11.13ABD -40.50 LSX -28.98 
(ISF: -25.28 M. Pontoise'- 2.5.60 WA-31.38 

TEN METERS 
ULTRA-SHORT-WAVE-RADIO 

sS44.;r. 

Here is your chance to read up on ultra short wave 
radio! 'Hclow Ten Meter." is by far the best compi- 
lotion of technical data on the very short waves, 
are now becoming increasingly Popular and important. 
There are dq pages. chock full of practical "dope." dia- 
grams 
able ph 

clearly 
l 

in 
form. Compiled edited by famous 

short wave experts. James Millen and Robert S. Kruse. 

Given FREE O 
Thin hook is given to you ah..dotely free with n one 
Year Subscription to SIIOItT WAVE ('RAFT. 
Twelve big issues which bring y entire year's 
information on the latest developments in short wave 

Your fiat ropy of SHORT WAVE ('RAFT 
will be .rot non. ptly . the Short Wave Manual 
will reach m da> or two. 

S rnl thSWy for isr subscription o HORT AVE CRAB R gte letter It It contains stamps or currency. (Canadian 
and foreign Sec eats., 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT N -ss Park Plane New York. N. Y. 

Midget 5 in 1 Slide Rule 
Metal 4" Dia. 

Price $1.50 
Case 50c extra 
1.233 =? %/50,41 =1 
1.241= 
'ran 8 °5' _? 
(rot. 7914° =? 
4 14 x 
Log 56.25= 
6''. of 145.9 =7 
5.16 -H +1.78=° 

Solve enmity all cheer and dm of other mathematical prob- 
le, ell nad I t-by ,d the :v,dvn SI. 
Rule. rl,i. rule ae.lvre oblem ,uibplt 
name e ht. problem 

ït ,d. °d 
....en of number.. The ' T t'Peale. ive the 

nit,. e . 

lat .uñlr ndeeutonfeene, o1 nil nee .,ol 
«.al..ne.,l r,vr ̂ htr.. Adds 

and 

Dataprint Co., Box 322. Ramsey, N. J. 

FRRADIAra°G 
1934 RADIO CATALOG 

ALLIED RADIO CORP. 37 W. Jackson Blvd. 

100 
CHICAGO i 

A DAY 
BUYS A NEW 

REMINGTON 
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER 
Special 7 -Day Free Trial Offer 

Think of it! You can buy a new standard 
Remington Portable Typewriter for but 10c a 
day. Standard keyboard. Small and capital 
letters. Beautiful finish. Carrying case included 
free. Exceptional money- making 
opportunities. Write today. Say: 
Please tell me how I can get 
a new Remington Portable 
typewriter on your special 
7 -day free trial offer for 
but 10c a day. Remington 
Rand Inc., Dept. SW -I 
Buffalo. N. Y. 

These are the 
Bermuda that I 
1VSX K -1972 
1V 1 XAZ- 31.36 
WSXK -48.86 
EW(' -19.54 
W2XE -49.02 
1 -11T -29.80 
WNB- 51.179 

S.W. stations in U. S. and 
have logged to date: 
11'8XK -25.25 11rI XAL -25.42 
W2XAF -3198 W9XF -49.18 
WIXAL -49.67 WNC -19.91 
WOO -35.02 W3XAL -4918 
W 3 X Al' -49.50 W8X.A L- 49.50 
WEE -31.141 WOA -44.41 
\'RT- 59.42 VEA- -28.28 

and numerous airport, police, ships and 
amateur stations which I did not log. 

ARTHUR MITCHELL, 
339 S. Court St., 
Steubenville, Ohio. 

(Great work, Arthur, and more power to 
you. We have heard some very fine com- 
pliments concerning the "A nn lie DXer," 
which was described in the May, 1932, issue 
of SHORT WAVE CRAFT. It is indeed sur- 
prising what results can be obtained with 
a little careful tuning, when using a 3 -tube 
receiver of this type. It is pretty hard to 
beat a good receiver with this line -up of 
tubes.- Editor.) 

4,000 MILES ON THE "MEGADYNE "! 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

I have just finished building the "Short 
Wave Megadyne." I have seen several re- 
ports of this set from builders in U. S. A. 
but none from anybody from any foreign 
country, specially like mine, so unfavor- 
able for radio reception. The "Megadyne" 
works wonderful: the very first day I tried 
it I heard FYA from France, EAQ from 
Spain, HKA and HKO from Columbia and 
the American stations W2XAF, W3XAL, 
W8XK and WRXAL. Every station comes 
in fine with the head phones. 

Well, I hope you did like to hear some- 
thing about your "Megadyne" listening in 
stations about 4000 miles away. 

G. V. DEL CASTILLO, 
Casilla 63, 

Chiclayo, Peru. 
(Glad to hear front you, GVD, and com- 

ing all the way front Peru too. We do 
not receive as many letters from our nu- 
merous readers in foreign countries as we 
would like, and we trust that the publica- 
tion of your letter will open the way to 
our many friends in foreign clinics. We 
are glad to know that you found the 
"Megadyne" such a fine short -wave re- 
ceiver. We have had some very excellent 
reports on the Megadyne and its "DX" 
qualities, but yours is one of the best we 
have had yet.- Editor.) 

Wants Q.S.L. Swappers' Column 
l.,litar, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

1 wonder if you could put in your SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT magazine, a section called 
"QSL card swappers" or "QRA's of fellows 
who would like to swap." In New Zealand 
I am told by a "Pen Pal" from there, 907, 
of the fellows are collectors of QSL's and 
want them from Americans. But they don't 
know who to write to for them, so I 
thought your magazine could help them - 
how about it, Mr Editor? I will send them 
any QRA's if the fellows will let me have 
theirs. Would appreciate it a lot if you 
will say something about it in the next 
issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT. I don't miss 
a copy -it sure is a swell magazine. 

JAMES B. ALEXANDER, Jr. 
5637 Belmar Terrace, 

Phila., Pa. 

(Thanks for theft kind words, James, 
and we are glad to publish your letter so 
that other readers can write to you. We 
fully believe from past experience that if 
the fellows in New Zealand and other far 
parts of the world write to you boys, whose 
names and addreses appear in the columns 
of SHORT WAVE CRAFT every month, es- 
pecially to those whose names appear in 
our "Swappers'" list, that they will sure!j 
hear from them. Editor.) 

Wants Transmitter Dope 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

I have been reading SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
for about two years and I find that there 
is one thing lacking. Your magazine is 
excellent for receivers, but you seldom have 
anything about monitors and transmitters 
on 40 meters. I have built the "Globe 
Trotter" and receive a lot of "DX" on it. 
Some of the stations are YVQ, FYA, DOA, 
GBC, 12R0, EAQ, LSA, LSN, KKZ. 

ALEX SHADAY, 
2826 N. Taney St., 

Phila., Pa. 
(IVe are sure that you will be agreeably 

surprised, Alex, as we have just started a 
new series on Amateur Transmitters -How 
to Build, Install, and Operate Them, in the 
September issue. Along with the new series 
on transmitters we also published the first 
article in the September number describing 
how to build a "monitor" and in the cur- 
rent number, the method of calibrating the 
monitor is explained... We have received 
many letters praising the "Globe Trotter" 
and we hope to hear again from you right 
soon.-Editor.) 

.1 Progressive Club 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

We have a club here in a suburb of South 
Bend known as the Ardmore Radio Club. 
The purpose of this club is to help "would - 
be- hams" get their exam. Every Wednes- 
(lay morning at 11 A. M., D.S.T., Mr. Boch, 
our president, gives us code practice over 
his station W9AMI. He operates on the 
80 meter band, the meetings are held every 
other Friday at 7:00 P.M. Anybody inter- 
ested in this club please write or see me 
personally; my address is given below. 
There is no age limit to this club, so thy 
members can be young or old. The officers 
are: Mr. Boch, President; Richard Davis, 
Vice President; Arthur O'Neil, Secretary; 
and William Davis, Treasurer. 

We all buy SHORT WAVE CRAFT because 
it is a good magazine for beginners or 
hams. 

ARTHUR O'NEIL, Sec., 
Lawrence Anderson, 

R.R. 3, Box 249, Ardmore, Ind. 
( "Fine Business," Arthur, and what this 

c'ount'y needs- besides the much heralded 
5 -rent cigar that someone said we needed 
so badly-is some more of this fine spirit of 
cooperation on the part of licensed hams 
who will provide an half -hour or so of 
"code practice" at periodic intervals. Un- 
doubtedly many more public- spirited ham 
station owners would offer such code prac- 
tice service if they ever happened to think 
about it real seriously for a moment, as it 
is certainly a slow and uncertain process 
for the average code beginner, when he 
tries to speed up his knowledge of the dots 
and dashes by listening either to poor 
transmission, or else to such high speed 
signals that he gets but little if anything 
out of it.- Editor.) 

He Improved "Doerle" 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

I receive your publication regularly and 
thought I would tell you what I think of it. 

Well, I only built one set from all that 
appeared in your magazine. Yes, it was the 
"Doerle," but I added another audio and 
hand -spread and have heard all continents 
and used it as a "station receiver" for 
seven months and it works "F.B." (Fine 
business). I noted where you asked for 
photos of "ham" stations; have not had 
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VISIBLE 
INK SUPPLY 

WINDS 
LIKE A 
WATCH 

Askyourdealer 
to show you a 

Nozae'(nosack). 
Demand both 1 
and 2 in the foun- 
tain pen you buy. 

Compare the 
Nozzle with any 

other sackless pen. It alone provides 
quick, easy filling by 

positive mechanical 
action and at a glance 

reveals the ink supply. 
85.00 and more. Other 

Conklins $2.75, $3.50 and 
more. Pencils $1.00and up. 

The Conklin Pen Co. 
Chicago Toledo San Francisco 

'Proved by over 2 years of general public use. 

NOZAC 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

Here 
It Is! 
The 
finest 
and most 
ingenious 
STATION 
FINDER 
and 
RADIO 
MAP 
of the 
World 

nl. ái 
ittut nur 

en LroY i afwn ä 
ea ielnn 

d 

Profeuìon.l short weer. listener. are never without this etetinn finder 
Area..e they do not twiddle the dials needlessly in trying to fish for sta- 
tions which may not he on he we due tot m difference. 

This handy desire is printed on bete, yell.,. boned; on the front 
t for see 

of the d.0 in ffty different ne, in the` world. `On the' inside see 

älmetrated the fifty zones showing the principal countries of the world. 
All the important cities are shown. end inasmuch as they are m Paned. 
the onset time can he converted within a few seconde. 

The nine of the station finder end radio mho of the world is IIn22. 

The price of this handy devviier I. 25e prepaid. 

League. Out. tlainscannot twry 
members of the SMR WWII 

We refer you to page 376 for order blank. Take advantage of 
Ode nppoetunnl at once. and get rid of your p annoyance 

m in relrolat the time f.., the different emintriee. 

Ìtn ,wsiantdly 
do without. 

the vewri ii'me 

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE 
9$ Park Place Now York, N. Y 

any taken yet, but when I do will send 
one along. 

Thanking you for the Doerle circuit and 
"F.B." publication. 

HARRY T. MacLELLAN, VE2GG, 
5881 Esplanade Ave., 

Montreal, P. Q. Can. 
(This is the sort of letter that interests 

us greatly, Harry, and we are sure that 
there must be many improvements which 
the thousands of readers of SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT magazine made on the many receiv- 
ers and other sets which we describe from 
month to month, but about which we never 
hear a "peep." We hope that many of our 
readers will sit down to their trusty type- 
writer and tell us about some of these addi- 
tions that they have made to sets described 
in SHORT WAVE CRAFT and which they hare 
succesfully built. All articles accepted and 
published will be paid for at regular spare 
rates and so the reader who is finally 
moved to write in detail about his latest 
"rig" will find it quite worth his while. 
Just as a hint, we might suggest that any 
article, whether large or small is made 
twice as attractive from the publication 
standpoint when it is accompanied by one 
or several good "clear" photographs ! If 
you only have a small camera and the 
photos are really clear and sharp, we can 
have enlargements made from them, or pos- 
sibly you can do this yourself. If you will 
look through the recent numbers of this 
magazine you will find that the best look- 
ing articles are those that have attractive 
photographs. Remember that the reader 
wants to see that the apparatus has actual- 
ly been built, and it has far more charms 
than merely a line diagram; also don't for- 
get some good photos of those "ham" sta- 
tions, and photos of "receiving stations" 
only are also very welcome. -Editor.) 

Likes Our "Latest Tube" Circuits! 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

I ant a service man who doesn't go so 
much for short wave experimenting, be- 
cause I have all I can do to keep up with 
the later improvements of the broadcast 
sets, but I would like to tell the editors, 
authors and staff that I always find time tti 
secure and read SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and 
have on file every copy for the last two 
years. What I like mainly about SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT is that the staff puts the dope 
and circuits of the latest tubes in the mag- 
azine as soon as the tubes come out. I 
always glance through the magazine when 
I first buy it, then I turn to the Question 
Box page and always find it quite interest- 
ing; then I read the rest of the magazine 
as soon as I can find time. I built the 
Denton "2 -Tube All- Wave" receiver when 
it came out in the September issue, (1932), 
and have added a stage of R.F. to it, using 
a 58 and also an audio stage, using a 2A5 
and it sure has got a wallop! It's the best 
little job, for a shop -built job, that I have 
ever seen. Will be glad to give information 
concerning it to those who wish, if they 
will write me, enclosing a stamped and ad- 
dresed envelope. 

JAMES B. MATHEWS, 
1018 East Pierce St., 

Phoenix, Arizona. 
(We are glad, James, that you like the 

dope on the latest tubes and circuits in 
which to use them, as published right along 
in SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and we hope to con- 
tinue meriting your good -will and confi- 
dence in the coming months. We have a 
lot of fine things in store for our readers, 
including articles on both small and large 
receivers, transmitters, etc., and as we have 
done in the past we, are endeavoring in 
every issue to present a goodly variety of 
articles so that all classes of readers will 
be taken care of. We are glad to note that 
you found the DENTON 2-TUBE ALL WAVE 

RECEIVER to your liking and undoubtedly 
you will receive quite a "flock" of letters 
after this publication of your offer to give 
additional information on the operation and 
improvement of the "2 -Tube All Waver." 
-Editor.) 

I You can't Afford to Miss the New 
Receiver Circuits. 

NEXT ISSUE 
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MAYO 
MICROPHONES 
Have Stood the Test 
After years of daily service MAYO microphones 
stand the test of hard use and abuse. Their 
scientific design, careful test and adjustment by 
experienced engineers insures lasting quality under 
any and all conditions. YOU WILL FIND 
THAT RESULTS ARE BETTER WITH 
MAYO MICROPHONES. 

Mode 
I Duce 

$ 5.00 
NET 

TO THE 
TRADE 

at 
your 

distributor 
or sent 

postpaid on 
receipt of 
remittance 

Here is the biggest value ever offered in com- 
mercial type microphones. Large two button rugged 
constructed microphones designed for broadcasting, 
short wave work, public address systems, record- 
ing, etc. lias frequency response 30 to 5000 
cycles, pure gold contacts throughout size 214 in. 
thick by 3I/, in. dia. Furnished either 100 or 200 
ohms per button, weight I lbs. Polished chrom- 
ium finish. A microphone that you will be proud 
to own. 
Your distributor carries this microphone, if not, 
it will he sent postpaid on receipt of your remit- 
tance or C. O. O. plus charges. If you are not 
thoroughly satisfied return same within 5 days and 
tee trill make refund. 

Microphone Repairs 
The MAYO microphone repair dept. is part of 
our vast service. Our complete equipment and 
experienced engineers insures accurate repairs 
on any and all makes or types of microphones. 

Repair Costs Arc Loco 
Floating diaphragm -- from $1.00 to $2.50 
Stretched diaphragm from 3.00 to $5.00 
Others on request. Address all repairs to 
Dept. R 21. 
CARBON -Special processed for repacking 
your own microphone. enough to repair two 
microphones -50c. 

MAYO MICROPHONES 
Maylux Mfg. Corp. 

19 Park Place New York, N. Y. 

O CO BT TO .B 
di 

+I 

1 3 19 
AD1V 

CATeIL°tà .a, 
o 

COAST-TO-COAST-RA e 10-CORPORATION; 
I23 3'waS7 Ilt.Sra(gt - - 

IZErrajrzrymy-tx 
ONTAINS IDO RISES 

t000 LIST.WS 2000 Nrw t.wsrsnIOUS vawAau 
DIAGRAMSMARI US YOUR 
',aANWS MPS. Ma PUBLIC 
aDORSSS AMPUFItNS 11Nß 

WEyl/ILL 
NOT BE 

earn 
aATN ° ° TELEVISION awe 

and Inge[ types Television W9icen T95% 
training 

passed federal 
for eat doss 

date. 
95% 

perite a onDdexperimental visual ttion 
R9XAL. Medium and quasi -opne frequencies. 
Studios atop skyscraper. Placement bureau. 

FIRST NATIONAL TELEVISION, 
3014 Polier la Light Bids.. Kanals City, M. 

See Page 362 for important 
book announcement. 
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an old timer says- 
Gentlemen: 
Allow me to congratulate you on Myron F. Eddy's "How to Become an Amateur 
Radio Operator." I have been a "ham" since 1909 and have worked up from the 
open crashing sparks of "Old Betsy's" and took sullenly to these new (angled gadgets 
and had to park "Betsy" in the junk heap under the eaves to go in for tubes. I'm 
too old now to dabble in the game very much but in my teaching a bunch of ether disturbing young squirts here -all Boy Scouts, I still get s certain "kick" out of it. 
I purchased nine copies for my gang and I suppose five or six others got them be- 
cause they saw ours -had to send to Oakland for three additional copies. They're 
GREAT! 

One of the "Old Men" of Radio 
Ex. Lieut. Al. A. Weber (Retired) 

1153 Capp St., San Francisco, Calif. 

San Francisco, Calif. 

THERE is not a radio man in the field, experi- 
menter, service man or dealer who will not want 

to read these two books. Right up to the minute 
with outstanding developments in short -wave radio -new methods and apparatus for quickly learning 
how to become a practical radio operator. Each book 
is authoritative, completely illustrated and not too 
highly technical. The text is easily and quickly 
grasped. 

How telecom* an Amateur Radio Operator 
we chose Lieut. Myron F. Eddy to write this 
book because his long years of experience in the 
amateur field have made him pre- eminent in 
this line. For many years he was instructor of 
radio telegraphy at the R.C.A. Institute. He 
is a member of the I.R.E. (Institute of Radio 
Engineers), also the Veteran Wireless Opera- 
tors' Association. If you intend to become a licensed code op- 

erator, if you wish to take up phone work 
eventually, if you wish to prepare yourself 
for this important subject -this is the book 
you must get. 

Partial List of Contents 
Ways of learning the code. A system of 
sending and receiving with necessary drill 
words is supplied so that you may work 
with approved methods. Concise, authori- 
tative definitions of radio terms, units and 
laws, brief descriptions of commonly used 
pieces of radio equipment. This chapter 
gives the working terminology of the radio 
operator. Graphic symbols are used to in- 
dicate the various parts of radio circuits. 
General radio theory particularly as it ap- 
plies to the beginner. The electron theory 
is briefly given, then waves -their crea- 
tion, propagation and reception. Funda- 
mental laws of electric circuits, particular- 
ly those used in radio are explained next 
and typical basic circuits are analyzed. 
Descriptions of modern receivers that are 
being used with success by amateurs. You 
are told how to build and operate these 
sets. Amateur transmitters. Diagrams 
with specifications are furnished so con- struction is made easy. Power equipment 
that may be used with transmitters and 

receivers, rectifiers, filters, batteries, etc. Reg- 
ulations that apply to amateur operators. 
Appendix. which contains the International 
"Q" signals, conversion tables for reference 
purposes. etc. 

How to Build and Operate Short Wave Raeaaver. 
is the best and most up -to -date book on the 
subject. It is edited and prepared by the 
editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT. and con- 
tains a wealth of material on the building 
and operation, not only of typical short -wave 
receivers, but short-wave converters as well. 
Dozens of short -wave sets are found in this 
book, which contains hundreds of illustra- 
tions: actual photographs of sets built, hook- 
ups and diagrams galore. 
The book comes with a heavy colored cover, 
and is printed throughout on first -class paper. 
No expense has been spared to make this the 
outstanding volume of its kind. The book 
measures 73¢x10 inches. 
This book is sold only at such a ridiculously 
low price because it is our aim to put this 
valuable work into the hands of every short- 
wave enthusiast. 
We know that if you are at all interested in short waves 
you will not wish to do without this book. It is a most 
important and timely new radio publication. 

Over 150 Illustrations 
in Each Book 

72 Pages 7x10 Inches 
Heavy Colored C 

Not Sold on Newsstands 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
96 -98 SWC Park Place, 
New York, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: I enclose herewith E 
for which please send me, prepaid a 
of the book checked. 
( ) HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE. 

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS -50e 
( ) HOW TO BECOME AN AMATEUR 

RADIO OPERATOR -50c. 
Send money order, check, cash or new 
U. S. stamps. Register letter if it con- 
tains stamps or currency. 

copy 

Name 

Address 

City State SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
9.... Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Balancing the Trans. 
mitter Feeders 

THOUSANDS of amateur transmitters 
use the sytem shown in Fig. 1 for transferring power from the R.F. output 

stage to the antenna, namely the two -wire 
voltage feed method, series tuned. This 
sytem is no doubt most suitable and effi- 
cient for a majority of installations, but it 
capable of really bad performance if one important consideration is neglected -its 
balance! 

By balance is meant that from point P 
on coupling coil L2, to points A and B at the antenna proper, there shall be an 
equality of electrical distance, capacity to the ground, and reactance in ohms, regard- 
less of what tuning and measuring devices 
are needed as shown between lines XX and 
YY. If these conditions do not exist, there 
will not be the proper out -of -phase rela- 
tionship between the voltages in the two 
feeder wires, upon which the system de- 
pends for its excellent operation. This 
lacking there will be radiation from the 
feeders themselves, (which reduces the 
value of the radiation from the antenna, 
also induces losses into absorbent materials 
in the proximity of the feeders) and losses at every spacer which cumulatively are 
serious, especially since in general con- 
struction these spacers are considered of 
secondary importance. 

It is very easy to arrange the coil and 
lines to the antenna so that an electrical 
balance exists; it is with the tuning and 
metering apparatus that most amateurs 
thoughtlessly cause the radiating system to work at a handicap. 

The Condensers 
For best results it is necessary that the 

leads from the coil to the feeders be short 
and direct; and undue lengthening will re- 
sult in stray capacity to the ground or to other parts of the circuit; both will tend 
toward unbalance, and the latter will be 
doubly bad because it can transfer power 
from the primary to one side of the system 
capacitatively, instead of inductively to the center as is ideally the case. This means 
that running leads from a coupling coil 
in the rear of a transmitter up to the panel, 
through condensers, then back to the feed 
lines can not be considered good practice, 
especially if the leads pass near other ap- 
paratus. The condensers should be of high- 
est quality and identical, even to the loca- 
tion of the terminals. This last requisite 
may seem trivial, but with increasing fre- 
quency it is more important since current 
distributions (and therefore the losses) are 
dependent greatly on terminal location. 

p 
(ELECTRICAL 

CENTER) 

L2 

-C- 

TO 

CONDENSERS 

.J 

X 

,,LI (PRIMARV t. TANK) 

STANDOFi 
INSULATORS 

A 
zr 

To 

COPPER ANTENNA 
STRAP \T 

Valuable Pointers In Balancing Transmit- 
ting Feeders 
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Short Wave Craft 

is not the sort 111 nlagatine that you read 
and then discard. 

Readers keep their copies for years as 
a steady reference and thousands of let- 
ters attest to this. 

It is now possible to save your copies 
and for this purpose we designed a 

splendid binder for you which holds 
twelve copies. It is made of heavy sub- 
stantial material and is covered with 
black grain leatherette. The name of the 
magazine is stamped in gold on the 
cover. 

An ingenious mechanical arrangement is 
provided which makes it possible to bold the 
copies /fat when reading from !be binder. 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT Binder 
as described, prepaid in the United $ i 25 
States J- 

Canada and foreign countries 25c extra. 
We accept money order, check, stamps or 
cash. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
98 Park Place New York, N. Y. 

MILES REPRODUCER CO. 
Oldest Manufacturers of complete sound am- 
plifying equipment are now opening a new 
service for Hams, Experimenters and Service- 
men 
1-Overhauling any carbon mike non - 

stretch diaphragm types $ 2.50 
Stretched diaphragm type 4.50 

2- Converting any carbon mike into a 

condenser head 0.75 
Send us your mike for prompt and accurate 
repair. 

Quick Delivery 
Catalog describing 300 types amplifiers, micro. 
plumes, speakers, transformers on request. 

MILES REPRODUCER CO. 
verkeltr 244 W. 23rd St., 

ACME PHONES 
for Short Wave Fans 

4000 
ohms 
D.C. 

5 
ounces 

Complete 
Weight 

20.000 turns of magnet wire. 
Tho biggest value ever Rem! in lightweight head - 
ch'hee..lfse'' 

store cant supply l you tort write us for 
haormat inn. 

Acme Specialty Company, Dept. W. 
2000 Mendel Street Chicago, III. 

NEW & MODERN AMPLIFYING EQUIPMENT 
"Power with Quality11 

DYNAMIC UNITS- HORNS- AMPLI- 

FIERS- EXCITERS -HIGH FRE- 

OUENCT UNITS,etr. 

New Catalog -Write for it TODAY 

MACY ENGINEERING C0,145039th St. Brooklyn,N.Y. 

cALLAS-ÁI N. Bb hup St. (Sm FHA U.IL;.: ñ érrad,iÿé 

Metering 
The most prominent cause for Unbalance 

is the careless habit of amateurs In meter- 
ing only one side of the line, and to put 
this meter on the panel or somewhere else 
that makes for easy reading, with no 
thought of the unbalance caused. I have 
seen installations where as much as four 
feet was added to one side of the system 
in order that the meter might be panel - 
mounted! Metering should be done by di- 
rect connection in the lines, and short di- 
rect connections at that! Ideally there 
should be two identical meters, one in each 
line, but rarely does an amateur own these. 

Many switching arrangements have been 
suggested for quickly transferring the cur- 
rent meter from one side of the line to 
the other. At best these are far from per- 
fect; it is more trouble, but well worth it 
to actually move the meter from one line 
to the other when adjusting for balance. 
This may be handily accomplished by 
breaking each line for about two inches, 
(C and D, Figure 2), and terminating in 
binding posts. Between one set the meter 
should be connected, the other set can be 
connected by a copper strap. Swapping 
the meter from line to line is very quickly 
Clone in this manner. Adjustments should 
be made for equal MAXIMUM currents in the 
two sides of the line. Fred Grirnwood. 

Wave -Trap for S -W Converter 

SNORTING 
SWITCH 

\a. 

v 

Ns. 

VARIABLE 
CONDENSER 

BROADCAST 
COIL 

SHIELDED LEAD 

Ate _ ANT 

051 
t_ 

I 

stoat wave 
CONVERTER- 

4G Q 
C O C 

BgOADCAET 
RECEIVER 

How To Use a Wave -Trap With a S -W 
Converter 

WHEN using a short -wave converter 
that requires the broadcast receiver 

dial to be set within the broadcast band, 
it is sometimes impossible to find a 

"quiet" spot. This is particularly true at 
night when there are so many stations 
on the air and the field strength of even 
the distant stations is high. The solution 
lies in the use of an old fashioned "wave- 
trap." This consists of a broadcast coil 
and a variable condenser, such as a T.R.F. 
transformer taken from an old three -dial 
neutrodyne, and connected in series with 
the antenna lead to the converter. 

The procedure is to switch the antenna 
to the broadcast receiver, set the dial to 
the desired place, turn up the volume con- 
trol, and tune the trap circuit to where 
any signal coming in disappears or is at 
a minimum. Return the antenna to the 
converter and everything will function as 

usual, minus the annoying interference 
from broadcast stations. 

The wave -trap should be mounted on a 

small panel with a switch to short it out 
of the circuit when it is desired to receive 
broadcast stations, or it may be left in 
when tuning the broadcast band to elimi- 
nate interference from a powerful local 
station. 

Be sure the lead from the converter out- 
put to the "Ant." post of the broadcast 
receiver is enclosed in a grounded shield. 
-Joseph B. Farrell. 
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Sensational Buys 
in Amateur Parts! 

We stock only NEW and GUARAN- 
TEED Short Wave Parts 

Preston well dammed D.C. mllliammetem. U -IS. 0-25. 0-100. 
0150. 0 -200. Emile s .59 

Preston 0.5 D.C.51.A. 11.16 end 0.10 .g0. 
Rendrite hint model Set A.,4v.Pr- nm:gete 314.70 
Rmdtim 17C. miuhmme et.: 0 -I5. 0 -25. 0.50. O-100. 0150 

0.200. 04300. 0.410. Env h.... .. .. ... 
Read.Tuning M 0.5,07.0-1Ó.Ó- 12.O.IS min. Each 

1. 
. 

Readrilr Ew 
11 

te.+. 
Remarier \,1000 4 ,. 1 Amiga eating i mmlel out 2J40 
Jewel end Weston meters aria Test no beer ommom of .11 been 

rl - alite Ior mires! 
1014,1. îr.ars.m., tee D.. sbl....h en: 0- s.0 -1o. als. 

0.25. IN, n.1 m.0.. 6:.eh 
Triplett 1g.Ar.in. ea 

as 
Ir.('. Tblli.lnn:etere e5 tu 141000 

m ä'," Molt t1tolele 33.43. 2' Fields napels . 2.62 Vi13Ali 

ARC lower Traoelornterm fie mmleh 11:12. R -52 11E- 
45. 6F -70 1.79 

AI Jan S. W. coils 4,ods tn:._0 to 200 meter.: type 709SWS ..I 

AlTl'xryn5i15 s: 
e 
t 

m 
lu. 

m o rye. 
Fah Ise 6-prong. 

18 
hvnei Wire n su .in r m 

S.W. Pitman c.0. Vents. r;nlrd Ula: 4 und s prong. Engin 

monitor 

o 

npn[ .30 
S I , i i 1. el all s i x e s to soak. 

Write for t E bulletin now ready for mailing. Print 
your n and address clearly. 25.-", dewn+it with nil 
orders. ibaia e C n.D. Postage extra. Foreign orders 
accepted. Full remittance plus hostage most mermnmmy 
all foreign Orden. Distributors of all NATIONALLY 
known radio part +. 

MAURICE SCHWARTZ & SON 
710-712 Broadway Schenectady, N. Y. 

NEW 
ALDEN S. W. COILS 
Precision u d coil with thee onvenientgripping- 
rig for easy insertion and removal front socket. 
get .f four eteri+in el 

and short -wave cods- 
20 to 2IX1 meter. with 
001114 00 meter.er. 
T043WS List Price $2.00 set 

NEW! 706SWS Set of four 704awf 
Gs prong wound coils with 

,,ri.. 
se . and tickler wind - 

ng +. 20-200 eters with too mmfd. condenser. Uses 

.tandlyd tube socket. 
7OSSWS. List prie.. Set $3.00 

Set of two roils to rover 100 to 540 meter, with .00014 
7fd. condense 
o4SWW d 704SW0. List Price $1.50 

with enter 0..r -grin rms. 
1 

R.I. 
die. 2 re winding since. 

OOP 
Genuine Makalot Coil Forms 

Yellow. Green or Blue. 
705-5 -pin roil form. List ...25c 

form. List ...30c 700- --pin cod 
70 4 rW fee 700-6-pin cod form. Lis[.. .30c 

Send for latest 9. W. Sheets showing roils. sockets. plugs. 
etc. Send for new Analyser Rewiring Dope Sheet and 

data on using new tube, in place of old type.. 

ALDEN PRODUCTS CO. 

a J Dept. SW10 715 Center S4. 

BROCKTON, MASS. 

AMPLION 

In 
TYPE H. M. HAND MICROPHONE 
Frequency range 7000 cycles. They con- 
tain no metal diaphragm, no carbon but- 
tons, no metal levers or moving parts. 
Carbon hiss reduced to the minimum and 
they do not pack. 
New Transverse Current Principle 
Marvelous results are obtainable through 
this fine instrument. Write for Complete 
Technical Treatise on Microphones. 
Special to "Hams" and Q 7 50 "Experimenters" 4 I 

(List Price $15.00) 

Amplion Products Corp'n. 
42 West 21st St., Dept. S.W. 

New York City 

y1Iii IOS PAG E 
1933 RADIO) 

CAVA LUG 
Hap lai¢ with BARGAINS GALORE For. 
D£AL£RS- SERVI CEMEH -AMATEURS 

Sand for Your Copy TODAY / 
TRY -MO RADIO :2: 8:4eD óTá. TI V T. 

Dept. a -10 
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CAMERA and COMPLETE OUTFIT 35cISOLAR TELESCOPE 
(Add iOe for poetag. and PacldNg) _ - - 

Take and make 
Your own pictures 
Brilliant View 

Finder 
Good Quality 

Lens 
Develo ing and 

Fixing Chemicals 

$ 1.25 NEARLY 
3 FEET 
LONG 

4 Films 
1 Package 

Printing Paper 
I Printing Frame 
Everything necessary to 
turn out the finished picture. 

A LTIIOUGII MARVELOUSLY CHEAP. ¡ t i n q it. efficient. and will take SPLENDID l'Ii TURES. Just the thing for beginner". in photography. It 'nee. phlune, not quire 

I as 
I In innch,s with, Hearn... Merriman ,1 shown-1 mm Loud. end unload. d,Dyluht. 

BRILLIANT VIEW FINGER. *Maple y effective SHUTTER, time d in.tuutnae,ua. leatherette bindle. tome, complete with 
4 FILMS. I paeka.e nl mPRINTING: PAPER. o mat lea: in PRINTING FRAME 
with glare top. and n SUPPLY OF CHEMICALS 

mat Ito 
fain[ and turning 

r the finished picture. Full printed inetructvu w plainly wru hxt child 
to und..t.ed. Never before ha. such opnrtunity'hern offered of in.lul.int 
in the lea of photography. Wish Iti,., outfit talc x of your friend.. 

[diem 
\N1Ì 

iCOMI'LEE 
°OUTFI' IINÌLYsl35e w`ithmlOc 

portrait, 

II- 
aekpge of 5 Fii,,.. Ex'RA latIN'rINO PAPER 10e - 

BOYS! THROW YOUR VOICE 
T Into a trunk, under the bed or 

anywhere. Lots of fun fooling 
teacher, policeman or friends. 

THE VENTRILO 
a little instrument, Eta in the 
mouth out of sight, used with 

above for Bird Calls, etc. Anyone can use it. 
NOW falls. A 16 -paso course on Ven- 

triloquism and the Ventrllo. AO for 10e postpaid. 

The new Excelsior Solar Telescope is a large and serviceable instrument, nicely made and accu- 
rately fitted. When extended it is almost three feet in length, and when closed measures not quite 
twelve inches in length. Telescopes of this size usually sell for many times this price, but by 
importing then) direct from a large European manufacturer, we are enabled to offer them to our 
eustomem for ONLY $1.25 each, at which price they ought to sell readily. The lenses are well 
made, the sides are brass bound, and the four sections are perfectly fitted. Here is your chance to 
obtain a Telescope for a nominal awn. It will be sent postpaid to any address upon receipt of 
$1.25 in any convenient form. Postage stamps accepted if more convenient. 770 page Catalog 
of novelties, tricks, jokes, sporting goods, firearms, jewelry, novelties in seeds and plants, de., 10e. 

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL MAKE YOUR OWN RADIO 
Enrol' D he 

baseball flan, ken tf 
Arts. late t ennew.. 
.te. This py- 
1`bted book f EFFICIENT 

RADIO SETS'. 
. b a how to 

a°1°ke e d operate i 
Pensive Radie Set ; the 4eí.1. f wick e De 
Purchamd for e rifla. Abo telle bow to build 
h 4way. shims.. for bringing foreign stations. 
Da. ealh, ship.( ma, stn. ONLY 15a. .ostsaW, 

Prom:non against B.ePim.r Tromps 
Prices 
50c 
$100 

Wand by 

tglln 
ant,. 

WodelÌed aurldateat tlypa Modelled 

urelar. 
ugh 

n leaded 
it mg be aa.é«uvo ta 

IN Iva. wimnek 
:.aree to ido. It takn 
4edmd .22 Cal. Blank Cartridge obtainable every 

where- Prigs BOe..aaegMr eualltr. 51.00. Blank 
100t Hob., 

Shipped fby Eaónr.e,onÌ> 

00 350 LOOK WONDERFUL 
INSTRUMENT 

SILENT DEFENDER 

Make Your Watches, Clocks, Etc., 
Visible by Night Th w,latRtd'"=leoth.mteati6e 

Y nt wre.. in 
producing 
rto RC 

tine 
a, nLmm. 

Me 
LUMINOUS 

at an which, 
applied 

uso have as tul anee «del to lbw 
Wert. LOMn.,ta PAINT, whkbt.Palb. alba urhre of Ytiele. 

IRONY. 
white 1RgIhL- 

d ...My in the rdu 
applied 

MORE 
dial ÌT 

..top or 
O simple a eat. Anyone-you ei da i. u ente the for del 

to r stb or ebek 
Quite 

anble you 
lighter. 

mats You sao t the at but- 
tons or switch lot°° of your l...L 

Luminous 
match byes, and tala sur tklro 

make your ruso 
play. 

-ic. C e. 
Larger 

Rattle sufficient 4 yat a.,o1 sena I ..lair., Pelee 2130. Latter else [tie sud 51.00 w.rplida 

BIG ENTERTAINER 
180 Jokes and Riddles.' 34 

Magic Tricks, 54 Parlor Games. 
73 Toasts. 15 Tricks with Cards. 
50 Money -making Secrets. 10 
Funny Readings. 3 Monologues. 
21 Pussies and Problems. 5 
Comic Recitations. Cut-outs for 

Checkers an ' ess, ominoea, Fox and Geese, 9 Men lllorris, 
Spanish Prison Puzzle. Came of Anagrams, etc. Allier 1Se postpaid. 

ONLY De 
/lei Per Pair 

Fighting Roosters 
With very little practice 

you eau make them miniature 

....tale in the moat oatnIde -Iike 
the lution. 1 

MUCK COCK- FIGHT. 
mamaePWde. withtel feathers. ale 

s. a tea 25e. postpaid. 

LEARN TO 15MIIIIITE HA 
bin me Led W.eck.. how new l the tremolo, Iul17 HYPNOTIZE ;111,14:.,!* Pelo.1B.p.eSw 

This book 4W how. Er. ikONET MMMA 1I O CCaCYL Gel plein. W about hypnotism, tunnies for . 64 pg. copyrighted how to hypooüu boos to book shook full of mdoey.mak inn ideas, recipes. produce 

m u tt .brow Ito hypnotist 
arms. d o. ONLY IO. p.Pd, 

TELL YOUR OWN FORTUNE 

GOOD LUCK RING 
Trey striking, quoin/ d 

lati ë . Silver 0n6: 
two brilli a da. 

PLAY PIANO 
INONEHOUR 

With the new VAMPIN O 
BOARD. No 

si simple Phxe tb 
Vamping Board upright over 
the piano 

thousands of woe: 
bdiide. waltzes, foe trot., car 
time, e4. No 

using 
of 

musk 
e i. required. 

áo:.Á 
bante not ol'Ih,., I. dbpenetd h aO 1 ei "g toad Ivek.Oaly 25. Ito, Prie. ISO iosl..i' 

With the aid of thin dream 

The key 
d fortune-teller. 

fuue ta your. will 
...lul nluck, .ri WáÌ 

=ou 
be w.altbyt Complete 

ith din cur aI d,.e 
slob 

Nree 
d . 

lucky'n her . Iceiunat. 

'_ rR4Cri .IOC p. Pd. 
FORTUNE FELLING YCARDS 

64 page book tel a how. Cite. them meaning 
Of each ever eoTtóde it and lay 

I . rlóe"...te.ü 

IATIST 
CATAUX 

toesPlstala 
aw. 

eWwr N,f. 

that e e ba miaried with 'Intl. -a. 
capital at home In pro tire. 10. ee.la.id. 
125 CARO TRICRI d 11 :et f h d. 
Contain 11 the latest and beet card trieka 
s. performed by celebrated 

g .rso/ card tricks until DmfeioeaA l amble. Price 250 ee.tptd. 

PERFORM IN 
lOc od. SKELETON 

A ,,dded figuro of 
ame .+ will deucólin. 

in h, and 

abile u e operator dd or m y be, ime distane from it. MM. PrIos10c.31er25ePW. 
NOW TO PITCH. R.,, ,.,.,,.,n. 

hy l e x d i n - . n rh. Ìu, 
' 56 ,1Ì , r35c postpaid. 

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Racina, Racine. 
copy el our NEW CATALOG malted en receipt of 1Oc, or Om De tree Edition with cloth hindln. 25c. lgger and better than ,er. Only book of yp kind N oblinc. Nurlyap0 porti 

good, magic. ADDRESS ORDERS FOR ALL GOODS ON THIS PAGE TO N nwat flew to sprflÑ. sode. rube.. 
1 end irte bng ÑemÌi'É, Cal Aen " Orrdrm.'C k Ó:e »El G.eß Pe ë(: Boema.. for 11 Mlcl. listed abet; C.n.dl.n m n.y, JOHNSON SMITH 8 CO. °9g e Racine,Vis: temp an Poetai Notes accepted 1110'; added for ...change. 

Cnaleet thing t. Nine separate 
les in one. Everybody delighted 

wibit. Odd, Curious and inters 
Lote of pleasure u .ell u very trelW. 

It I. double Miernacom for etan iain the wonder. .1 
nature. It i. also an Opera Glam. Stere'menpe. ae, Lens. . 

Reading Dims, Telerape, Comps. pocket Sluron. and Laryn.nato 
eveormpv,l. ey nthea Pad. fat and lite tthelpockei Something even 

you neeuddl an. Dante m It. Bent by mea. Ord, 350 os 3 

Electric Telegraph Set 15c 
Here you are bord A private electric tele- 

graph set of your own for 15.1 Lout of fun tend- 
mg mennages tyour friends Get two nets. 
hook them up shown in the directions. for 
two-way messages for sending and 
receiving. No trouble at all to 11 

Petatawith the eimeach lm \, 
that ac.o npa'nn each L 

'il 

a O Y ee \ 
battery 

With 
obtainable 

where with this outfit you 
rim learn g it nui 

naii 

e Rmbo by the r 
Morse 

very short 
Code, 

n v phare rte. 
Ìmn hf u ä 

wooden 
/ 

Astor. 
measuring Y3 inches. _`?aye root 

`pat els 
mahnut. e.mártt. r .r.. r 

re key. / .5 A n er báta. 
w' s ern O1V i 

a 
- 

n neat Mikedti D - : e - forr Isom. Teli..,.. 
make betrerne t e tulle °illuetntM // A j 

Jlt 
/ esint.l e. motor.. rn 

Aïïcti`ON .. :ira tden.ieph o ° 
15c lus houe -J elnhbi e:LtViTh .o. 
paid. 

rpe 
-. - tines °POKE LOe Pod. 

Used by pot 
lice officers. do- 
tectives,eheriUs. 
night watch - 
men and °there 
as a means of 
self -protection. 
Very effective. 
Easily fits the 
hand, the fin- 

gers being greeped In the four holes. Very 
useful In an emergency. Made of alumi- 
num they are very light. weighing less 
than 2 ounces. Bandy Docket site 
always ready for Instant use. PRICE 
25e each, 2 for 45e Id. Catetoo IOc 

WONDERFUL X -RAY TUBE 
A wonderful little instru- 
ment producing optical 
Illusions troth surprising 
and startling. With It 

s you can ace what is 
apparently the bones of your angers the lead in a lead pencil. the 

Interior opening in a pipe stem. and many 
otheralmtlar11luslona. Price lee, 31 r25e. 

Exploding Matches 
r More fun than fighting with 
your wile. They Io,k , t like like 

matches but explode 
with loud han. l,t. 12 

by .tche. to b. PRICE IOe pl. box. 3 bee.. 25oó w 75o 
Pe the. baa.a Not debts. 
Shipped by F.ty,e.e only. 

10c 
Teensy 

Eiscricien 
10e 

Add 1M for 

MUt tÌeeir,..: 

PISTOL CIGARETTE CASE 
It looks like adeadly weapon. but It Is merely a 

novel Cigarette Cue. This clever contrivance 
has proved Itself better Menthe real thing In 

many an awkward encounter. Great hen 
"sticking up" your friends. They squirm 
and protest It might be loaded. Pull the 

.~eiuw rw 
tiWE 

openedisclosing the ciga- 
rettes. Well made light 
ana compact. Weight 
only 2 ounces. 

PRICE 
ID 25c 

NOVELTY FRENCH PHOTO RING 
A VERY GREAT CURIOSITY 

A classy looking ring, 
with imitation platinum 
finish, set with large imi- 
tation diamond. In the 
shank of the ring is a 
small microscopic picture, 
almost invisible to the 
naked eye, yet is magni- 
fled to an almost incre- 
dible degree and with 1 
astonishing e brae nes e. 
There are pictures that should suit all 
tastes, such as bathing girl beauties, 
pretty French actresses in interesting 
poses, also views of places ofiMerest in 
Prance, Panama Canal and elsewhere; others show Lord's 
Prayer or Ten Commandments in type. State wishes and 
we will try and please you. PRICES 25c, 3 for 65e, 
o r $2.25 per dog postpaid. 

Add 10c for 770 page catalog. Shows many other photo 
novelties. The world' greatest assortment of novelties, jokes, 
tricky, puzzles, etc. No ooh r raulnp Iike it anywhere. 

ITCHING Powder r.o- 
...antler. u ..°of your isumdl¡`yq 

thoroughly enjoyable. All 
that la necessary 4 .tart the 
WI roiling 4 deposit glib. 
Be of the powder 

d. irus S r ch. tit s the 
mgt. Tb result I. a vigorous n aw i lise armies 

doatr 
domnn8beo.p1e0d 

ebby 
Enmee. 

ANARCHIST BOMBS 
Ono of thou 51 wish 

adopt. will eao.s zoos. con- 
sternation . The e 

Alabama, 
ntirr , 

Çcc. par Bon. 
abort 

oar. 
for 25e., 75e Per do.. 

par 
ROSS So..,.. 7.6SMoped 

h, E w. Not Prr° id. 

SNEEZING POWDER 
Plane ver en amont of 

vairobi 
powder on the barkthe 1 

band °r Á them t,n e i 
kn rthe `ar Ì.`. n in 
Da ' nm i iety anear hair 

the 
real but ï 

from 
toss 
an- 

other. Bet Between 
one 

hoch' 
be havinitthe time al your wt.. 
For w , pdtnrd 

`eée `ed`therer i:: ólif,ering of 
pe"ple, it b the pirater Iota eat. NUM IO. 3 y ass. 75a pow Mtaa. IbIsed a Capra e. Not Prepaid 1. 770 rap. Notre, eatalee lá. 

COMICAL 
MOTTO RINGS 

Lots of 

a..tamale.. 
fun and 

upail ttN 
o 
w+ rpl lesi 

aural. i. awldi taamlod. illustrated. 
ask. ea. ntp.N. 

MARC MAGIC 
eY 250 

An excellent little 

wParlor rTrick, ,e .,Ä 
trick. 

kerchief., eggs, 
. rig, tthat a child can per- 

form them. Profusely 
flies. Sent po.tpd. to 
any ddrese for MY 
12áe po is oott . for 

J 
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Capacity Bridge 
MOST "hams" would like to know the 
capacity of their condensers which they 

have salvaged from old sets. Most capacity 
bridges cost plenty of money, but this 
one costs no more than one dollar to 
make. To make it one needs: one 50,000 
ohm fixed resistor and one b0,000 ohm 
variable resistor, one .0005 fixed conden- 
ser and one .0005 mf. variable conden- 
ser (straight -line capacity), binding posts, 
wire, 0 -100° dial, and other small parts 

How to Connect a Capacity Bridge 

found in the "junk box!' Phones of about 
3000 ohms work best for this bridge and 
the circuit is so simple that it needs no 
explanation. 

Turn the variable condenser to full ca- 
pacity or with the plates fully meshed and 
connect the posts of the .0005 fixed con- 
denser across the binding posts X. It may 
be necessary to connect a 25 watt lamp in 
series with the 110 volt alternating cur- 
rent to prevent burn -outs if your conden- 
ser to be tested is shorted. Now with the 
phones connected you will hear the 60 
cycle A.C. hum. $y turning the variable 
resistance and listening closely you will 
be able to establish the point where the 
hum fades out entirely. The resistor then 
should be locked at this point because the 
circuit is now balanced. 

Each point on the dial equals .000005 
mf. For example, a reading of 50 on the 
dial equals .00025 or a reading of 25 on 
the dial equals .000125. To use the bridge 
hook the unknown condenser across the 
binding posts X, turn the variable con- 
denser until no hum is heard, note dial 
reading and multiply by .000005. If you 
have no variable condenser of .0005 take 
a fixed condenser with a capacity of .0005 
and hook it in place of the variable con- 
denser. Then procure a .0005 fixed con- 
denser, hook across binding posts X, and 
turn the resistor until no hum is heard 
in the phones. Now, remove the condenser 
which is hooked across the binding posts, 
X, and gather all your variable condensers 
together. Mesh the plates and connect 
them one by one across binding posts, X, 
until no sound is heard in the phones. The 
condenser that causes no sound to be 
heard in the phones has a capacity of 
.0005. Then remove the fixed condenser 
which was used in place of the variable 
condenser and substitute the variable con- 
denser which has a capacity of .0005. 

The base board is taken from a prune 
box and measures 9" x 6" x %" and is of 
pine. There is no special order of the 
parts on the board. If one so desires you 
can hook on a 0 to SO A.C. milliammeter in- 
stead of head phones and have a visual 
tuning. No hum, the milliammeter will 
drop to nearly zero. -Edward E. Fetter. 

IN NEXT ISSUE 
Mr. Victor tells you how to add 
"PHONE" to the Amateur 
Transmitter. 

DON'T MISS IT! 

3S.ß 

No More Computing 
ShortWave Coils! 

FIGURING out inductance required and numbers of turns of 
wires of various sizes to establish such inductance is a 
tedious process, especially as so much trying of this and 

that has to be done before the accurate result is achieved. 
But now' no more computation of short -wave solenoids is 
necessary -or any solenoids for any radio frequency -because 
the answers obtained after 400 hours of computation are re- 
duced to curves on plotting paper in a new book, "The In- 

ductance Authority," by Edward M. Shiepe, B. S. (Massa- 
cthusetts 

itute)e 
Institute of Technology), M. E. E. (Polytechnic In- 

The only book of its kind in the world. "The Inductance 
Authority" entirely dispenses with any and all computation 
for the construction of solenoid coils for tuning with variable 
or fixed condensers of any capacity. covering from ultra fre- 
quencies to the borderline of audio frequencies. All one has 
to do is to read the charts. Accuracy to 1 per cent may be 
attained. It is the first time that any system dispensing with 

The snagrera to roil p.Rh- 
computation has achieved such very high accuracy and at the 

Ir.oa are vbainen in a Tea, same time covered such a wide band of frequencies. 
by ronautrins "The Immure A condensed chart in the book itself gives the relationship 
tartre Authority ", and ob between frequency, capacity and inductance, while a much 
Wood neenrwdg. larger chart. issued as a supplement with the book, at no Pale Flexible Black Cover extra charge, gives the same information. although covering a Prlge, $2.00 per g py wider range. and the "curves" are straight lines. The con- Postpaid on receipt of rr densed Tri- Relationshi p Chart is in the book co that when one once grits order. 
lax 20' Td- Itelation..hip has the book with him away from home or laboratory he still 
Chart, a eupelentent to the has sufficient information for everyday work, while the sup - book, is included in chi. pleurent. 18 x 20 inches, is pr,. Dreferable in the laboratory for 

Tubli bed hy. the most exacting demands of accuracy and wide frequency 
Herman Bernard coverage. 

From the tai -relationship chart (either one), the The two other charts are the tri -plat ion.shlp one 
required inductance value is read. since frequency and a frequenev -ratio chart, which c Ives the fee- 
and capacity are known by the consultant. The quency ratio of tuning with any inductance when 
size and insulation of wire. as weil as the diem- using any condenser the maximum and minimum 
eter of the tubing on which the mil is to he capacities of which are known. 
wound, are selected by the user. and by referring The hook contains all the nee say Information 
to turns charts for such wires the number of turns to give the final word on solenoid coil construction 
on a particular diameter for the desired induct- to sec ice men engaged In replacement work. hone 
ante Is a sieri mined. experimenters, short are enthusiast,. s amateurs. 

There are thirty -eight charts. of which thirty- engineer. teachers. .students, etc. 
six ern er the number of turns and Inductive re- The curve: are for close -wound inductances, but 
salt, for the various wire sizes used in Ionlmer- the text includes inf..rmation on orrection factors 
riel practice (Nos. H to 321. as well as the dif- for use of spared winding. as well as for Inelu- 
ferent types of covering (single silk. single cotton, lion of the roils in shields. 
double silk. double cotton and enamel l and till,- This Is the most useful and !tract teal !emit so far 
teen diameters of i . r/a. 1. I%, 1V., I%. lye, published In the radin field. in that it dispenses 
1%, 2. 22':. 214. 2% and 3 inehes. with the great amount of ewnputat ion otherwise 

Lack turns chart for a given wire has a separate necessary for obtaininc mdu, +since values. and is 
curse for each of the thirteen form diameters. highly accurato. 

DIAL- CALIBRATED OSCILLATOR 
HERE is the very test oscillator you need most -one 

that works on a.c., d.c. and also on batteries. For 
a.c. simply plug into the 110 -volt line. For d.e. 

simply plug into the d.c. line, observing the polarity 
marked on the cable plug. For battery use simply connect 
90 volts of B battery to the plug otherwise inserted in 
the wall outlet, observing polarity. The output is awway' 
modulated. 

The fundamental frequencies are 134 to 402 kr. and they are imprint- 
ed on the that scale, which Is therefore direct- reading. Many inter 
mediate frequencies are cad right on the fundamental scale. Il Jailer 

I nt en mnit Ste frequencies 1400 to 500 krt are obtainable by using the 
sag and harmonic of fundamentals bet wetn 200 and 250 kc, and the 
popular intermediate frequencies in the s and -har- 
mmnnie region are imprinted right on the scale. Ile - 

sides. the broadcast band is covered by the fourth 
harmonic (536 to 1608 Icel. willt the scale cali- 
brated for this region. also. 

With this test oscillator there is no confusion 
due to molt leticity of harmonies, as up to the 
highest broadcast frequency r , harmonic higher 
than the fourth is used. With mare nonee: -. :. 
restoonae points the oscillator 
may be used for all short soaves 
to 10.0110 kc (30 meters). for 
peaking. but not for n 

ea 
sur- 

ing frequency. thehar- 
nonie responses then are raw 

numerous. 
A 31 tube is required. 

45 
(Less Tube) 

Hernian Bernard 
135-6 Liberty St. 
New York, N.Y. 

The Bernard test oscillator 
Is made to all the need for 
accuracy at low cost, plus 
portability and universality. 
BO that no platter where 
senke man goes, If he has a 
Bernard oscillator with him, 
he will never he at a loss for 
a generator of frequencies. 
Every net-owner be. we ,x d.e. or bat- 
teries and therefore runpile..11 the 

.ry n the teat oc. 
cillatur.n No r 

P 
rate "A" voltage 

souree to needed. 

The arrow. y fie ninny. 2 per rent or 
bene 

r 
, 

.rotad I ax,n,r,,rd Ii Herman Bernardi 

The "EAGLE ", a new sensational 3 tube S.W. Receiver 
The only popular priced set having the ¡ ¡ A G Prise Being Increased 

band spreading feature a a 7 J Next Month 
CHECK THESE FEATURES!: 

GROSS RADIO, Inc., 

SCREEN GRID 

PENTODE POWER AUDIO 

TANK CONDENSER 

- sou highest porilde 
adio i than obtained :uld. 

d stag,.. Willaoperate .peoker on 

:be front 
Speedy 

of panel and eliminate. 
:rad., 

han 
ives 

.. the ordinary lalrge condenser. 

;m 
II 

rs 
widest 

b of rang s. This feature gives 

DIAL . ..r any posit inn of the beyueneie. 
.I,Ir -eery r ends 

REGENERATION CONTROL .ploya y tikenrr for',ability. rugged- 
, 

POWER CABLE .,Iility of wrong Peunrirttuns and inner.. 

CABINET - . 
i _. !sir". Int. compact. hin d c . ttsuised 

Lni.h. Completely shield, tnen Aan i te,Ì for table 
RANOE -IS o 200 -4' plug e coil. with reach re nnli..d . 
Ti,. EE of r n datai' w r,d nod i.. NfO rice SI1.SS 
TUBED-Set of 3 mé,,. s3.00 

n.ad th. ron:n,t.t.. arm, un of the EAGLE in the .A,,.uet 1111,1, 
w'. \\'E 

SAND SPREADING CONDENSER 

51 Ve,.r St., Dept. C, Blow York City 
Tel. Barclay r -0161 
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for the RA D I O Experimenter 
A N D Constructor 

COILS, LESS rugfS 

FB -7 SHORT -WAVE SUPER 
N'hen sin Lve au.] opv,;Lte the Fil- you Will tiodurntand silty this 
seven tube i t superheterodyne rerchr has become so popular not 
only with the -I : r 1 mat u for whom It d igoed but Willi 
short -Wave bruad -a,t rli-Iruer. a yohere. It sa built tu c utend the 
crowded conditions nt the amateur t'.W and phone bauds. 'Two stages 
of Idgh -gain I.P. amplilleation Pis awed circuit,] Rire very high sen- 
sitivity and select wily. . \II ri nits are individually filtered. und shield- 
ing Is unusually thorough. resulting in high stability. Class A Pentode 
amllo output assures ample volume and butin). Full range n to 200 
meters. Our new 1atalog gives all the features-many i,l rtes] txelu 
sire -of this outstanding receiver. 

Ì Ì 
NATIONAL RADIO -FREQUENCY CHOKES 

Typ lull- Isolane its nn ud for clips or solder connections, 125 M.A.. 
z mllllhenrirs. 50 ohms D.C. resistance. 

Typ 90 -Fier bypass stork o n -grid or plate circuit of screen 
e: id riches and betwe r en detector and 1st audio. nul. 90 rile. 

Type 11- 152- 'rransue lit ing B.F. Choke. 10.01111 volts insular loo. 1 nr.h. 
D.C. resistance 10 uhuas. 0.6 amps continuous ratl::g. 

Type R- 200 -I1igh impedance choke for output of 2nd detectar, used 
ire AGS and Flt -1. Indurtanre 00 m.lt, rased in It 39. 
(Not illustrated,. 

COIL AND TUBE SHIELDS 
For the Home- Constructor 

Type J -30 -1'0lí shield. 2'.é" diem., 334.° 
high. square bottom things. 

Type It -311 -Coil Shield. a- dlmn., aa:i isi ,I the country 
high. separate mounting base. 

., ;. 
1'..r a ... -111.1 lead to 

Type TS -Tube Shield. with 'l'op Cap argil crn, mn-grid 
tertnited nitnl 

. 

A.C. 
Bolt Mounting ]'late. 

Type T -5S -Tube Shield (4 piece) for ive loo sizs.for 
screen-grid 

standard 
use with 57 and 5rI tub -s, and large type tulles. N me 

It11 A T D O It1 A L PRECISION ; ,Idru- -s 

SHORT -WAVE EQUIPMENT i 

NATIONAL 
GRID -GRIPS 

Send for our New 16 -page 
Catalog. Use Coupon below. 

ti 

ALL NATIONAL Short -Wave 
Parts are precisiondesigned and 
made by a Company which has 
been known for the excellence of 
its products s: nce its establish 
ment in 1914. 

ré (4- ted ed 
MIDGET H.F. CONDENSERS 
National t'o. makes a full line of 
52 different uluiel.s of short -wave 
and ultra -short -Wave satiable con- 
densers. All midgets have Isolan- 
tite Stator insulation, r shorted - 

turns. constant impedan e rotor- 
connections to eliminate crackle and 
noise. mechanical rigidity. and elec- 
trical stability. Fully listed In Cat- 
alog No. 215. Typical examples are: 
SEC- 15 -15 nnnf.. 270° SFL 

Plates. air -gap .055" 
ST11- 200 -200 

r 

unf., 180° 141W V 
plates. Ir -gen .0175° 

SS- 50-50 mutt.. 180° SIC 
plates, air -gai .0226" 

SE -100 -100 mint., 270' NFL 
Plates. air -gap .026" 

44, 
COIL AND TUBE SOCKETS 
These nvw NATION Isnlantite 
-mirth . I i l specifically for 
- bort -wave sers kl. will redlle losses 
at this point to a minimum. Made 
rr nt cornenlent Inc prong -guiding chan- 
nel, and In 4. 5, 6, and 7 -prong 
sties. 

FRONT-OF- PANEL- 
CHANGE 

COIL FORMS AND 
SOCKETS 

Drina your ceiver up 
In date with ul n NA- 
TIONAI. Regular and itand- Spread 
Coll-Forms unit grounded and 
shielded cast -metal handles. and 
bull) -In air- dielectric padding con- 
densers as used In Fil -7 and PIS-N 
Receivers. These forons are made to 
tit the NATIONAL special 6 -prong 
faduumf 

hie 
with 

and external terminal 
drip. 

x 

STANDARD 
R -39 FORMS 

'rie e for are made 
of the easi r ly drilled 
I13!1, the special 
high- enlrlenry dielec- 
tric 

srrk. 
for 
¡(eduscesrtlwees 

-will not deteriorate. 
Made in 4. .e and 6 -prong mmlen. 
F'it NATIONAL xrakets. 

'245f? 
LESS cinta 
ANO runs 

NAT ¡O.NA° t 

IE 

SW -3 AMATEUR RECEIVER 
-l-he famous N.YI' lt`N.Ua Thrill Box. nude for our leurs. 
II lgb signal -In -nuise ratio. . . High R.F. gain through 

I. of '58 tubes. Grnu l ne .single control. List price: 
-_1.50. less coils. Band spread coils, $1.75 per pair, 

I Fill line of standard It -39 coils for complete coverage 
0111 9 to 2000 meters. 

NATIONAL VELVET -VERNIER DIALS 
StatnLUd i sbnI r ork cor )Iadv In a 
number of different t - a 

, pas. --with discand drum dials. or 
In solid germon -silver with preri -luta Yeruler- scads; lu 
Illuminated and non-illuminated types: -all with the Pre- 
ise smooth drive that has made the name Velvet-Vernier 
famous wherever radio Is used. -und all nude to give 
years of exacting sirire. 

AIR DIELECTRIC TUNED 
I.F. TRANSFORMERS 

With micrometer -tuned air - 
dielectric double -bearing pre- 
cision condensers, velvet -ver- 
nier type, self -locking rotors, 
Isolantite insulation, and all 
peaking adjustments easily 
made from top of shield. 450- 
500 k.c, range. Coils are lat- 
est type, litz- wound. Espe- 
cially fine in tropics or in 
damp climates. 

Send Coupon Today! 
NATIONAL CO. INC.. 
61 Sherman 5t., Malden. Mass. 

Gentlemen: Please send nie your new eat.. 

215. fIvIne prices and particulars of N.t'I.I; 

1t. \1110 PRODUCTS. 1 enclose 6c In stamp 

cover umllhu costs. 
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a 

Choice of the expert 
THE SUPER QUALITY RADIO TUBE 

Licensed Under RCA Patents 

Van Dyke 

RADIO TUBES 
for 

SHORT WAVE 
TELEVISION 

TRANSMITTING 

Guaranteed 

No types -two t es of tubes under Ninety-two 
the famous VAN DYKE trade mark. Visit your 

nearest S. S. KRESGE Co., green front store for 

your tube requirements. 

Manufactured for and Sold Exclusively by 

S. S. KRESGE COMPANY-25c to $1.00 - GREEN FRONT STORES 

Van Dyke Laboratories 
E. Newark, N. J. 
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